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CRI'lE&IA FOB. '"IEDUCTIOH--IH-FOB.CI• STAFFING DECISIORS:
OPINIONS OP TEACIII!BS AliD ADKINISTIATOBS FROM
LUGE IlEA DIStRICTS Ill CONIII!cnCUT

Lorraine A.. Marcaa.tcmio, Ed.D.
Western Michigan University., 1980
The: priu.ry purpose of this study was to &lllwer the question:

When reduction in force (I.IJ') decisiOIUJ are nece. .ary, what is the
extent of agreement between teaebers aa.d adainistrators in regard to
criteria to be cona1dered?

The criteria of seniority and perfonaance

evaluation were investisated in depth through analysis of the respouea
to these questions:

1.

To what extent do teachers aad administrators haV'e ailllilar

opinions cOilcera.ing the definition of seniority?
2.

Would a change in nature of existing enluation

aya~ema

affect

the acceptance of evaluation ae a criurion in R.IP decisions?
In order to collect the data uceaaary to answer the questions

posed, copies of a questionnaire developed by the reaearcher were uiled
to the 320 teachers aad 20 adld.niatrators fr011 three NEA districts
ranclOIIly selected fr011 the 18 larsest in Connecticut.

Ezcept for items

specific to position cl\aracteristics and five attitudinal items, the
teacher and administrator forma were identical.

Questions associated

with the choice of criteria for RIP' stafflq decisions, preferred
indicators and parcieipants in evaluation. systees, and preferred
definitioas of-seniority writ each answered on a 5-point Likert-type
scale.
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Substantial agreement was found between teachers and administrators
regarding criteria to be used in RIF situations.

50%) endorsed the use of multiple

criteria~

The majority (over

e.g., areas of certification,

degree status, program. needs, teacher evaluation, seniority, specific
experience at grade level or in subjec:t area, and tenure.

No definition

of seniority was agreeable to a majority (over 50%) of each group.
Although most of the teachers and administrators favored some form
of teacher evaluation as a criterion in RIP staffing decisions, only

45.7% of the teachers were in favor of developing and using separate
formative and summative evaluations.

Over 50% of each group indicated

willingness to accept the following indicators for eitber formative or
SWDID8.tive evaluation:

classroom environment, teacber command of subject,

observation of classroom, pupil-teacher relations, individual performance
objectives, lesson plans, and personal attributes.

Over 50% of each

group was willing to accept the participation of principal, department
chairpersons, and self in either formative or summative evaluation
systems.
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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM AND ITS BACKGROUND
.. The Board of Educati.on may find

1~

necessary

fro~ ~ime

to time to

reduce the number of cer~ified personnel which ·it employs, due to
reduced enrollment. within the district 7 elimination or reduc~ion of a
special prograc, lack of funds, or other substantial reasons" (Draft
Policy, Greenwich.

Connec~icut

Public Schools 7 1982).

These or similar

words are being heard in increasing numbers of school districts each
year.

The 1978 American Association of School

Administra~ors'

"Critical

Issues Report" suggested that secondary schools will serve 25% fewer
studen~s

in 1990 than

~hey

did in 1976.

According to Dearman and Pliska in

~heir

1980 report for the

National Center for Education Statistics:
Between 1979 and 1984, the lowest enrollment year projec~ed,
the nUIIIber of students is expected to decline by another
3 million. Thus, from the lowest year, a 15 percent
reduction is anticipa~ed. S1118ller numbers are expected
through 1984 in the lower grades, K-8, and ~hrougb 1989
in the upper gTades, 9-12. Most of this decline is
projected in the public sector, while nonpublic school
enrollment is expected to remain fairly constant. (p. 44)
More recent projections

fr~:a

the Center (Grant & Eiden, 1981)

indicated that:
There will be 8"111811 annual reductions in elementary school
enrollment for the next 2 years. These decreases are
directly attributable to the expected decline during this
period in the num.bl!!:r of children aged S to 13. After 2
or 3 years of relative st:ability, enrollment in the
elementary grades should start to rise again in the mid1980's. The small annual decreases in high school
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enrollment, which began in 1977, are expected
throughout lllOSt of the 1980's. (p. 1)

~o con~inue

These projected enrollment swings and their concomitant effect on
~be

staffing requiresaents of elementary and secondary schools compound

the already complex proble111. of development of educationally, legally,
and ethically sound reduction in force (RIP') policies and procedures.
Moreover, the choice of criteria used to make RIF _employment dec!sions--e.g., seniority, current program needs, areas of certification,
performance evaluation-may have far reaching effects on the quality of
educational opportunity available to the students of a particular district in the future.

Talented and gifted teachers who find themselves

pink slipped due to reduction in force eutployment decisions may choose
to pursue alternate careers in business and industey.

The current

shortage of qualified •th and science teachers is partially a· result
of teachers choosing the relative security of business and industry
over the uncertainty caused by "riffing"' (a colloquialism for ..reduction in force") in the public schools.
Obviously not all school districts will lose students in the coming
years, but the majority will.

Some school districts have already had

to OJt professional staff by as much as 10% in 1 year because of major
enrollment drops (Phay, 1980b, pp. 11-35).
According to Robert Eagen, President of the Connecticut Education
Association, reduction in force is mong the most painful elements of
being a teacher in this decade.
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It is impossible to be completely free of its effects and
still -remain a comad.tted teaehe~. It lurks the-re for all of
us to face. Sometimes it happens in a neighboring town, then
a neighboring school, and finally, our own school. "lie are not
all going to be laid off, but our work and emotions are bound
to be affected by RIFs. (Eagen, 1982, p. 2)
Teachers are not the only educators affected by reduction in force.
A 1978 study designed to assess the relative magn1.tude of stress induced
by a variety of administrative events that confronted education adminis-

trators concluded that "conflicts between administrators and teachers
are perceived to be most stressful" (Koff 1 Olson, & Cichon, 1979-1980,
p. 1).

The most commonly reported cause of stress centered around

staff management problema such as staff reduction and teacher evaluation.

A sampling of comments included:

"Teacher dismissal and expulsion

hearings are the two most stressful eveuts tha.t have been encountered";
"teacher evaluations have been extremely stressful'" (Koff et al., 19791980, p. 2).

It is unlikely that the situations causing this stress

will lessen.
Stress is also engendered by the uncertainty associated with the
necessity for reduction in force.

"Whom shall we lay off?"' is a ques-

tton being asked in increasing numbers of school districts.

According

to Nassau (1978), "One of the moat disruptive aspects of the declining
enrollment phenomenon is the uncertainty which surrounds the question
of which teachers will be laid off" (p. 271).

Nassau stated that al-

though seniority is often used as the criterion, other factors are also
considered by administrators in many districts.

S. M. Johnson, in her

1980 study of contracts of school systems throughout Massachusetts,
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found

tha~

"many included performance criteria in their reduction in

force provisions and few relied on seniority alone" (p. 215).
Weldy (1978), reporting on the

uncertain~y

and apprehension of

faculty in times of staff reduction, stated that "Teachers are most
sensitive about unfavorable evaluat-ions and are more inclined to contest
anything going into an official record that they think might be used
agaill;St them.

They are sure we are building cases

wi~h

unfavorable

· evaluations as a means of getting rid of unwanted faculty (in a few
cases they are right)" (p. 7).

Beckman (1981) contended that .. In some

cases. teachers who lose their jobs have challenged the use of teacher
evaluation as a factor coDSidered by the Board in the reduction in
force employment decisions"' (p. 45).
Nolt:e, in the July, 1976 American School Board Journal, suggested
t:hat 111 order to reduce the possibility of litigation "'school districts
should develop policies and procedures for reduction in force before they
are needed, even while enrollment projections showed [sic] increases or
remained steady" (pp. 26-27).

In a paper presented at the 1978 annual

tDeeting of the National School Boards Association, Raun supported the
views of Nolte when he declared that "in order to help ameliorate the
adverse effects of reduction in force, school districts facing declitrlng
enrollments should develop and adopt reduction in force policies before
they are needed'" (p. 1).
As school enrollments continue to decline and financial resources

become less abundant, the need for reduction in force increases.

As re-

duction in force increases, the pressure to develop carefully considered
criteria upon which to base reduction in fore"' decisions becomes more
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urgent.

Noland (1982) cautioned those facing reduction in force to re-

mellbur the law 1 "Legally 1 a RIF is one type of

1

dismissal for sufficient

cause 1 and as such is subject to 1110st rules for termination.
ll10St likely to be covered by such requirements are:

The issues

bow employees to

be terminated are chosen; what standards and procedures lllUSt be followed"'
(p. Z9).

Statement of the Probleu:
Given the above remarks, the question investigated in this study
was:

When reduction in force is necessary, what is the extent of agree-

ment between teachers and administrators in regard to which criteria
should be considered in the RIP decisions?

Since seniority has tradi-

tionally been used as the only criterion for determining the order of
layoff among tenured teachers, it was deemed appropriate to investigate
the preferred definition of seniority (by teachers and administrators)
in order to determine if there was agreement in regard to the preferred
definition.
Moreover, since performance evaluation has been used (and is generally accepted) by teaehers as a means of i11proving their effeetiveness
in the el.aasroom but has been rejeeted as a eriterion in RIP' staffing
deeisions, the following question was also investigated: Would a change
in the nature of existing evaluation systems affeet the aeeeptance of
evaluation as a criterion in reduetion-in-force staffing decisions?
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Purpose .of the Study
It was the intention of this researcher to investigate and report
similarities and differences in teachers' and administrators' selfreported perceptions and opinions about the choice of criteria to be
used when making reduction-in-force staffing decisions.

The possibility

of developing 11111tually agreed upon criteria, which could reduce the
stress of uncertainty and foster the trust and cooperation of the teaching staff (perhaps reducing the probability of litigation), was examined.
The 1.8 million member National Education Association (REA) recommends that reduc:tion in force "criteria should include seniority, Objectivity, notidiscrimination, uniformity of application, and affirmative
action" (NEA, 1980, p. 235).

The association ..urges local affiliates

to negotiate RIP policies that exclude performance evaluation from consideration in the reduction-in-force process" (NEA, 1980 1 p. 235).

How-

ever, it (the REA) also endorses the concept of performance evaluation
as a means for improving the quality of instruction offered to students.
In an attempt to understand and possibly to reconcile these seemingly
contradictory sanctions, the criteria of seniority and performance evaluation were investigated in greater depth than other possible criteria;
Le., tenure; program. needs of the

depa:rtment~

the building, or the

system; degree status; affirmative action; area of certification; service on school committees; and participation in district activit.ias.
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tssuea Bxplored
'l'be following queatiou were positecl in order to obtain data for
aualysia and diacuaaion of the probl••

Anawera to theae queationa

lld.ght facilitate the developaant of reduction-in-force policies and
pract:l.cea that are agreeable to teachers and adllinistratora and uy
contribute to the •intenance of educaticmal.ly sound iastruct:l.OD&l. prograM during ties of reduction in force.

The questioaa are listed

below:
1.

To what utent do teachers and ad.llf:nistratora hold af.mf.lar

views concerning criteria that should be coaaidered when

maldaa: reduc-

ticm-:l.n-force staffing decisions?
2.

To wbat extent do teachers and adll:l.nistratora have similar

op:l.niou con.eerning the relative f.Dportance af each criterion in uk.f.DS
reduction-in-force ataffiag decis:l.ons'l
3.

To wbat extent do teachers and adad.n:l.atrators have sim:l.l.ar

op:LDJ.ona eonceraiq •perfomance :l.odf.catora"' to be used in a teacher
evaluation syata daa:Lsned solely to "help the teachers illlpro-.e their
effectiveneaa'"'l
4.

To what extent do taac:heu and adllf.niatrators have sbrl.lar

opinions c:oneerning "'perforunce indicators'" to be used in a teacher
evaluation ayats deailned solely to '"serve adllf.aiatrative decision
making with respect to hiring, firing, p1'01110tions 1 tral18fen, reduction
in force, etc."' 'l
5.

To what extent do teachers and adal.nistrators have sf.af.lar

opinions c:onc:erning who should participate in the teacher evaluation
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process when the results of the evaluatioD will be used solely to "help
the teachers improve their effectiveness"?
6.

To what extent do teachers and administrators have similar opin-

ions concerning who should participate in the teacher evaluation process
when the results of the evaluation rlll be used solely to "serve administrative decision making with respect to hiring, firing, promotions,
transfers, reduetion in force, etc."?
7.

To what extent do teachers and administrators have similar

opinions concerning the definition of seniority if seniority is used as
the only criterion when detel"mining the order of lay ofi among tenured
teachers in reduction-in-force situations?
Significance of the Study
As school enrollmer..t continues to decline, the necessity for reduc-

tion-in-force continues to increase.

Decisions to terminate employment

are made with respect to an increasing number of teachers each year.
According to Zirkel and Bargerstoclc. ( 1981) in the NASSP Legal Memorandum on Reduction in P'orce, "The order of suspension or dismissal is
statutorlally specified in 16 states ••• the overwhelming majority of
court decisions have granted tenured teachers a priority" (p. 4).

"Where

statutes (and contracts) are silent about the proper basis for retention
among tenured and nontenured teachers, courts have tended to leave the
matter to the board's discretion, and again, most boards have elected to
use seniority as at least one factor'" (p. 5).

The same authors (1980)

uintained that .. The state legislature will continue to play an important role in establishing the rules for reducing the number of school
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personnel" (p. 17).

Left unanswered by the legislature and the courts

(up to the present) is the question of what criteria are to be used in
reduction-in-force decisions when all the teachers remaining¥in a district are tenured and reduction in force must cont;inue.
As enrollment continues to decline, and reduction in force increases •

the pressure to reach agreement regarding which criteria are to be used
in RtF situations builds.

Lack of agreement between teachers and admins-

trators leaves open the possibility of increased numbers of grievances
and lawsuits initiated by teachers who contest administrative decisions.
This situation can be costly in terms of teacher morale, school district
funds spent on attorney fees, and sometimes, diminished quality of learning opportunites available to the students.
AssumptiotlS
111.e understanding of and rationale for this study rest upon the following assumptions:
1.

Job security will continue to be a major concern of teachers'

associations and their constituents.
2.

Experience in teaching (seniority) aay not be synonymous with

competence.
3.

Criteria used in reduction-in-force staffing decisions and ac-

tions that include teacher performance evaluation results are more
likely to be educationally sound than are criteria that do not include
teacher performance evaluation results.
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Limitations of the Study
This study was confined to an investigation of the opinions of
teachers and administrators within large (450 to 1,000 teachers), NEA-

affiliated school dinricts w1 thin Connecticut.

All of the districts

within the saDIPle had the following characteristics in common:

(a) a

substantial union •mbership (75%-98% of the teaching staff); (b) a
state mandated teacher performance evaluation system mutually developed
by teachers, union representatives, and administrators; (c) experience

with reduct.ion-in-force--although some had not yet found it neces~ary
to make

reduction~ within tenured staff; and (d) seniority, although

variously defined, was one of the criteria used to determine the order

of layoff among tenured teachers when reduction in force was necessary.
Because of the possible influence of the above-mentioned district
attributes on the opinions of teachers and administrators, caution
should be exercised when making inferences from the findings reported
in this study to school districts that are not comparable, i.e., that
have smaller or larger teaching staffs, are nonunion, have smaller NEA
membership, have APT membership, have teacher performance evaluation
syste1DS developed by administrative fiat, do not have state-mandated
evaluation, have no experience with reduction in force, or do not
recognize seniority as a criterion to be considered when mtLking reduction-in-force staff.ing decision&.
Organization of the Study
Attention must first be paid to the existing issues concerning reduction in force; this need will be addressed in Chapter II.

Chapter 11
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will include a review of the literature relevant to the legal issues
surrounding RIF (issues of importance at the federal, state, local and
bargaining unit levels) and to past and present teacher evaluation practices and problems.

The research design, survey instrument, and proce-

dures used in data collection and analysis will be presented and discussed in Chapter III.

The findings from the study will be presented

and critically examined in Chapter IV.
will be discussed in Chapter V.

Any inferences that are suggested

Also in Chapter V, suggestions for pos-

sible future actions by school districts facing: (or projected to face)
reduction in force w1:.1 be presented.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF PERTINENT LITERATURE

Permissible reaso118 for and causes of reduction in force, depend-

ing on state law, include the following:

enrollment

decline~

financial

exigency, changes in programs, consolidation of and/or reorganization
of school districts, reduced teacher turnover, budget cutbacks, and
elillination of positions (Phay, 1981; Piele, 1980; Zirkel & Bargerstock,
1980).

Whatever the reasons for the reduction in force, when a per-

son's employment is terminated, the school district may have to deal
with several legal issues.
Legal Issues and Problems Involved.
Phay (l980b) opined that the initial issue

in~olvea

determining

whether the drastic action of laying off staff is necessary (p. 17).
If this action is challenged, the school district must then prove that
a need for reduction in force exists.

The district must substantiate

financial need to reduce staff or it must show why enrollment decline
necessitates the dismissal of staff me11lbers.

According to Piele (1981),

"The courts generally will not interfere with the school board's discretion in such actions (releasing employees) made in good faith, supported by competent evidence, and carried out with required procedures'"
( p. 68).

If the administrative decision regarding reduction in force is

challenged, the employees may have redress through the Constitution,
s~ate s~atutes,

and/or collectively bargained agreements.

12
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Reduction in Force
Zirkel and Bargerstock (1980), in their comprehensive examination
of legislation and litigation in reduction in fore@ situations, sta'ted

that:
The primary source for legal requirements relating to R.IF
are state statutes which are found in 41 of the 50 stat.es.
The second basic source of relevan't law is court decisions,
primarily on the state level. Although not a part of the

larger law on RIF, many locally adopted agreements on policies, including those reached through collective bargaining,
may directly influence or determine the nature of RIP procedures and subsequent decisions, provided that they do not
conflict with statutory requirements. (p. 48)
Piela, in the 1980 Handbook of School Law, suggested that '"Most of

the decisions in this area turn on the conetruction of teacher tenure
laws or other state statutes, although in some instances both individual
and union contract provi-sions come into pl"ay.

There may also be claims

of constitutional rights violations"' (p. 68).
The issue of violation of constitutional rights may arise because
"legally, a RIF is one type of 'dismissal for sufficient cause' and as
such is subject to most rules for termination" (Noland, 1982, P• 29).
As Zirkel and Bargerstock (1980) noted, the laws concerning dismissal

vary considerably from. state to state, yet the constitutional rights of
all individuals are protected by due process.

Due process is a canst!-

tutional right which guarantees fair procedural protection to all per-

The federal constitutional protections afforded teachers most often cited in cases concerning reduction of force and the determination
of whom to lay off are found primarily in the First, Fifth, and Fourteenth
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Amendments and in Article 1, Section 10, which prolrl.bits laws impairing
contract rights.

Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act enhanced pre-

viously established federal protections.

Every federal, state sad local

!itatute, court decision, administrative policy, and contract agreement
must be in coarplianc.e with the Constitution.
Corwin (1974) emphasized that "Due process requires that when a
State seeks to terminate an interest it must afford notice and opportunity for a hearing appropriate to the value of the case before termination beco111es effective" (p. 402).

Lieberman (1979) added that

"Where teachers have acquired an expectance of reemployment, they may
not be fired without due process.

This protection is grounded in the

federal constitution, not in state statutory enac:tment.s .. (p. 416).
The procedural due process requirements that are applicable in reduction in force situations are llll.lch leas demanding than those necessary for a discharge for cause such as a teacher's personal inadequacy
or incoarpetence.

Likewise, distinctions between the due process rights

chat must be afforded tenured and nontenured teachers were determined
by various Supreme Court decisions in 1972; e.g., Board of Regents v
Roth, 408 U.S. 564; and Perry v Sindermann, 408 u.s.

593.

In most

states, school officials do not have to state a reason or conduct a
hearing before dismissing a probationary teacher unless a .. liberty" or
a '"property" interest is lost as a result of a nonrenewal· decision.
Dolgin (1981) cited a 1974 Supreme Court decision, Buhe v Buffalo,
which stated "a nontenured teacher who is fired is encitled to due
process proceedings if the teacher can prove that being dismissed
creates a stigma on one's reputation, or prevents one from. getting a
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job elsewhere" (p. 18).

."Generally, only teachers with tenure are en-

titled to notice and a bearing before nonrenewal of contract .. (Flygare,

1976, P• 20).
Gee and Sperry ( 1978) believed that the due proct!ss requirements

are a valid

~~~echanism

to "assure some sort of reasoned· decision-making,

forcing each official to articulate the rel!lSons and basis for any deci.:
sian" (p. 98).
tions the

du~

However, they contended that in teacher dismissal acprocess requireJtents were not clearly defined.

Hazard

(1978) concurred in regard to the ambiguous nature of due process in
reduction in force situations:
When enrolllllent deelines or a speeific teaching post is
abolished and the number of teachers must be reduced,
tenured teachers .!!I. [emphasis added] be dismissed without the benefit of a bearing. However, provision is
usually [emphasis added] ude for dismissal on the basis
of seniority, and preferred reemployment is guaranteed
for a stated period of time. {p. 407)

Gatti and Gatti (1975) also acknowleged this lack o! specificity when
they concluded that "Abolition foJ: financial reasons.!!!!!. [emphasis added]
be valid grounds for termination" (p. 292) although a teacher is entitled to "due process and fundamental fairness.
or not a teacher has tenure"' (p. 283).

This is true whether

The nature of due process in

reduction in force situations genuinely appears to be in considerable
doubt.

Tenure is a specific guarantee of due process.

Tenure laws were

developed to protet:t teachers against unfair and capricious treatment
and to protect academic freed0111 and job security (Coursen, 1980; Mix,
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1978; Munnelly, 1979).

Tenure, once granted, does not guarantee life-

time employment, "it provides only an expectancy of continuation of

employment--emplo)"'llent that cannot be terminated arbitrarily and capri-

ciously at wiLl"' :ux, 1978, p. 4).
Interrelationships
The relationships among tenure, job security, and reduction in
force were add rea sed by Nctssau ( 1978) in his position paper for the

Journal of Law and Educaeion in which be stated:
State tenure laws and ofh,,r statutes usually provide
1i ttle in the way of guidance to school administrators

or protection for teachers when it comes to dealing with
a taff adjust!lents required by declining enrollant or
other financial exigency. School boards are generally
regarded as having the authority to lay off teachers for

econollic reasons regardless of whether or not they have
been given the authority to do so expressly in the tenure
statute. In some jurisdictions, the notice requirements
and other procedural protections guaranteed to tenured
teachers in disciplinary cases are unavailable to teachers
who are being laid off. Even where the tenure statutes
are applicable, they generally do little to provide any
degree of certainty or clarity with regard to the procedures and rights involved in a layoff. And, of course,
some nontenured faculty aembers have even less protection
in these situations. (pp. 3)5-2;6)
The situation was succinctly stated by Mix ( 1978), "In instances where
dismissal is for financial exigency, the safeguards provided by tenure
remain to be fully determined" (p. 5).

Mix continued, "there is little

doubt that tenure is not enforceable if financial exigency is claimed
and supported"" (p. 10).

Phay (1980b) detendned that:

Most state statutes specifically authorize educational
governing boards to disaiss a teacher if the school is
faced with reduced enrollment and liBBY situations also
authorize dismissal in financial emergencies and because
of district reorganization• • • • Court decisions have made
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it clear that the authority to terminate employment,

including the earployment of persons with tenure is permissable when reduction in enrollment or financial
exigency makes the act necessary. (p. 15)

To &WIIll&rhe, the following are the initial legal considerations
in reduction in force situations:
1.

The courts are involved in teacher dismissal

only at the appeal stage. In moat states, local school
boards are empowered by state statutes with the authorit:y
to dismiss teachers after a due process hearing has been
held. (Munnelly, 1979, p. 221)

2. Boards of education must use only those causes
specified in their state's statutes and may use no other.
However, they may make their case under the elastic "good
and just clause... (Neill & Custis, 1978, P• 8)
3. An employee right may be found in a local ordinance, a state statute, the Federal Civil Rights Act, in
one of the AmendJOents to the United States Constitution,
or in an employer-employee contractual agreement.
(Shulman, 1978, p. 47)
4. In general, due process is satisfied when administrators and boards invoke the principles of fair play and
when they are reasonable, just and not arbitrary or capricious. The courts have refused to formulate an absolute
definition of due process. Instead, due process is described
as .. developing by the gradual process: of judicial inclusion ...
(Neill & Custis, 1978, p. 33)

When school administrators and the board of a district deem reduction in force to be a necessary action. the contention of Shulman
( i978) appeus to apply:

..Whether the rights of the teacher will be

held to be constitutionally protected will depend on the weight given
the teaeher"s expressed right, as against the reasonableness of the
state action needed to operate and m.auage the schools efficiently and
effectively"' (p. 47).
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Criteria for Order of Layoff
Once the decision has been made that reduction in force is necessary and that decision has been sufficiently substantiated (or not

challenged), the next questions involve which programs and which individuals within those programs will be cut.

Serious consideration of the

present. and future program needs of the district is necessary in order
that the schools can continue to provide appropriate learning opportunities for the students.

The questions of which programs to eliminate or eut back .. are for
the board to decide, and as long as it does not act arbitrarily, the
courts will sustain its right to make this decision unilaterally .. (Phay,

1980b, p. 19).

The question of which individuals to dismiss within the

cut or reduced program is not clearly addressed by ·the law nor easily
answered by the administratorse

However, Zirkel and Bargerstock (1980),

in their comprehensive survey of the laws on reduction in force, found
that "'The courts generally have upheld the suspension or dismissal of
nontenured over tenured teachers and, where there is a statutory basis,
have followed seniority lines'" (p. 49).

'"On the matter of the order for

release between tenured and nontenured teachers, the overwhelming majority of courts have granted tenured teachers a priority .. (p. 19).
If tenured teaehers have a priority over nontenured teachers, what
criteria will be used to determine the order of release when only tenllred teachers are left in a district?

According to Hollander (1978),

"'the identification aay be set forth in the institution's own
in a state

statute~

or in a collective bargaining agreement.

regulations~

Professional
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standards of teachers and administrators may apply" (p. 169).

The le-

gality of establishing criteria for detem.ining the order of dismissal

was addressed by Zirkel and Bargerstoclt in their 1981 Legal Memorandum
on Reduction in Force.

Their memorandum to the National Association of

Secondary School Principals stated the following:
Where statutes (and contracts) are silent about the proper
basis for retention among tenured or nontenured teachers,
courts have tended to leave the matter to the board's disct;'etion, and again lllOst boards have elected to use seniority
as at least one factor {emphasis added]. In states where
legislatures have mandated seniority as a criterion, coutts
have been fully supportive; focusing their attention on
subsidiary matters such as the applicability and calculadon
of seniority credit. (p. 5)
In an earlier study of the law as it applies to reduction in force and
criteria for making employment decisions {specifically the use of seniority amoag tenured teachers), Zirkel and Bargerstoclt (1980) found
that, in states where the statutes omit mention of seniority, the courts
have rendered tractable de.:isions concerning the use of seniority as a
decision criterion when determining the order of dismissal of tenured
teachers.

The cases examined by Zirkel and Bargerstoclt (1980) illus-

trsted a broad spectrum of court decisions.

Examples of the variety of

decisions handed down are as follows:
The Alabama Supreme Court stated: "W'e find nothing in
the Tenure Act establishing a criterion for determining
what particular tenure teacher's contract should be
cancelled when there is a 1 justifiable decrease in the
ntmlber of teaching positions.• In such a situation, it
seems to us that t:he right of selection is a n~atter
resting entirely with the employing school board ...
(p. 21)

"Delaware's Supreme Court expressly abstained from voicing any opinion
about the subject of seniority among tenured teachers" (p. 21).

"A
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number of otbe!'

s~ates,

sueh as Pennsylvania and New York, have legis-

latively recognized and judicially reaffirmed seni.orlty as a criterion
for retention'" (p. 21).

The status of seniority as the criterion in

reduction in force varies considerably and can be found in the legal

fraaework of statutes, case law, and locally adopted agreements· relating
to RIF.

In addition to attending to state statutes, case law, and collectively bargained agreements, boards must establish criteria for reduction

in force decisions which are in accordance with equal opportunity conciliation/affirmative actio.n agreements.

Kelley (1978) pointed out

that '"Seniority has conflicted with eu;ae recent anti-discriuU.nation
laws such as the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

The conflict has centered

on the advance in the labor urket made by minorities and women, which
were- {sicl eroded when RIP was based on seniority" (p. 20).

Moreover,

Kelley believed that "Changes vill most likely occur in the future because of interaction of laws, coutt rulings, negotiated agreement provisions, and equal employment conciliation agreements" (p. 22).
Recognition of a need for change was supported by the 1.8 million
member National Education Association (NEA) in a resolution adopted by
the 1981 Representative Assembly and reported in the 1980-1981 NEA Hand~·

The Association asserted there that "It may be necessary to give

preference in the hiring, retention, and

pro:~motion

policies to certain

racial groups or women or men [sic] to overcome past discrimination"
(p. 228).

In another resolution, one specifically addressing criteria

for reduction in force and adopted the same year, the NEA stated the
following:
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The National Education Association believes that one of
ita basic respoosibilities is job security and urges its
affiliates to support legislation and/or to negotiate in
master contracts criteria to be utilized should reduc:tion
in force (RIP) oceu.r. Criteria should include senioa.·!ty,
objectivity, nondiscrimination, uniformity of application,
atld affirmadve action. ( P• 235)

The most frequent reason for using seniority as the criterion for
reduction in force decisions was suggested by s. K. Johnson ( 1982),
"'seniority • • • is a useful standard by which layoff and transfer deciaions can be made because it is an objective standard [emphasis added]
that protects crucial job decisions from political interference or administrative abuse. and because it lends itself to orderly proeeduresN
( P• 12).

Moreover, as Zirkel and Bargerstock ( 1980) reported, decisions

based on seniority usually are upheld by the courts l P• 49).
Seniority can be measured and defined in a nwaber of ways, including the following:

.total years in the school system, years of service

in a building, years of service in current department 1 years teaching
current grade level, total years in the teaching profession, and/or any
coabination of the afore•ntioned (Bender, 1980i S. M. Johnson, 1980;
Nassau, 1978).

Nassau ( 1978) observed that there are myriad variables

and considerations with respect to the use of seniority as the criterion
for RIP decision llllking, and the use of seniority (however defined) may
produce positive and/or negative effects on the educational program of
the school district (p. 2;9).

s. M. Johnson ( 1980) expanded the notion

of the negative effects of using seniority as the criterion when she
stated that "the criterion of seniority may not produce a diverse and
flexible staff that deaonstrates a range of teaching skills.

It does

not guarantee that schools can retain their best teachers" (p. 215).
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Other cr1tici81118 offered for not using seniority as

£.!!!.

selection cri-

terion are that "'using seniority results in the removal of young teachers,

ignores professional competence, and limits the soeial and employment
gains of ethnic minorities'" (Bender, 1980, P• 38).
Although the use of seniority as a criterion in RU' decisions 118.y

engender negative consequences for the district, lt seems clear that
the concept of seniority is valuable and will continue to be used because of existing state statutes, case law, and collectively bargained

agreements.

If seniority is to be used, it appears appropriate that

attention be given to the way it is used as well as to the manner in
which i t is defined and measured.
Seniority may be used alone or in a combination of other factors
and i t uy be assigned varying weights when used in combination with

other criteria.

Assignment of special weight to seniority was illus-

trated by S. K. Johnson ( 1982).

Her study of public schools in Massa-

chusetts revealed three typical stipulations used in multiple criteria
situations:
Seniority provided:

'"Seniority shall govern provided that teacher

qualificat.ions and performance are substantially equal• (p. 18).
If equal, seniority:

'"When length of service, ability, and qualifi-

cations are relatively equal, length of continuous service shall prevail"
(p. 18).

Seniority unless:

"tength of service •.rlll prevail unless the

(senior) teacher has received two unfavorable ratings within the last
five years· (p. 18), or -layoffs shall be effected in the inverse order
of seniority within discipline with the exception of those instances
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where a jwdor teacher bold& a position within a discipline which no
other teacher within the discipline ia quallfied to fill• ( p. 18).

s. H• .Jobnsoa ( 198 2) intluted that there u.y be alternative ways
of clealiag. vt.th seniority when abe stated:
Maaage-.u.t negotiators often aasuae that union deuada for
aeni.ority-baaecl layoffs are llOD-D8gotiable daands with the
full force of the teacher lllellberahip behind them. In fact •

thoush unions do press for acraight aentority ayeteu, teachers do not UDallS.OUSly support thea. UG1on lntereata and
teacher interests do ut necesaar1ly coincide. (pp. 2ft.-25)
Moreover. teachers ae a group advocate HD:iority with aoae
•bf.valence. Those interviewed • • • emphasized that what
they sought ill aupporti'DI aea1or1ty was aa. assurance of fairness and protection against favoriti• azul acllliaiatrative
caprice. ( P• 25)

s.

H. Johnson ( 1982) concluded:
The teachers' concern about school quality aod. profeaaional.
etaada:rU IIL&ht wll IIUe them reapcnu~ive to uoage.ent proposals intended to euure qualified staff for each teachiDI
uaisn-nt, u I.oq: u the: criteria for j\UlslleDta were explicit. ( P• 27)

Criteria {in addition to tenure, seniority 1 and affirmative action)
that have been used or have been augeated for use in .Utiple criteria

aituatioos inclwle the following:

profaaaloul. certification; acadaic

qualificatione/degree status; teacher parforu.nc:e aa cletemf.ned by evaluation; student perforaance; progr• needs of departMD.t, building, or
district; and participation in utracurrlc:ular activities, such as span-

aoring cluba, eoaching te... , or aerviag on

builditq~:

tees {lender. 1980; Greeqrich Draft Policy I 198 2; H.

s.

or district co.ait-

a.

Jobuon, 1976;

K. Jolmaon, 1980; Haaaau, J978; DA. 198D-81 llaD.dboot.; Piele, 1980).

Althoaah the choice of which critarioa or ca..biuation of criteria is to
be used for UP deciaioD8 can be detend.ned by state ar:atute, case law,
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district policy, and/or collectively bargained agreement, Zirkel and
Bargerstock (1981) pointed out that ""to the extent that they do not

conflict with state statutes and constitutional rights, local policies

and contraces can dictate the reasons and procedures for RtF'" (p. 7).
Furthermore, if RIF is a negotiable item (the courts have not. agreed on
this mai:ter), then ""RIF matters may be enforceably specified in a collective bargaining agreement'" (p. 7).
Reduction-In-Force Policies and Procedures in Connecticut
The board of education of the local school districts has the right
and power to reduce the number of teaching staff positions.

!n order

to establish the nature of the reduction-in-force policies and procedures
used in Connecticut school districts, a letter was sent to each of the
district superintendents requesting a copy
cedures used in the district.

o~

the RIP' policies and pro-

The reduction-in-force policies and pro-

cedures developed and implemented by the school boards of 121 districts
in Connecticut that were reviewed reflected both the individualHy and
diversity of the local systems as well as consistent conmdtment to the
retention of certified, tenured teachers.
Al~hough

each school board was free to develop its own policies

and procedures, the processes used to identify the staff to be laid off
and the procedures followed in the layoff process had to conform to all
constitutional due process r.e<Juirements and to state statutes related
to the termination of pr:;fessional staff.

In addition, in dist.t:'iets

where the reduction-in-force policies and procedures were included in
the bargained agreement between the board of education and the local
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education associa'tion (approxiutely 98% af the 121 districts studied),
the policies and procedures had to be consistent with the established

eontTaet.
In each board policy or agreement reviewed the choice was made to
initially effectuate reduetion in staff through voluntary retirements,
voluntary resignations, release of paraprofessionals and part-time
teachers, voluntary leaves of absence, and/or voluntary transfers.

It

was only after further reductions in staff size became necessary that
variations in policies and procedures were evident.

One eonsistency

among the variations was-although it is not mandated by state law--

tenured teachers were given prime consideration over nontenured teachers
within each district.

Some districts chose to qualify this policy.

The follOIIing are examples of "qualified .. policies:
Teachers who have acquired tenure will have first preference
for retention in positions for which they are certified and
qualified. (Hampton Public Schools)
Non-tenured teachers shall be terminated on a system-wide
basis before tenured teachers within the e~ame certification
range. (Berlin Public Schools)
In cases where two or 1110re affected non-tenure teachers
have equal certifications and qualifications ••• the criteria
of total years in the Litchfield School System, total
years of teaching experience, and degree status will be
considered in that order. (Litchfield Public Schools)
Determination of those non-tenured teachers to be released
shall be based on the following factors: skill and ability,
certification, seniority 1 qualifications wherein aeademic
degree status and prior teaching e'!CPerience at or near the
grade level or the r:elevant subject areas are indicators.
The order of the factors is without significance or import.
(Beacon 'Falls-Pros'{)ect Public Schools)
Quality of instruction is the single most important factor
in the retention of non-tenure teachers who are certified
to teach in the same curriculwo. areas. subject, level or
program. (Trumbull Public Schools)
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A nu:m.ber of districts preferred a lese prescriptive policy:

Non-tenured teachers shall be laid off first.

The Board may

choose aaong non-tenured teachers at its own discretion
without regard to seniority or certification.
Schools)

(Monroe Public

In the event the Board shall, in its sole jud~nt, deci~e
to reduce professional staff, then it shall exercise its
discretion with respect to non-tenured teachers. (Westport
Public Schools)
An additional consistency among the 17&riations was that tenured

teachers with staod.S.rd or permanent certification were usually given

preference over tenured teachers w1 th provisional certification.
When reductions were- necessary within the tenured staff • school
boards generally established two types of layoff units:

system-vide

(Shelton. Berlin, and Woodbury) or grade level groupings; i.e., K-6,
7-8, 9-12 (East Lyme, Litchfield and Westport).

In one instance, the

specified layoff unit was the school building or the department (Chaplin).
A review of the policies and proceduree revealed that strict, system-wide seniority-based layoffs were rare.

The only district policy

that followed strict seniority was that of Waterbury:
elimination shall be done

!!£!!. on

"The cut-back or

the basis of certification and then

on the basis of City-Wide Seniority."

However, seniority (variously de-

fined) was always one of the criteria used in decision making.

Multi-

ple criteria (variously defined, or often not defined) were incorporated
in many of the district polic.ies.
In making staff reductions among tenured teachers, seniority
within areas of reduction shall be the determining factor,
except that the Board may retain a teacher who would otherwise be laid off in any given school year if his certification,
teaching level experience, overall performance for the Windham
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Public Schools (as evidenced by the contents of the teacher's personnel file), or qualifications (as determined by
certification and teaching experience in the same subject
area w1 thin tbe previous five ( 5) school years shall demonstrate that such teacher possesses overriding professional
value as a teacher and therefore should be retained in preference to a more senior teacher. (Windham Public Schools)
Seniority prevails (total number of years of consecutive
service in Enfield) except when a teacher has exhibited
broad superiority in skill and ability (evaluations of
the preceding five years will be the measure of skill
and ability). (Enfield Public Schools)
The following criteria will be used to select those tenured teachers who are to be considered for teradnation:
certification, seniority within the school system, skill
and ability, qualifications wherein academic degree status
and prior teaching experience at or near the grade level
or the relevant subject area are indicators. The order
of the factors is without significance or import.
(Beacon Palls-Prospect Public Schools)
The criteria for disaissal of tenure teachers shall be:

seniority and quality of instruction.
Schools)

(Trwabull Public

The decision shall be DWLde on the basis of what is in the
best interest of the school system. A teacher's length
of service in the system shall be the prime fact:or, but
not the sole factor in making such decisions. (Manchester
Public Schools)
Seniority (total length of continuous service) providing
doing so does not conflict with the best interest of the
school system. (Montville Public Schools)
The strict application of seniority • • • may be modified
in any indi.vidual case where it is necessary to maintain a
specific educational program, as so de110nstrated by the
Superintendent. (Monroe Public Schools)
The following ordered (ordered means that ..... ranks first,
"'b"' ranks second, and so on) criteria will be imposed
first on non-tenured staff and then on tenured staff:
(a) certification, (b) evaluation, (c:) longevity in the
syst8ll, (d) total years experience at level, (e) total.
years of teaching experience, (f) degree status. (Chaplin
Public Schools)
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Within the separate categoriee of tenure teachera and nont8ftl.1ra teachers, the followiag criteria will be coneidered:
(a) areas of eertificatiOD., (b) total years of experience
in teachins, (c) quallficatlona and ability, •• dmoastrated
by 8ll objecUve evaluation of the teacher's perionaan.ce.
(Scotland. Public Schools)

Deterld.aation of those who are to be released is to be
ade as follows: the staff --.ber(a) leut qualified
on the basis of teDUre, certlficatiOil status, length and
quality of ezperience shall be released first. (Pomfret
Public Schools)
U i t is necessary to reduce tenured staff, then the
Board agnes, slvtng eanaideratioa. to the level, subject
and certification, 1 t aball lay off tenured peraollD.el
in the reverse order of 1111Pl0J111Bnt in the Weetport
Syatea.. (Westport Public Schools)

A review of the policies and contraeta frOID districts in Connect!cut established the follawi:ng as criteria that are eouidered in reduction-iD-force staffing: decisiDDs:

tenure status; degree statue;

needs of the district, building, or department, a'DCI seniority.

wu ..rioualy defined:

progra~~

Seniority

total number of years teaching; total nuab&r of

years teaching in the school district; total DUIIIber of consecutive years
teaching in the district; total number of years t•chiag at a particular
grade level or in a aubjeet area; or a eom.bination of two or more of

the clefinitiona.
teacher Evaluation Praetiees and Problems
The REA (198G-81) fonally urged. '"local affiliates to negotiate
RIP' policies that exclude perforaaance evaluation f::-011 consideration iu

the reduction in foree process" (p. 235); i t did support the inclusion
of certUiea.Uon, seniority, and tenure as criteria.

The Association

was reluctant to have performance evaluation as a criterion in RlF
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decisions because it believed that performance evaluation? as it existed
in most school districts at that time, did not provide for fair and

equitable treatment of all teachers (p. 232).
On the other hand, since the N&A supported the development of '"contractually defined evaluation procedures" (p. 256), it appeared that
evaluation procedures could be

ta~tually

!!.

developed and agreed upon by ad-

11linistr&tors and teachers--procedures that contribute to unbiased, fair,
and equitable RIF decisions--the Association might be more receptive to
the inclusion of performance evaluation results in reduction in force
decisions.

Although the NEA urged its affiliates to exclude performance

evaluation as. a criterion for RIP decisions, S. M.

gested that:

Johnson (1980) aug-

'"It is clear that teacher organizations are not invariably

opposed to perfo~nce-based layoffs" (p .. 20).

Seniority may have been

a criterion, not because the teachers favored seniority, "but because
they lacked confidence in the system's evaluation procedures' (p. 20).
It may be that the evaluation procedures--not the concept of evaluation-are opposed and mistrusted by teachers.
The problems assoc.iated with teacher evaluation are embedded in
the basic requirements that the process itself be valid and reliable;
the process must: yield results that contribute to fair and equitable
employtaent decisions.

The overriding concerns, when evaluation results

are used for administrative decision making in reduction in force situations, are fairness and due process.

Specific problems associated

with teacher evaluation will be examined in greater detail in the following pages.
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Research has not progressed far enough at this point to support
dogmatic conclusions regarding which evaluation techniques or procedures
work or do not work, but one of the purposes of this study was to investigate the extent of agreement between teachers and administrators in
regard to:

(a) t.he use of evaluation results, (b) who should be in-

volved in the evaluation process, (c) what evidence of performance
should be collected, and (d) how performance evidence could be collected.
Purposes of Teacher Evaluation
The purpose of evaluation--whether of pr:ogram, project, product,
or personnel-is to contribute to sound, reasoned decisions based on
accurate and adequate information.

Within the context of education,

teacher evaluation is generally understood to mean .. appraising the
quality, worth or effectiveness of the individual's work" (Kronk &
Shipka~

1980, p. 7).

The National Education Association recognizes a

broader scope of teacher evaluation in that it directs its association
bargainers to '"keep in mind that a teacher's performance will be judged
on the basis of worlt in the classroom and work outside the classroom"
(Dunlop & McComb, n.d., p. 4).
Within the specific context of reduction in force situations, it
is important to note the distinction made between quality (merit) and

worth:

merit is understood to mean "the excellence of an object as

assessed by its intrinsic qualities of performance" (Joint Comittee,
1981, p. 156); worth is unders'tood to mean "the value of an objec't in
relat:ionship to ics purpose'" (Joint Comittee. 1981, p. 156).
in force situations may involve merit and/or worth.

Reduction

If two or more
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teachers are judged to be: of equal

~~~erit

and have equal status in regard

to other criteria that are used for lllllking the emplO)'lllant decision, the
final e.ployment decision uy be based on the perceived worth of each
individual in relation to the needs of the district as it attempts to
meet its broad educational goals.

The NEA recognized and addressed

this issue when i t cautioned the Association bargainers to:
View evaluation in the broadest context, i.e., not simply as
a fomal procedure for assessing cospeteney in instruction
but as in fact any administrative judgment about a teacher's
performance whether formally assessed or not • • • How well a
teacher handles cafeteria supervision, or how many P.T.A.
meetings a teacher attends, or a teacher's activities during a
preparation period, or how well a teacher chaperones-these
and mre aay be considered critical at some point by an adminhtrator and become part of the record of a teacher's perforaanee. (Dunlop & McComb, n.d., p.4)
Evaluation of teachers is done for two basic purposes:

( 1) for-

mative evaluation (diagnosis) "as a means to improve the teacher's
effectiveness in performing his or her duties" (Kronk et al., 1980,
p.8), or ( 2) swmative evaluation (judgment) "to serve administration
decision making with respect to hiring, firing, promotions and tenure,
assignments and salary" (Mill•n, 1981, P• 1 3).

The nature of decision

making and the specific information needed to ll8ke certain types of
decisions suggest the existence of problems if one attempts to use a
single evaluation process (or tool) to serve the disparate goals of
formative and St.amative evaluation.

Gruenfeld ( 1981) reported "there

ia increasing evidence that a single systera IIISY be unable to serve
multiple purposes'" (p. 1).

Walker (1980) was of the opinion that:

"A

single systea cannot serve the dual goals of performance evaluation and
performance planning and review.

The basic problea encountered by
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supervisors in appraising teacher
appraisals.

performan~e

is the dual purpose of

Managers find it difficult to serve as both judge and coun-

selor'" (p. 217).
The purpose of evaluation should be made clear to
with the process.

.!!!. involved

According to Thomas (1979), "'Vhat is more troublesome

is the actual use of evaluation to terminate when the stated purpose is
to help everyone to become better'" (p. 21).

Ferreira (1981) contended

that fairness and equality for all can only be insured 1£ procedures are

designed, and iillplemented which keep the two purposes of evaluation separate.

Further 1 be linked the needs for fairness and equality to the

basic concern for job security when he stated, "' Teachers' jobs literally
depend upon the adequacy of evaluation procedures.

Decisions to rehire

teachers, to grant tenure, or to terminate employment inevitably depend
on evaluation results.

Evaluation is usually a pass/fail decision'" (p.

671).
As school enrollment declines and the necessity for reduction in

force increases, this pass/fail decision is being made with respect to
an increasing number of teachers each year.

Ace.ording to findings re-

ported in the Neill and Custis (1978) study of 1,728 school districts
(about 11% of the total surveyed), disnU.ssals for both ine.ompetence and
reduction in force were underway in 40% of the districts responding in
the Northeast, 33% of those in the Southeast, 23% in the Southwest, and
20% in the Northwest.

A 1978 AASA '"Critical Issues Report'' suggested

that secondary schools will serve an estimated 25% fewer students in
1990 than they did in 1976.

Obviously, not all school districts vill

lose students in the coming years, but the lD&jority will.

Some school
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districts already have had to cut professional staff by as much as 10%

in 1 year because of major enrollment drops (Phay, 1980b, PP• 11-35).
Just the lawful treatment of teachers is a continuing concern for
teachers 1 unions.

The increased need to reduce staff in many districts

has contributed to the REA's position which specified employment security as the 110st fundamental interest of its lli81Dbera, and therefore,

the most important concern for the organization (Dunlop & McComb, n.d.,
p. 1 ).

Because teachers' unions have rejected the use of performance

evaluation in administrative decision lllllk.ing in their stnggle for job

security, evaluation of teacher performance has recently come under increased judic:ial review.
The NEA supports the concept of formative evaluation:
The Association • • • believes that evaluations should be conducud for the purpose of improvement of performance and quality
of i'D8truct1on offered to pupils, based upon written criteria
and following procedures mutually developed by and acceptable to
the teacher association, the administration, and the governing
board. (Dunlop & McComb, n.d., p. 217)
The NEA did

!2!.

endorse teacher evaluation-as it is now practiced in

mst districts-as a criterion for ad11inistrative decision making which
affects job security.

'"Simply put, a procedure may be valid for improv-

ing instruction but patently unfair i f used to support managerial actiona against a teacher'" (Dunlop & McComb, n.d. • P• 2).

The position

of the Aasociatioo in regard to the use of formative evaluation procedures for eaploJ11ent declsio'D8 is perhaps best illustrated by the
stateant ude in the NEA publication, The Fair Treatment of Teachers:
Teacher Evaluation and Collective Bargaining, prepared by Dunlop and
MCC01lb (n.d.).,
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The problem • • • is that some evaluation procedures eliminate
protections for teachers under the guise of illlproviag instruction, [sic] it would be ideal to have two separate procedures,
one entitled "evaluaeion" which would be used to ensure fair
treatllent for t.eaehers being discharged, assigned, etc., and
one entitled "improvement of instruction," which would be used
only as a cooperative problem solving device under which
judgEnta made about teachers would not be used in any way in
employment security situations. This ideal is iJIPossible.
(p. 2)

In regard to the possible use of teacher evaluation results as one
of the criteria in reduction in force eiiPloyment decisions, S. M. Johnson ( 1980) reported that '"While many educators advocate performance
over seniority as the criterion for teacher layoffs, they express skepticism that it is possible in practice" ( p. 215).

Zirkel and Bargerstock

( 1980), in their aUIIU.ry of legialatiou and litigatiou concerning reduction in force, said that:

"To date the issue of including job perform-

ance evaluations as one of the criteria for establishing priorities in
layoff of professional personnel during RI1 has received little attention either in state statutes or court decisions" (p. 50).

In a later

report, the same authors ( 1981) noted that '"Merit is not statutorily
mandated as the criterion [emphasis added] for RIP in any state.
Pennsylvania bad utilized merit in combination with seniority until
1979.

This practiee generated considerable litigation about merit

ratings" (p. 5).

The question of whether staff reductions should be

based on seniority or on teacher competence (as determined through
evaluations), or on some combination of these and other factors, is yet
to be answered.
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Teacher Evaluation and the Law

The legality of using teaeher evaluation results as a criterion
for em:plo,_nt decisions in general-and specifically in situations involving reduction in force--has recently been brought into question.

Because an adverse evaluation may have a negative impact on a teacher's
opportunity to gain a livelihood, all such declaiona must be made within

a legal eontext, with ear:!ful consideration of the issues involved.
Protection for teachers and the legal aspects of summative evaluation

were (and generally rell&in) a state matter; however, there are
crosa-cutt:ing legal concerns.

n~~~~erous

Flygare ( 1976) indicated that •Legal

rights of teachers depend upon a DUlllber of forces.

To solve any parti-

cular proi:Jl.em. it IUY be necessary t.o resort to the contract, the st.ate

or federal statutes, to Supreme Court decisions, to regulations of the
State Bond of Education'" (p. 44).
When summative evaluations are used in
due process (as defined in

Aaend~~ents

~~aking

staffing decisions,

Pive and Fourteen) protects
agents~ i.e.~

against arbitrary actions by a state or its
board or ita administrative representatives.

the school

The courts are not in-

volved unless an adverse decision is appealed by either party; the
stage is then set for court intervention.

At that point, according to

Fleaing ( 1978) 1 '"diSid.saal is solely a matter of state jurisdiction
unless the constitution rights of the individual have been violated ..
(p. 24).

In addition to the constitutional and statutory constraints which
apply, aasesaaent of aerit and/or worth and the subsequent employment
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decisions which are based on that assessment

1Dil&t

guidelines established by the Equal Opportunity

be executed within

Empl~nt

Collll!lission.

Holley and Field (1977) cautioned that although performance evaluation
was not mentioned per se, several sections of the "Guidelines'" do apply:

The definition of a "test" as used in the "'Guidelines" is
not liutted to a measurement of cognitive domains such as
abilities, aptitudes, and intelligence, but ls extended to
nonreeognitive domains such as interest, attitudes, personality
and biographical data. Moat performance evaluation systems
within educational settings fall under the definition of a
"test" as defined by the "Guidelines."' (p. 431)
Holley and Field added

~hat

the '"Guidelines" contain additional

implications regarding content and application of performance evaluation methods:
The vorlt behaviors or other criteria of employee adequacy
which the tes~ intended to predic~ or identify must be fully
described and additionally, in the case of rating techniques,
the appraisal fom(s) and the instructions to the rater(s)
mus~ be included as part of the validation evidence.
Such
criteria may include measures other than actual work produced,
sw:h as training time, supervisory ratings, regularity of
attendance, and tenure. Whatever criteria are used, they must
represent ujor or critical work behaviors as revealed by
careful job analysis~ (p. 432)
H. c. Johnson (1976) explained that "What Congress has commanded is
that any

tes~

used must measure the pt!rson for the job and not the per-

son in the abst.ract'" (p. 607).
Accot'ding to Dunlop and McComb (n.d.), ..Historically, evaluation
procedures were created to provide substantive and procedural guidelines
for supervisors evaluating teachers .. (p. 2).

The 111ajor purpose was to

help t.eachers t.o do a better job, i.e., to improve their teaching compet.encles.

Declining enrollment, accountability demands, and general

economic decline seem to have combined to sbift the historical focus
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of teacher evaluation froa the formative to the present emphasis on

summative.

Tbis change in purpose and use of evaluation without con-

current change in processes and procedures bas stirred controversy.
The legal problems associated with the use of evaluation results
in reduction in force decis.ions appear to be partially grounded in the
lack of (and need for) a definition of competence.

According to Hatha-

way (1980), there is no set of teacher competencies that have been

empirically validated by research as essential for effective learning
to take place'" (p. 214).

Coker, Medley, and Soar (1980) found that

"Little evidence exists to show a relationship between mastery of a
given set of competencies and effective teaching" (p. 149).
At the present time no agreement has been found at any level as to
what comprises satisfac-cory teacher performance.

It appears that local

control over local education has engendered local standards.

At the

state level, evaluation standards and crii:erla,- as they apply to performance evaluation, are partially structured and restricted by state
tenure laws, certification laws, and collective bargaining agreements.
Some commonalities do exist aong the states with respect to these
elements; nevertheless, they are state-specific.

Downey (1978) main-

tained that, in reference to teacher evaluation, consensus regarding
standards llllSt be reached at the local level (pp. 23-26).

Thomas (1979)

reasoned, ..What works in one school district may not be right for another.

Each school district should tailor its performance evaluation

program to the conditions and needs of that district.

Models can illus-

trate but they ean rarely be replieated in toto.. (p. 9).

Ferriera

(1981) supported the view of Thomas:
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The judicial standards emerging from legal and quasi-legal
dec:ision (especially in teacher dismissal cases) assume that
teacher performance wet meet minit&Ulll state standards. But
they affirm that the teachers should be judged relative to
the standards of a given school district (not to the profession,
the state, the region or the individual school). (p. 671)
. It

is through collectively bargained agreements between local

school boards and aseociations (unions) which represent teachers that

local evaluation criteria and standards are· established.

Reutter and

Hamilton (1976) noted that "The extent to which public employees in

general, and school boards in particular, may engage in collective
bargaining with employees has not been judicially determined in most
jurisdictions" (p. 428).

Flygare (1977) found that "No legislation has

been passed by Congress to govern collective bargaining for public employees.

Governance of labor relations for state and local employees

bas been left entirely to the states" (p. 6).

Jasc.ourt ( 1980), after a

review of stat.e statutes pertinent to this issue, concluded "there is
collective bargaining in every state, no matter how it is disguised''
(p. 95).

At the present time, individual state legislatures have the power
to determine what is (and what is not) negotiable.

Wide variations

exist 811long the states as to what may be negotiated and what
negotiated.

lllUSt

be

Jones (1980) explained:

Mandatory subjects of negotiation are defined as subjects
upon which a public. employer is required by decisional law
or statute to negotiate with representatives of ~loyees.
Permissive subjects of bargaining are those u.pon which
the employer is empowered to bargain, although not required
by law. (p. 118)
Sexton, Fox, and Potter ( 1977-78) reported that "No consistency was
found among states delineating negotiable and nonnegotiable items'"
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(p. 146).

More

recently~

Cresswell and Murphy (1980) concluded that

typically "law grants the union power of joint determination of school
policy-wages, hours, and conditions of employment" (p. 166).
Beckham (1981) determined that teacher evaluation is generally held

to be a "condition of employment."

'"While few states have permitted

the negotiation of evaluative criteria, procedures and protocol relative
to the teacher evaluation process have been held mandatory subjects for
negotiation" (p. 47).

Stone ( 1981) reported that "in many cases, eval-

uation designs are specified in collectively bargained agreements".
(p. 407).

Grievance procedures have been developed within collectively bar-

gained agreements in an attempt to reduce the costs (in time and money)
of litigat:ion; however, a grievance decided by an arbitrator may still
end up in court.

Grievance procedures resemble judicial procedures in

their guarantees of due process to teachers.

According to Stone (1981),

"The 'just cause' clause assures that teachers will not be dismissed,
demoted, suspended, nonrenewed, or otherwise adversely affected without
reasons that are arguable before an arbitrator or court of law" (p.

407).
Legal considerations utUSt be taken into account in all situations
which involve adverse employment decisions for teachers.

These include-

but are not limited to--use of SU!IUDiltive evaluation results in decisions

to transfer, dismiss, withhold tenure. demote, and accomplish reduction
in force.

Valid and reliable means must be used to define and identify

competency; realistic and reasonable performance standards must be
established and performance must be appropriately measured; due process
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·guarantees must be strictly followed.

These same guidelines-validity,

reliability • and due process--apply when reduction-in-force decisions
11111st be made.

As previously cited, Phay (l980b) reported that '"The procedural

due process requirements are much less demanding for reduction in force
than for discharge for cause" (p. 14).

Nevertheless, Bargerstoek and

Zirkel (1980) emphasized that according to recent court decisions a
teacher who is terminated !lUSt be provided with a written statement ex-

plaining the rationale for the decision, i.e., the reasons for the RIF
( p. 17).

The growing necessity for developing a rationale for reduction

in force decisions and the use of evaluation in making those decisions

was illustrated by a 1978 survey in which Kowalski found a change in
emphasis regarding the use of teacher evaluation results.

Of the 97.9%

of the surveyed school districts that reported using SOllle type of
teacher evaluation system:
A rank ordering by frequency responses indicates that school
districts use the results of teacher evaluation for the
following reasons: to help teachers improve their teaching
perforaance; to decide on renewed appointments for probationary teachers, to recommend probationary teachers for tenure or
continuing contract status; to recommend dismissal of unsatisfactory tenured or continuing contract teachers; to select
teachers for pr011l0tion to supervisory or administrative positions; to qualify teachers for regular salary increments; to
select teachers for special commendation; to select teachers
for layoff during reduction-in-force; to qualify teachers for
longevity pay increments; and to qualify teachers for merit
pay ·increments. ( p. vii)
The most frequently reported use of teacher evaluation was "to
help the teachers improve their performance...

However, many of the

uses identified by Kowalski may be subsumed under the general category
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of summative evaluation for administrative decision making.

It appears

as i f school boards and state legislatures are beginning to require

evaluaUon as a criterion in instances where adminstrative staffing decisions must be ade.

After reviewing the teachers' contracts of school

systeu throughout Massachusetts, S. M. Johnson (1980) '"was surprised
to find many included performance criteria in their reduction-in-staff
provisions'" (p, 215),
In an attempt to address the problems associated with the use of
evaluation results in instances of administrative decision lllllking in
regard to continued earployment, Beckham (1981) extrapolated precepts

from existing case law and developed guidelines for teacher evaluation
that emphasized the neeessity for procedural and substantive criteria.
~ckhn's

(1981) guidelines appear to represent the '"state of the art"

in regard to legal considerations in teacher evaluation; for this reason
· they are presented here in toto:
1. The evaluation process should
advance of implementation. consisting
defining evaluation criteria that are
the teacher's job performance and the
and objectives.

be formalized in
of written policies
reasonably related to
school system's goals

2. Criteria for evaluating teacher performance should
be developed fl-om a thorough job analysis and shown to be
job related through content or empirical validation procedures.
3. Where possible, it is preferable that e\•aluation
criteria be objective or where not obviously objective,
susceptible to objective assessment.
4. Subjective criteria or ratings should be considered as but one component in an overall evaluation
system and should not be relied on as conclusive in making
employment decisions.
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S. Evaluations should be based on frequent observations
of job behii'ITiors, 'tm.dert:'aken by •ore than one observer, e8ch
of wb0111 is trained to observe and rate teachers.
6. The administration and scoring of evaluation instruments should be uniform in application to all teachers and
standardized so that weight to be given various uasures is

fixed for all teachers.
7. Teacher evaluation policies must not be invidiously
discriminatory as to stated intent, application or consequenCe.

8. !he language of evaluation instruments, including
explanations and directions for use, should be simple,
precise and uniform.
9. Teachers should be fully informed of the criteria
and procedures associated with the evaluation proeess.
10. State statutory mandates, administrative rulings and
collective bargaining agreements specifically establishing
procedures and standards for the evaluation of teachers
should be strictly followed.
11. Evaluations should be supported by substantiated
observations of teacher performance~ ratings and anecdotal
records gathered systematically over a reasonable period of
time.
12. The teacher should receive notice of the results of
evaluation. emphasizing deficiencies. corrective action
proposed and reco'lllllended improvements.
13. Following notice of the evaluation. the teacher
should be permitted to review the personnel record and comment
on his or her evaluation.
14. After notice of remedial deficiencies, the teacher
should be given a reasonable time to make corrections and aid
in remedying deficiencies before an adverse job decision is ·
made.

15. Evaluation materials; including ratings, observations,
anecdotal records, ootice of evaluation policy, notice of
evaluation "results, and employee comt~~ent:s on evaluations
should be maintained in a permanent record system in order to
doOJment elements of the evaluation process. (p. 48)
Beckham.• s guidelines are necessary but not sufficient: for problem.
resolution.

If strictly adhered to by administrators, these guidelines
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should lessen the likelihood of personnel eaployment decisions, based

on

a~tive

evaluation, being overturne,cl in the courts.

Analysis of

developing case law should d81101U1trate i f this asswaption is tne.

However fair in form the guidelines uy be, teacher evaluation (and its
concomitant Wle in raduction in force e11ployment decisions) aay still
be perceived as unjust by those affected by the

trative decision.

proc~ss

and the adminis-

Beclchm addressed the issue of appropriatene.a in

the legal sense; appropriate and acceptable eriteria for, and ethocla

of, evaluation are yet u be daterrd.ned.
Mdeaaa (1981) cautioned that •Success in teaching, however defined

and usuaed, is hi&hly contextual• (p. 23).

Delineation of specific

criteria to be used in teacller evaluation, cletend.nation of the weight
to be ualgaed to an individual cr1ter1011, and establishllent of acceptable standards of achleYement are the reeponelbility of the local

school district.

Popham (1973) contended ;:hat '"The teacher evalua"tion

game dell&nci8 personal and particular decisions, not general guidelines•
(p. 35).

The criteria selected depend upon the purpose of evaluation.

Divene approaches are called for in response to the partieular needs
and cirCWIItaneea of the individual school district.

The questions of

why evaluate; who evaluates, how, when, and what to evaluate, and related concerns IIU8t be answered within the context of the local district.
~o

Evaluates?

Row?

"In IISD.Y caaes 1 teachers who lose their jobe have challenged the
use of teacher evaluations as a factor considered by the board in the

reduction in force eaployment decision'" (Beckhalll., 1981, p. 45).

It
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seems reasonable to eXpect that such challenges will increase as school
districts are forced to make reductions within the ranks of tenured per-

sonnel.

In spite of the challenges, the opinion of Hows8111. ( 1975) appe:ars

to be true:

"It does little good to protest the limits of evaluation.

The fact is that [ ,] given present circumstances at least, evaluation

is both necessary &nd inavi table, regardless of its desirability, effec-

tiveness, or consequences .. (p. 40).
Teacher evaluation as a process is replete with problems.

Perhaps

Beckham (1981) best SUllllllarized the statelessness of the state of teacher
evalnation:

'"There exists no model or instrument for teacher evaluation

that is not open to criticism on the grounds that it lacks essential
elements of reliability or validity• (p. 22).

The proble!IIS associated

with the development (or lack thereof) of valid and reliable evaluation
models and instruments appear to be embedded in the lack of understanding
of '"leaning'" as a total process.

Once the nexus between teaching and

learning is clarified, i t may be possible to develop truly valid and
reliable teacher evaluation models and instruments.

The works of

Beecher (1979), Bloom (1976), Brophy (1979), Crenshaw and Hoyle (1981),
Peterson (1979), Rosenshine (1979), Wynne (1981) and the Beginning
Teacher Evaluation Study (BTES, 1979) appear to suggest tltat researchers
are making progress toward a legitimate method of identifying and/or
specifying effective teaching and the effective teacher.

And, as the

authors of the BTES (1979) said, ·•it is on a clear definition o£
teacher effectiveness that all evaluation mus-e. rest .. (p. S).
If we do not yet have a "'clear definition of teacher effectiveness,"
if we have not yet caught the essence of teaching, how do we go about
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evaluating teachers in a valid, reliable, and legal manner?

Although

the limited understanding we now have in regard to the connections
between learning and teaching may retard the development of totally
valid and reliable teacher evaluation procedures, we may already have
procedures that are "good enough."

If due process considerations are

attended to, if the procedures yield results which are credible; i.e.,
are perceived as fair and equitable, then perhaps a school district

already baa--or could develop--teacher evaluation procedures that are
"good enough" to be used in reduction in force employment decisions.
The alternative--Oat using teacher evaluation as one of the criteria
for RIF decisions-appears to be educationally, psychologically, and
organizationally unsound.
The literature concerned with teacher evaluation and the problems
associated with the process abounds with descriptive and prescriptive
reports.

Research based studies--quan:titative or qualitative, experi-

mental or naturalistic--are scarce.

Although the question of "who

evaluates what" is yet to be answered in a definitive way through

e~~

pirical investigations, there appear to be a number of ..who .. and ..what"
elements that consistently appear in past and present evaluation literature.

It was from the literature and fro111 evaluation procedures known

to the researcher that the "who" and "what" of this study were drawn.
In addition, i f

th~

National Education Associaton was found to have

!:aken a position in regard to a particular "who'" or "•.,hat," the Associat.ion' s stand is reported herein.
One of the moat e01llprehensive reviews (190Q-1952) of quantitative
st:uciies done on the identification and evaluation of the effective
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instructor was eOIIlllissioned by the United States government and eo111pleted in 1954 by Morsh and Wilder.

They ex811lined over 900 references

drawn from the Educational Index and Paycholofd.cal Abstracts, plus some
40 reviews and bibliographies, including the comprehensive Domas-Tiedma.n
bibliography (Marsh & Wllder, 1954, p. 2).

An examination of the 1954

findings and the views more recently reported by those active in the
field of teacher evaluation are presented below.
Perceptions and findings stated under "Past" are paraphrased from

Marsh and Wilder (1954) unless otherwise notedo

The quoted NEA position

on each eleal8nt is· from. Dunlop and HeComb (n.d.).
Instruments Used

!!!S• · Surveys

of rating scales in use failed to provide means for

identifyir.g the dgnificant items u&t>.d in setting up the instructor rating scales.
and varied,

Items on ratir.g scales tended to be subjective, undefined,
~he:re

being no consistency as to what traits an evaluator

might be expected to observe and subsequently to evaluate.
~·

Oldham (1975) quoted Shanker from the November 1973

.:!!!!.

American Teacher":
All evaluation instruments are imperfect, probably the best
would be a competent evaluator, competent in the discipline
that he or she presumes to evaluate, armed with a blank piece
of paper, and enough time and objectivity to ascertain, within
the limits oi human capabilities, ..,hat is going un .!.n the
classroom. (p. 18)
NEA. The narrative form of written evaluation is preferable to
cliecklists for a number of reasons. First, the Association is
not co-opt.ed into accepting ambiguous phraseology on standards
of performance that can prove troublesome in the future. ·
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Second, the narrative fol'lll requires the evaluator to reflect
1110re carefully than would a checltlist that suggests areas not
relevant or important. Third, the relevancy of the standards
actually applied by the evaluator is more readily apparent
when the evaluator is required to think of the standards,
write the~~~. out, and provide supporting data. (pp. 6-1)
Administrative Ratings

!.!!!•

Adadnistrative overall opinion constituted the most widely

used meeasure of instructional competence.

By and large, ratings made

by the same person were apt to be c;:ontaminated by the halo effect.

~·

A review of the seudies of Chan (1973); McNeil and Popham

(1973); Swartz (1975); Tuckman, Steber, and Hylllan (l977); and Wilcox
(1976) prompted Levin (1979) to assert that '"serious questions exist
about the validity and fairness of supervisor ratings of teachers as
presently conducted.'" (p. 242).

Cooley (1981) maintained the subjectiv-

ity of evaluators is inevitable and that it is important for all involved in the process to be aware of this inevitability and its possible
negative consequence (p. 89).

Concern for the confounding effects of

specific rater biases-the halo effect, leniency, severity, central
tendency, recency, and what McGregor (1957) called fear of playing Godwas indicated by Glueck (1978) and Kearney (1978).
There is much research to indicate that evaluator training reduces
rater error and that partial problem. resolution appears possible
(Bernardine
NEA.

&

Walter, 1917; Lathm, 1975; Smith & Kendall, 1963).

"The legal responsibility to appraise the performance of

teachers rests with the board and its agents, the administrators'" (p. 7).
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Peer Ratings
Past.

Peer ratings had been little used.

For administrative pur-

poses, they probably were not too helpful since teachers had certain
misgivings about passing judgment on fello• teachers.

The halo effect

influenced peer ratings just as it did administrative ratings.

Recent.

Pll!!ers are placed in the role of evaluators primarily, but

not exclusively, at four-year colleges and universities.

Peer review

is widely used in the judgment of research scholarship, but its role in

evaluating teaching has been largely ignored (Batista, 1976).

Critics

of peer evaluation allege that the process is fraught with politics and
personalities and that unbiased judgments are the exception rather than
the rule.

Citing a 1975 study by Centra, Lazovik (1981) uintained "l.a-

search has clearly indicated that, although discussion of teaching uong
colleagues following visitation can contribute to formative evaluation,
peer ratings based on visitation are so lacking in reliability that they
are useless for summative purposes'" (p. 75).
NEA. The idea behind peer evaluation is that only other
teachers similarly situated can understand and appraise teaching performance. This may be true in the abstract, but the
realit.ies of organizational security dictate othetwise. No
association should bargain a peer evaluation clause that in
effect allows one teacher to assume supervisory status over
another teacher. A teacher who evaluates another or whose
informatio11 and judgments about another teacher are used to
sup'Port administrative actions against that teacher is $lCtin~?;
as a supervisor. ( p. 7)
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Systematic Observation

!!!.!•

Systematic observation techniques to deterad.ne differences

in perfor1111nce of effective and ineffective instructors have been largely
neglected in the research.

Moat observations ude have been dependent

upon subjective judg.nt of the observer/evaluator.

No single, specific,

observable teacher act had yet been found, the frequency or percentage
of which was significantly correlated with student achievement.
~·

In a comprehensive review of the then-current trends in

school policies and progr81118, Oldh• (1974) reported that:
The most CGIIIIOD method of formal teaeher evalua'tion is the
claasroOil visitation • • • it is the foundation of the evaluation process • • • as generally practiced for the purpose of
formal evaluation • • • classroOil obaervation is of little value
and can be 1a0re hamful that beneficial. (p. 16)
Gage ( 1972) questioned the validity and subsequent use of any data collected during teacher observation in teacher evaluation.

He believed

that an evaluation program baaed on teacher observation was unworkable.
Mcintyre (1980), reporting on a 1974 study by Rogato, stated:
The presenee of an observer resulted in significant differenees
in elaaarooa. attitude. The presenc:e of an observer in the
classro011 resulted in positive teacher affective behavior and
higher ratings of classrooa attitude. The absence of an
observer resulted in less positive affective behavior and
lower ratings of classroom attitude. (p. 37)
The essenc:e of the •observer effect• perhaps was beat SliiiiiMrized
by Rosenshine and Furst (1973) when they suggested that teaeher behavior

which occurs when an observer is present may or uy not be COIIParable
to what occurs when the observer is not present.
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NEA.

The NEA cautioned:

Keep in mind that "evaluation· is a judgment; an "'observation" is part of the process leading to the judgment. The
funclallental premise is • • • i f a teacher's eaploYJ~ent security
is at stake (and it is whenever the adllinistratioT: is engaged
in a process to assess the worth of that teacher), fair
and reasonable observation of the el.asarooa work of the
teac:her is important. The claaaro011. is the major loet~s of

the teacher's job responsibilities and an evaluation based
upon short hit-and-miss observations, or upon no observations
[~J is unfair.
Such observations can warp perceptions. If
an evaluation is to be a fair and reasonable appraisal of the
work effort of a teacher, it must be preceded by observaeiona
of sufficient length and nuaber so that the situations and
clrcuiiStances of the teacher are reliably S&JIPled. And i f
after this the teacher is found deficient. the administration
should redouble its observation efforts. (pp. 9-10)

Student Ratings
~·

The use of student ratings of instructor effectiveness ap-

peared to be growing.

There was conaiderable expressed opinion but

little research evidence that student ratings contributed to instructor
improvement or could be used to improve supervisory ratings.
Recent.

The use of student ratings of instructor effectiveness

continues to grow, espeei.ally at the university and secondary school
levels.
a

nua~.ber

Costin ( 1977), Lelaan ( 1974), and Mintzes ( 1977), opined that
of highly reliable student rating tools are now available and

supported their use in the teacher evaluation process.

Conversely •

Levin (1979), in a review of the work of Swartz (1975) and Morrow (1977),
drew the following conclusion:

•When student ratings of teachers are

compared with ratings by supervisors or other teachers. the student
ratings are substantially different from these others'" ( p. 24 3).
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NEA. P'ew would quarrel with any teacher who freely and
VOluntarily conducts student evaluations for his or her own
use and impTovement. But a problea arises when these evaluations are used to support administrative acUons affecting
the employMnt security of a teacher. Students are poorly
qualified from a substantive fair treatment standpoint to
judge the worth and efficiency of a teacher. They laek the
aturity, experience, and technical expertise to make valid
judgments on teaching skill and knowledge. (p. 7)

Self-Ratinss
Past.

Self-ratings showed negligible correlation with administra-

tive ratings, student ratings, or measures of student gains.
~·

Seldin (1975), in a review of the then-current practices,

found that self-evaluation was not widely utilized in considerations
for contract renewal, tenure decisions, or promotions.

Self-evaluation

is primarily used for self-understanding and as a guide to instructional

improve10ent (fol'1118tive evaluation).
NEA.

This is a classic example of two worthwhile objectives
Self-appraisal is a legitim.ate tool of
However, to compel a teacher to make a
self-appraisal and then to use i t against him or her in denying
a promotion, transfer 1 or assignment or in supporting any
other administration action against that teacher is patently
unfair and will defeat any possible good arising from selfevaluation. ( p. 7)

creating conflicts.
self-i!IIProve~~~ent.

Adud.nistrative, peer, student, and self-ratings are all possible
elements of the '"who'" in regard to teacher evaluation.

The inclusion

of additional evaluators contributes to the validity of the total
evaluation; yet each has a particular bias or shortcoming associated
with it.

Ryans ( 1960) suggested that an individual's perception of

what constitutes a good teacher is shaped by his/her values, beliefs,
acculturation, and those aspects of the teaching process which are
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important to him/her at any given time; e.g., cognitive demands, needs
for nurturance.

McNeil (1971) reached a similar conclusion:

'"It is

clear that the idea of a great teacher is in the eye of the beholder"
(p. 28).

What Is to be Evaluated?
The '"what" of teacher evaluation is concerned with the choice of
measures/indicators that might serve as criteria to be considered in
teacher evaluation systems.

Although the literature concerning the

"what'" to evaluate is broad in scope and appears to be somewhat bound
by time and place (whatever the researchers considered the '"essence" of

effective teaching to be), there appear to be general ideas in regard
to choice of indicators that consistently recur.
The first of those recurring ideas was stressed by Oldham (1974):
To evaluate a teacher it is necessary for the local school
administrators and teachers to determine and agree on the
characteristics of an effective teacher and on the ingredieo.ts
of effective instruction. Yet few among the experts and
practitioners agree on characteristics or how they can be
measured. (p. 11)
Ryans (1960) and Medley (1973) suggested that there ia no single set of
skills, attitudes, interests, and abilities that all good teachers have
and all bad teachers lack.

Wynne (1981), subsequent to his 10-year

study of 140 schools, concurred with the views held by Oldham and augf!ested that the criteria used to delineate meritorious staff performance
are mote obscure than the etiteria used to depict exemplary student
achievement ( p. 381).
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Brophy ( 1979) 1 in a review of research findings concerned with as-

pects of the teaching process, reported that teachers do make a differ-

ence.

However, he also conclUded "there is no support for the notion

of generic teaching skills • , • few, i f any specific teacher behaviors
are appropriate in all cou.texta" ( PP• 33-38).

Beecher (1979) related

the analogous view of Shanker, "We simply do not know with any degree of

assurance what teacher skills, traits, behaviors, or modes of perfona.ance
will 'work.' for all children • • • or for some" (p. 515).

Investigators

such as l.osenshine ( 1971) and Heath and Kielson (1974) also contended
that no one criterion is complete; however, they did suggest that there
aay be cogent and valid competencies upon which teacher performance appraisal should be baaed.
According to Crenshaw and Royle ( 1981), "Teacher personality
remains the dollinant crHerion for deterudning teacher effectiveness'"
(p. 42).

In relation to this, R. A. King ( 1981) cautioned that "many

of the criteria used in rating teacher performance do not fall within
categories identified in the literature as related to teaching effeetivene88" (p. 26).

Seldin (1975) perhaps &UDIID&rized the situation when

he stated. •tt is easy to document a large number of cases • • • in
which the evaluative criteria are whiUISical and have little to do with
the teacher's performance• (p. 11).
The essence of recent findings such as those of Beecher ( 1979) •
Brophy ( 1979). Crenshaw and Hoyle ( 1981). Peterson

(1979)~

and Rosenshine

( 1979) pertaining to relevant criteria for teacher evaluation is encapsulated in Wynne's ( 1981) reflections drawn from his study of the characteristics that distinguished successful schools from unsuccessful schools:
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In good schools the staff-especially the supervisors and
even the students and parents involved [-] have a clear
idea of what constitutes good performance. They all understood that a good teacher ..cares•; even more important, they
knew that caring is displayed in observable conduct, e.g.,
regular and timely attends.nee, wll organized lesson plans,

reasonably orderly classes, routinely assigned and appropriately graded h0111ework, friendly but authoritative relations
with students, purposeful use of class time, and supportive
relations with colleagues. (p~ 177)
According to Robinson and Lee (1978), "Everyone seems to agree on the
many different concepts to be evaluated; however, they do not agree on
the specific criteria to be observed.

This issue should be resolved if

evaluations are to be meaningful and consistent'" (p. 16).

The multiple

responsibilities of teachers suggest t=ltiple, relevant criteria for
teacher evaluation.

As Glueck (1978} stated, '"The evidence is very

clear that single performance measures are ineffective because success
is multifaceted; most studies indicate that multiple criteria are

necessary to measure performance coapletely" (p. 299).
A seeond recut-ring idea found in evaluation literature concerns
the specific criteria that have been (or are being) used as part of
evaluation systems:

teacher testing was (is) one of those crit:eria.

The t:esting of teachers as a method of teacher evaluation was not addressed in the Morsh and Wilder (1954) study.

However, concomitant

with the growth of the accountability movement of the 1970's was the
development of a plethora of teacher COIIIPetency tests.

Those instru-

menta were designed to measure teacher knowledge of subject matter and,
in some instances, teaching ability.

The 1971 Supreme Court decisions

in the Griggs v Duke Power case served to slow the spread of the teacher
competency movement.

Validating the instrument, i.e., showing the
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direct correlation between questions on the test and job performance,

proved to be more costly in terms of tilDe and money spent than the
purported benefits of using the tests.

The NEA strongly opposed the

use of such tests;
lbe Assoc:iation believes that examinations such as the National
Teacher Exallination IIIU&t not be used as a condition for employment, placement, or promotion of teachers. The Association is
convinced that no test in existen.c:e is satisfactory for such
usage. (NEA, 1980, p. 218)

Many of the early researchers, working under the assumption that
the purpose of teaching was to bring about specific changes in the
student, concentrated on identifying the effectiveness of the teacher
in producing such changes.

Research studies concerned with pupil growth

and achievement in relaUon to teacher performance were reviewed by
Ackerman (1954); Symonds (1955); Marsh, Burgess, aqd Smith (1956); and
Medley and Mitzel ( 1957).
were identified:

Two problems common to that type of research

(1) the difficulty of obtaining valid and reliable

measurements of student gains in designated areas and (2) the difficulty of determining just how DlUCh of the measured change{s) was attributable to the teacher.

The Morsh and Wilder (1954) review suggested

that, within the limits of the measures used, the relationship between
ad'llinistrative opinion of an instructor's COittpeten.ce and the amount of
subject tl8tter that the instructor imparted to the students could not
be predicted.
'Research by Brophy (1976), Shavelson and Dempsey (1975), and Soar
and Soar (1975) suggested that using student gains on tests for summ.ative
evaluation purposes is not particularly desirable because of questions
of stability of teachers' effects on long term learning.

Glass (1974)
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asserted that "'!valuating teachers by measuring their pupils' gain from
Septea~.ber

to June on comllll!rcially available tests is patently invalid

and unfair" (p. 15).

This is not to suggest that Glass believed that

using student gains to evaluate teachers would always present such pro-

ble1118; he llll!rely called for sounder instruments and further research.
The NEA position on the use of student test results as a possible
criterion in teacher evaluation was addressed in the Dunlop and McComb
(n.d.) publication.:
The argument in support of this focus is that teachers are in
the business to increase the skills of a student in a given
area. The degree to which the student increases his or her
skill or measures up to set standards becomes the basis for
determining the effectiveness of the teacher. The traditional
means for measuring the student 1 s skill level is the standardized
test. Consequently, bow well students do on a test will be
the basis for appraising teacher performance.

Two types of tests are offered as measuring devices. One
is the standardized (nora-referenced) tests. The well-known
achievelftent tests which measure how well a student does in
relation to other students are of this variety. The other is
the criterion-referenced (objectives-referenced) test which
purports to measure a student 1 s attainment of desired performance objectives which have been stated in behavioral tarms.
Both tests raise significant questions about substantive fair
treatment. (p. 8)
Whether or not the use of student gains is desirable as a possible criterion for consideration in teacher evaluation (espeei.ally in reduction
in foree situations) is certainly debatable.
Another recurring idea found in the literature deals with the use
of personality traits as a criterion for evaluation.
of Madaus,

Airasian~

The recent work

and Kellegan (1980) sUllllllarized the work and conelu-

sions to date regarding the nexus between teacher traits and student.
achievement.:
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It is reasonable to expect that the teacher is a big factor in
student achievement, and indeed in the Colemen survey there
was evidence that a teacher's verbal ability was related,
albeit not very strongly, to student achieveant. One looks
in vain however, for evidence of a consistent and significant
relationship between any teacher trait and student achievement.
• • • The aeareh for the teacher personality characteristics
that are consistently related to pupil achievaunt has not been
more successful than the search for critical factors in teaching.

( PP• 98-99)
The multiple concerns, different foci of research, and divergent
beliefs of the researchers of the 1970s can be inferred from the state-

ment by Bolton ( 197 3):
Recent eaphasis on accountability bas tended to focus attention

:~et::pc:::c~ ~~:~a:::~~~;

:!a·~:::~e~e:,~~~ns~~=:~~

period vben 110st research stressed investigation of the .E!2:.
eedures used in the c:lassro011 and, more recently, self-evaluation
of c:laasrooa interaction. Therefore, it is natural to consider
evaluation of both the product of teaching and the procedures
used to effect these outcomes in specific: situations. (p. 141)
What Bolton appears to suggest is that both the ..products'" and "procedures .. used by the teacher in the classroom may be appropriate criteria
for teacher evaluation.
In spite of the dearth of well grounded information about the basic
teaching task and the factors that lead to effectiveness, teacher evaluation goes on.

Reduction-in-force eaployment decisions are made on the

baais of the infonaation at band.

Because careers are at stake, it is

illlperative that the evidence collected and the information used in summative employant decisions (such as those in reduction-in-force situstiona) be as vsUd, reliable, and bias free as the methods and procedures will allow.

Each of the indicators cited in the literature, and

others that are used by practitioners, have a sped.fie degree of valldity and reliability associated with it.
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SWDmary
The literature associated with the law as i t applies to reduction

in force and the pracUces and problems associated with teacher
evaluation appears to suggest the folloring:
1.

The legal issues associated with reduction in force are not

definitive on the state 1 local, or district level.
2.

District personnel may use their discretion when determining

the criteria and order of layoff as long as the RIF decisions do not
contradict basic guarantees of due process.
3.

Teacher evaluation is replete with problems.

Nevertheless,

teachers appear to accept the process of evaluation i f the results are

used for formative purposes.
4.

Public pressure for accountability appears to suggest the use

of teacher evaluation results as one of the criteria to be used in reduction in force decisions.
5.

If teacher evaluation results are used for summative purposes

such as RIF de cis~
trators in regar

lack of agreement between teachers and administo who evaluates, what is evaluated, and how the

evaluation is u1 'ertaken aay contribute to increased legal action by
teachers.
In light of the analysis of relevant literature, the purpose of
this study was to investigate the areas and extent of teacher and administrator agreement in regard to criteria that should be used in
reduction-in-force decisions and, concomitantly, to determine whether
the develnpment and use of two separate and distinct teacher evaluation
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systema (one for formative purposes and one for summative purpose!),
i.e., a change in the nature of existing evaluation systems • might
affect the acceptance· of teacher evaluation in reduction-in-force

staffing decisions.
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CHAPTER III

DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
'Th.e focus in this chapter is on the design of the study and the
methodology used to conduct it.

Specifically, the purpose of the study 9

the research hypotheses tested, the operational definitions used, the
design, the development of the instrument, the population and the sample9 the sample selection procedures, the data collection methods, and
the data analysis techniques are discussed.
Purpose of the Study
The intent in doing this study was to investigate the areas of
agreement between teachers' and adttd.nistrators' opinions in regard to
criteria that should be considered in reduction-in-force staffing decision.

In order to:

(a) investigate the areas of agreement and (b)

determine the possible impact of a. change in the nature of existing
teacher evaluation systems, i.e., a change in the type of indicators
used and participants included, on acceptance of evaluation as a criterion in RIF staffing decisions, the following hypotheses were submitted for study:
1.

There is a relationship between one's position-i.e., adllini-

strator or teacher--and one's choice of criteria to be considered in
making reduction-in-force staffing decisions.

60
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2.

There is a relationship between one's position--i.e., admini-

strator or teacher--and the iapottanee accorded each criterion in reduction-io-force staffing decisions.

3.

There is a relationship between one's position-i.e., adllini-

. atrato'l' or teacher-and one's choice of •performanee indicators" to be
used in deaignilll and using teacher evaluation systems that are solely
to help the teachers to improve theiZ. effectiveness.

4.

There ia a relationship beewen. one's position-i.e., adminis-

trator or teacher--and one's choice of '"perforunce indicators• to be

uaed in designing and using teacher evaluat:ion systeas that are to
serve adllinlatrative decillion ll8ld.ng with respect to hiring, firing,
pr0110tiou, transfers, redu.ction in force, etc.
5.

Thera is a relationship between one's podtion--i.e., aclminis-

trator or teachez--and one's choice of "wbo"' should participate in the
teacher evaluation process when the results are to be used solely to
help the teachers to improve their effectiveuss.
6.

There is a relatiorllhip between one's position--i.e., admini-

strator or teac:ber--ancl one'a c:hoic:e of '"who'" should part:lcipate in the
teacher evaluation proeess when tbe results are to be used to serve
adlll.nistratlve clec:iaion making vitb respec:t to hiring, firlag, prOIIO""
tiona, tral18fers, reduction in !'orc:e, etc.
The c:oaplex issue of seniority-what 11: is, how to define it, and
how/if to use it in reduction-in-force staffina: decisions-was invest!gated using the followiug hypothesis:
7.

'l'b.ere is a relatioaship between one's position-i.e., adml.nis-

trator or teacher--and one's preferred definition of '"seniority'" if
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aelliorlty is used as the 01lly criterion when determining the order of

layoff aoag tenured teachers in reduction-in-force 8ituati01111.
Operational Definitions
The following tams are found in education and legal literature

relat.ed to reduction in force.

The explanations provided are those

generally acceded to by the edllcation and lqal profesaioaa, aDd they
are presented as they were used in this atudy.

Administrator
An adlli.Distrator is:

Any employee, the •jority of whose eaployed tilDe is devOted
to service as a supervisor, vice principal or direct:or of
a departaen.t or the equivalent, or a auperintenclent, deputy
auperiueadent, or assistant superintendent of any district,
wboae duties and job description assigned by the distrl.:t
involve tba b:pleaentatioa. of policies and the coordination of planning, instruction or support services of the
district, and who holds an adllliniaerative certificate 1f
required for the position. (Oregon Department of Education, 1981 1 p. 9)
Affimative Action
Afflnative action is:
District pol1c:y and implementation procedures adopted by
the Board to •et the federal and state statutes and
regulations regarding the employm~nt, promotion, and. retention of employees without resard to race, ut1onal
origin, religion, sex, •••• lumd.f.eal), or lllllrital status.
(Oregon Department of EducaUon, 1981, P• 9)
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Case law is ·unwritten law."'

Unwritten law is not the result of

statutory or constitutional provisions; it is the result of the doctrine

of '"stare deeisis"; i.e., the courts were guided by earlier decisions
in reaching judgments in silllilar cases (Gatti & GatU, 1983, P• 335;
Reutter & Haailt011., 1970, P• 2; Shaver, 1978, P• 281).
Collect! ve Bargaining
Collective bargaining is a process of negotiations between employer
and the representative of employees (usually a union) for determining

employent. relatioo.s in regard to the conditions of work; e.g., wages,
hours, job duties, evaluation systems, reduction-in-force policies and

procedures.

Common law is the general universal law of the land.

This law is

not derived froa state statutes. but is developed through court decisions
over hundreds of years.

Common law prevails ill England and the United

States and is the controlling law unless abrogated or aaodified by state
or federal statutes.

It should also be noted that

CDIIIDDD

law may also

be abrogated or modified by a constitutional amend.ent or decision by a

higher eourc which adjudicates a constitutional issue {Gatti & Gatti,
1983,. P• 89).

""Coaaon law is law that emerges fr011. ease decisions-

' case law'"' {Reutter & Raailton, 1970, P• 1).
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Due Process
Due process of ln ia a fundaslental right guaranteed to
citizens of tbe United States UDder the Fourteenth .a..nd•nt of the Coutitu.Uoa.. This aeact.ea.t provides that:
'"lfo state ahall • • • cl9pr1ve any pareoa. of life, Uberty
or property, without due process of 1•; • • • • Basically, clue proceaa is a course of proceedinp follow:lq
eatabliabed rules which usura enforcement and protection
of individual rl.Shta• (Gatti & Gatti, 1983, PP• U~153)

There are two types of coaatitutional paranteea that uy influence

court decialona:

procedural due process alld substantive clue process.

'"Procedural due process refers to the proceduru and •thoU 1111ecl to
carry out regulations.

Generally, procedural due process can be tboqbt

of as an iDdividual'a right to uotlce and a hearing'" (Reill
1978, P• 33).

&

Cu.atua,

'"Procedural clue proceaa protects one qainst arbitrary

actioDs by public officials'" (Dolgin, 1981, P• 18).

'"Subatutive clue

process refers to the fatness of tbe law or regulation.

The extent

and defiDf.tion of substantive due process are baaed larply on the due
process clause of the 14th '-ttdMDt to the Uaited States CODtltitution
and on eomparable provisions in state statutes• (lleill & Cu.atua, 1978,
p. 33).

"Su.batantive chle: process provides the protectioa of such basic

rights ae speech, preu, rellglon, aaaeably, and. equal protection of
the law aa listed in the l!'lnt, 'lbirteentb, and Fourteenth Aaendants"

(Dolp.n, 1981, P• 18).
Supr- Court decisions haDcled. dan in 1972 differentiated between

the due process rights that •st be prortded to taa.ured teachers and
those prov.lded to noutllllUred. teachen.

A hearing is 110t required when

a nontenurecl teacher 1 a CODtract is not reaewed. unless tbe nonrea.ewal deciaion deprives the teacher of either "liberty" or "property" intereat.a.
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Due process procedures llll,llt be followed when a tenured teacher is di.a-

missed because the teacher is considered to have a "property'" interest
in

con~inuecl

employmeat (Leichner & Blackstone, 1977, ·PP• 51-69).

According to ·cbe NBA in its Fair Treatment of Teachers position

paper, a a:rtevance is '"a claim by a teacher that there bas been a vialation, misinterpretation, misapplication, of the contract agreement
or any rule, order or established practice of the Board'" (Du.Dlop &
McComb, n.c:t., P• 11).
Job Deacrlption
The basic job description •rely defines the tasks that make up

the job and aay indicat:e the ski.lla required.

lor the purpoaes of this

study, the suggestion of Gruenfield (1981) was aclopted; i.e.,
For the purposes of perfonumee appraisal, job descriptions
require the establisbalent of tha scope of reefonsibility
sad ac.cou:ntability and performance seanclarda. The description should focus on im.portant: aspects of the job. o'llit
nothing crucial [aiel but remain manageable in size. (p. 4)

"Just cause i8 a tem used to express the judgant. or opinioa. of
an iadividual or a group aa to the rightness or reasonableness of a
atter or a question that. is being or has been decided"

p. 13).

(Boles, 1983,

Juat. cause is a cat.c.h-all category used as a reason for dis-

ad.saal; ita aat.ure varies tr011 stat.e to stat.e, f'l'om dist.ric.t to distrlet, and often it is used as a reaaott for re.duct.ion-ia.-foree ae"tiona.
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Reduction in Force (RIF)
In the terse terms of Nolte ( 1976), reduction in force occurs when
"Palling enrollments and rising costs force the school board to 'rif'
half the staff ••• slang:

bust, pink slip, fire" (p. 26 ) •

Phay (1980c)

provided a 1110re complete definition when he described what he referred
to as the "Depression-era phrase."

Reduction in force is a result of:

lowered enrollments; reduced turnover among teachers; a
steady movement of students from public to private
schools; greater unwillingness by weak teachers to
resign when pressured to do so; change in progr8lllj and
reduced school budgets because of inflation, reduction
in tax revedlle&, and unexpected elimination of federal
or other funding. ( p. 1)

In the legal sense, perhaps reduction in force has been best defined by the Oregon State Department of Education (1981) as .. A process
by which a local district ad11rl.nistrat1on and Board proceed in an orderly
manner to reduce the number of employees'" (p. 10); "Layoff and RIF are
frequently used interchangeably.

RIF does not intend permanency when

initially implemented .. (p. 3).

Seniority is generally understood to tDean the according of precedence or priority due to an indivi.dual's length of service.

Thus, the

fundamental idea of seniorj.ty as used within educational settings is
that teachers with more years of service to a school district deserve
priority over those with fewer years of service.

In her 1982 study of

Massachuset'tS school districts, s. H. Johnson perceived several underlying assumptions that are often cited by advocates of seniority as it
is applied to RIF employment decisions;
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Competence increases with experience; seniority provisions
are said to appropriately reward workers for their loyalty

to an employee over time; seniority provisions are favored
by unions, and often by management as well, bec:ause they
set forth objective standards by which employment disadvantages, i.e., overtime, layoffs, eu be divided among
workers. (p. 4)

Counter arguments were also presented:
Competence does not necessarily increase with experience.
• • • While loyalt.y may deserve recognition, neither industry nor s~hools can reward loyalty alone, particularly during
finandally diffiCtllt tiaes when a force of loyal and
secure workers uy be only DlOderately productive. {p. 4)
Finally, •the objective application of seniority rules may upset what

racial balance bas been aebieved during the last decade of affiruative
action• (p. 4).

The potential benefits and shortcomings of the use of

straight seniority-based reduction in force actions are self-evident.
Kelley ( 1978) suggested the use of a 110dified seniority systelll as
a means of retaining essential faculty.

A 110d1fied system might include:

Consideration of all previous and present mployt~ent and/or length of
service in a particular building, department, grade level, or combination
of these.

Teachers are •All em.ployeea in the public schools wbo have direct
responsibility for instruction'" (Oregon State Department of Education,
1981, p. 2).
Teacher Perfomance Evaluation/Appraisal
Teacher perfoi'tlllDc:e evaluation in education was defined by Holley
and Field ( 1977) as "any means, eit:her fomal or infomal, subjective
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or objective, through which 1Dformation is obtained for the purpose of
ukiag personnel decisions within an educational setting.. (p. 427).

In

thi• present study, emphasis was on foru.l, objective teacher evaluatioa..

Horeowr, teacher evaluation also implied inclusion of· judgments that
are ude as well aa the processes by which they are ude.

However, the

influence of informal, subjective evaluation on administrative decisions
was recognized.

Teaure is generally understood to eaa.
position.

l~th

of emplO)'III!nt in a

Under varying state laws, a teacher ueually attains continuing

tenu.re by satidactorily serving a probationary period, rangiq from 60

days in one state to 5 years in others.

The courts have rules that once

a teacher has tenure, one has a "property" interest ia continued employ-

•nt and, for that reason, caanot be disllissed-that is, deprived of
that property-"'Without due process.
Design of the Study

Survey, as a 11ethod of e11pirlcal research.

1f&8

selected as an appro-

priau •ana for ex:plorilll and describiag the opinions and attitudes of
teachers and adm:Laiatraton in regard to reducticm-in-force staffing decisions and to the concOIIi tant choice of criteria to be used in those
decisions.

The survey was croas-sectional in nature, 11e8&uring a sample

fr0111. tbe population at one point in time.

Mailed questioanairea (teacher

and ad..tniatrator) were used for data collection.

Conficlentiality was
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aesured in order trJ reduce blu that might result froa the sensitive

nature of auwers to speeifie questions.
Inttr1111entation

The ravf.ev of literature, including

reduct.io~in-force

policies

and procedures f'rODI Connecticut school districts • esubUshed the follolling as reasonable and tenable criteria for personael decisions in

reduction-in-force situations:

affirmative action, area of certifica-

tion, participation in extracurrieul.ar activities, teacher evaluation
results, seniority, yeara of experience at ara4e level or in 111.1bject

area, prograa needs, and tenure status.

An examination of extant evalu-

ation instruments, found in a review of relevant evaluacion literature,
yielded the following perforaance indicatora:

attendance at professional

meetings, clasaroom aa.vircnuaent, teacher perforunce plans and objectives,
observations of classro011 teaching, pe'C'sonal attributes, teacher-pupil
relations, student gain scores, teac:her cOIIIIIUld of subject aatter, and

ceacber volunteer aervt.ce.

Through the review of relnant literature

and an u:llld.nation of repotta of existing teacher evaluation practices,

cbe following were ideneified as poceneial part.icipants in the evaluation process;

central office personnel, deparn.ent chai.rpersons, par-

ents, peers, principals, school board ••bers, self, students, superin-

tendenta, and teacher uniou or uaociation representatives.
It was

neceasa~

for the researcher to develop an instrument that

would yield data relevant to the topic wuier investigat.ion.

The choices

of c.ri.terla for use in reduction in force and teaeber evaluation were

based on tbe reviewed literature and they reflected criteria currently
in use.
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De'ftlOJ!!!Dt

Uaiq the iufomatioa. gathered through the review of the litera-

ture,. the investigator compiled. '"u exhaustive a List as possible'"
(Babbie, 1973, p. 135 ), of the legal and preaently utilized criteria

for B.IJ' decisions and so• cboieea of '"who," '"what, • and
gard to teacher evaluation.

The iastrument was

des~gned

goals of clarity of wording and eue of reapotllle.

'"h~'"

in re-

using the dual

Baeh !tea on the

questi01U1aire refleeted a possible criterion to be used in regard to

reduetion-in-force staffing decisiou aad teacher evaluation.

The vaUdtty of the criteria and the clarity of the i t • wordings,
the appropriateness of the deaiga of the questionnaire, were

as well u

evaluated by bavtag six practicing teachers aocl sb: adainistrators
froa the Portage, Michigan, Public Schools respond to the followina
queatioaa:

1.

Clarity:

2.

Bedundancr:

Is the stataea.t dear and concise?
Is the itea redundant via-a-vis the content of

other items!

3.

Aepropriaeea.ess of criterion placement:

Is the ite'ia. placed

correctly accord.iDS to the dilllll!nsioa specified at the be:gimrl.ng of each
of the

4.

grou~s

of stataments?

Favorability:

Does a response of ·urongly agree• indicate a

posiUve attitude toward. inclusion of the criterion in RIF decisions
and/or evaluation?
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Response stimulus:

5.

Is the item a proper stimulus for a

"strongly agree" or "strongly disagree"' response?

6.

Content validity:

evaluation as described

1~

Does the item. relate to RIF and teacher
the literature and as observable in present

practice?
7.

~:

Does the statement possess sufficient validity to

be included in the instrument?

8.

Importauc:e:

How important is each item relative to other

items pertaining to the same dimension?
point importance scale:

Each item was rated on a 3-

(3) high, (2) medium, or (1) law.

The decision rules for item retention were:

(a) agreement of nine

out of the 12 teachers and administrators on Items 1 through 7, e.g.,
clarit.y, favorability, and .concent validity, and (b) a mean of 1.5 on

Item 8, i.e., importance.

A mean of 1.5 fo":' each item was selected

in order_ to retain the item unless the judgments were strongly negative.
The specific instructions provided to the teachers and administrators and the decision rules for item retention are displayed in Appendix
A.

Comments and suggestions from those prOfessional educators were

used to reword and/or clarify itelllS.

In accordance with the stipulated

decision rules, each item on the teacher questionnaire was retained.
The level of agreement for each item on Criteria l through 7 and the
mean score for Criterion 8 are dlsplayed in Appendix B.
Two 111ailed questionnaires were used to collect the data, one for
teachers and one for administrators.

Except for· items specific to posi-

tion characteriat:ies (teacher or administrator) and five attitudinal
itea, the teacher and administrator forms were identical.

For each
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item. on the quesUonnaire that addressed the choice of critera t? be
used in RIF decisions, "'who" should participate in teacher evaluation,
and what "indieators" should be used in teacher evaluation, expression
of an opinion on a 5-point Lfkert-type scale was called for.

The ques-

tionnaire items that dealt with the existence of a bargaining unit, the

designers of the formal evaluation system, and the existence and development of RIP policies and procedures allowed for a straightforward yes/

no/ unsure reply.
Population

The population investigated was the 169 school districts in

Connecticut.

Connecticut was chosen for this study because of the di-

versity of school districts with respect to she, complexity, financial

resources, bargaining units, teacher evaluation systems, and reductionin-force pressures.

It was believed that this diversity would contri-

bute to the generalizability of the findings from this study.
Samole Selection Procedures
An introductory letter requesting specific data relevant to the

particular school system was mailed to the superintendent of each of
the 169 school districts in Connecticut (see Appendix C).

The letter

explained the status of the researcher and stated why it was necessary
to gather the requested information.

Two weeks after the first mailing,

a follow-up letter was sent to the nonrespondents.

Each mailing was

done on College of Education, Western Michigan University, stationery,
was signed by the researcher and endorsed by her committee chairperson,
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and 11lc1ud.ed a preaddreaaed, atuped ea.velope for the convenience of

the reapoadent.

Subsequent to the: return of the introductory letters by the superintendents (see Appendices Cad D) (71.5% usable retunuJ), the clf.atricta
were raultad accordtag to ail::e, i.e., nuaber of teachers.
the returns revealed1

Analyail of

(a) of the 121 re1poadiq diBtricta, the 18 larg-

est contained. 48.8% of tbe teacbera; (b) the larger diatrt.Cta were nperiend.ng reduetion-f.n-foree pressures to a greater ezt.ent than the
aaaller diatrlcta; (c) the approz:lute tucher-to-adld.Diatrator ratio

waa 15:1 rap.rdleaa of district 111a; and. (d) the Hational Bdw:ation
Allaociatioa held a 3: 1 Mqill over the Aaric:an l'eclaratioa of Teachers

in teacher ullioa lll:aberahip throqboa.t the 121 reapoDdiq dietricta.
Ill vi• of the above-cited. fiDdiup, tbe clec1a1oa waa 1lllde to

select the a.gpla of five dietrlcta (three IIBA and two Aft) from the

largest diatricta, baaed on an uau.ptioa that because the larger districts were experiencing reduction in force, the teachers and acbd.ntatrators witbin thoee distzicu would be ..:»re likely to have opinions
regarding criteria to be: used in reduction-in-force ataffiq decisions
tban would their counterparts in diatrlcts vbere liP was not a threat.
In additioa., sampling froa tbrae NBA. aDd. two AFT d1atrlct.a vould reflect

the actual ull.i.on . .barsbip affiliation of teachers, 3: 1 MIA to IJ"l,
found. throughout the 121 zespondiag di.tricta.
The auperlnteudellts of tbe five districts randaaly selected froa

the 18 larpat for 1aclaa1on. la. the study nre then contacted by letter
(see Appendi:z: E).

Their cooperation in obtaintq: the na.es and add:reaaea

of all teachers and adainiatrators within their cliatricta vas requested.
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When cooperation was not forthcoming, alternate districts were randomly
selected from the appropriate list of 18 eligible districts.

Due to political pressures and practical constraints the design
and sample selection procedures that would have yielded the appropriate

NEA to APT union member proportions (3:1) could not be followed; i.e.,
the two AFT. affiliated disuicts withdrew from participation in the
study, leaving only the three NEA districts.

However, the approrlute

lS:l teacher-to-administrator ratio prevalent throughout aost districts

in the state was maintained.
From the lists provided by the three cooperating superintendents,

a systematic sample of the predetermined number of teachers and administratora was drawn.

Table 1 displays the number of teachers and admin-

istrators sampled from each diatrict..
Table 1
Sample Size

District
A

Number of
teachers

Number of
administrators

llO
100

Total

ill

.L

320

20
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Data Collection
The materials forwarded to each educator included:

a cover letter

explaining the nature of the study (see Appendix P) 1 the appropriate
form of the questionnaire (see Appendix F), and a preaddressed, stamped
e'l!velope.

Subsequen't follow-up material (a new cover· letter, question-

naire, and preaddresaed, ·scamped envelope) was sent to the nonrespondents
at !-month intervals (see Appendix G).

The third and final follow-up

packet contained both an additional copy of the original questionnaire
and a nonrespondent form that allowed the individual to report why he/
she did not wish to complete the questionnaire (see Appendix H).

The

nonrespondent form-to some extent--allowed for the detection of possible
response bias.

Financial constraints prohibited further nonrespondent

follow-up.
Data Analysis
Statistical Analysis
The responses that dealt with the items related to the research
questions were recorded on a S-point Likert-type scale.

Although the

"strongly agree'" and "ag't'ee" responses were collapsed inr.o one category,
and the "disagree'" and "strongly disagree'" ware collapsed into another.
the additional car.agories were originally included in order to increase
the likelihood of tor.al responses and decrease the number of "uncertain'"
responses.
The decision was made to employ r.he Mann-whitney U Test to test the
major hypotheses.

This relat.ively powerful nonparametric statistical
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test was chosen because:

(a) it requires only that at least the ordinal

level of -uure.ent be reacllecl, and (b) it teau whether the distribu.ticms are significantly different in respect to their central tendency.

Deecriptive etatlatic. were aaployed wherever additioDal. information
could be derived from thie eethad of aaalysis.

Because of the potential cliveraity of responses in regard to the

preferred definition of seniority 1n reduction-in-force lituatiou, the

decision vas ucla to usa descriptive statistics, i.e., a ccnaparison of
the percentages of teachers and adllf.nistrators choosing each of five

defiDitions of seniority or any combination of the five, as an appro-

priate method of analysis of the data.

Content Analysis of Respondenu' Coaments
In order to batter understand the response choices of teachers and

administrators, their voluntary c011111ents ware requested

co~cerning

·che

choice of criteria to be used in reductioa-in-foree staffing decisions,
particularly in respect to the use of teacher evaluation results aud
seuiority (last page of teacher questionnaire and last page of administrator questionnaire).

The proc:eas of C:Diltent analysis suggested by

!'os. (1969, p. 649) wu chosen as an appropriate mthod by which to
analyze the CDIIIII!Bts of the teachers &Dd administrators.

The ua.it of

content to be analyzed was deteraia.ed. and categories in which to place
the cOIIUIII!nts wre established.
The decision vas -.de that any comment which addressed the issues
of reductiou in force and t.he concoldtant issues of seniority and perfor.aace evaluation would be accept.ed provided i t was relevant to the
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research queatiooa under iaveatigacion.

Bach reaponse was categorized

as that of either a teacher or an ad!l:l.niatrator and then was sorted
according to the nature of the response, i.e., whether positive or negative in r113ard to the nature and use of seniority and/or performance

evaluation results in reduction-in-force staffing ••cisiona.

Summary
The purpose of the study, the operational definitiona of relevant

tens, and an outline of the •thodology used to c:ondllCt it were presented.

8ample selection procedures anc1 rationale were presented and

described.

A complete list of research questioDJ used for data c:ollec-

tiOD. and analysis purposes was preanted.

An outline of procedures

used in the develop.nt of the innrament na provided.
ed that

q~stioanaires

It was report-

were sent to a systematic sample of 320 teachers

and. 20 ad:ad.niatratora from three large districts randomly selected fr011
the 18 largest in the state of Colllll!!etic:ut.

Finally, proc:adures adopt:ed

for data analysis were discussed.
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CIW'TER IV

FIRDINGS

The results of this study are presented within four main categories:
(1) aurvey response is report:ed and disc:uaaed, (2) the saaple is

described in t.erms of

attributes, (3)

s~t~lf-raported

respo~Wea

professional charac.terbtic:s and

to '"knowledge questions" in regard to teacher

evaluation anc! reduction in force are reported, and {4) the research
findings are presented in the order of the questions from. the instrument
&tl

they relate to the research queatioas and the findiags.

Infomation

presented in the tables that follow is ia the fora of the nUlllbers and
percents based on the adjusted frequencies of the responses.
Survey Respondents

During t.he period froa May 13, 1983, through August 26, 1983, 220
usable teacher responses ancl 17 usable admf.l'liat.rator responses were

received frOJl the three participating school di.stricta (as unticmed.
earlier, two large districts withdrew from the study and could not be
replaced).

Two folla.-ap letters with questionnaires were sent to the

selected teachers aad. adllf.n.istrators at approximately 1-mooth intervals
subsequent to the initial ailing.

the second follow-up mailing

contained a •nonres,ondent form• tn addition. to a letter and. a ca,y of
the appropriate questionnaire.

A suallllttry of the returns-categorized

by position, i.e., teacher or ad'lllinistrator-grouped according to

school districts, is presented in Table 2.

78
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Tcoble 2
Numbers and Percents of Responses Received

District A

District B

District C

Total

Respondents

.!!
Teachers

61

55.4

81

100.0

Administrators

Total

.!!

68

.!!
81.0

78

83.3
86

83

.!!
70.9

220

68.8

71.4

17

85.0

237

Note. The teachers' responses represent 11%, 16.6%, and 14%
respeCtively 1 of the total teachers in each district. The administrators'

responses represent 22%, 19%, and 14%, respectively, of the total
adlllinistrators in each district.
Examination of Table 2 indicated the following:

(a) the adminis-

trator response rate was greater than the teacher response rate in each
district, (b) the district with the highest adm:Lnistrator response rate

had the lowest teacher response rate, and (c) the low number of administrators surveyed probably lilllits the generalizabilit:t of the findings.

Table 3 contains a summary of ehe number of returns of the '"nonrespondent"' form.
Although they were unwilling to take the time necessary to complete
the questionnaire, 14 teachers indicated:
had been teaching

(t~ore

(a) ::he number of years they

than 90% for over 15 years); (b) 63.6% were

union lllembers; (c) 81.8% felt secure in their jobs in Rpite of RIF
pressures; {d) 54.5% agreed with the teacher evaluation system used in
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Table 3
Summary of Nonrespondent Returns

Respondents

Dist~ict

A

District B

District C

Total

Teachers

(4

Administrators
Total

15

their district; and (e) 54.5% agreed with the reduction-in-force policies

used in their district.

When asked to give a reason for not participating

in the study, one respondent chose •t never partic:ipate in research
studies;" two chose "I

8IJl

not interested in the topic:;" five selected

'"I am just too busy;" one believed "my opinion doesn't matter; .. an
additional five chose "research findings never change actual practices
in the schools;" and a final reason stated was "too complicated."
Professional Characteristics and Attributes

In order to understand the nature of the sample and to determi.ne
(to some degree) the limits of the findings in regard to generaliza-

bility, the professional characteristics of the responding teachers,
e.g., years of teaching in present system, total years teaching, highest
academic degree, etc., are exhibited in Table 4.

Similar information

in regard to the responding administrators is displayed in Table 5.
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Table 4
Percent of Teacher Respondents Indicating
Selected Professional Characteristics

Characteristic

District A

District B

District c

Total

Level presently
teachi!!l
Primary
Elementary

3.3

17.3

16.9

32.2

13.3

22.7

24.7

20.8

Middle School

26.7

18.7

19.5

21.2

High School

56.7

41.3

39.0

44.8

.!i-

60

!! •

75

!!•77

Years served in

l!:resent szatem
Less than 1 year

o.o.

1-5 years

9.8

2.5

1.3

1.4

12.3

11.5

ll.4

6-10 years

21.3

16.0

14.1

16.8

11-15 years

32.8

34.6

24.4

30.5

More than 15 years

34.6

36.1

!!. -

61

!. -

40.0

48.7

81

1!.

78

Tenure status
Yes
No

95.0

89.9

93.6

5.0

10.1

6.4

1!-

60

!! •

79

!! •

92.6
7.4
78
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Table 4-Cont:inued

Characteristic

District A

District B

District C

Total

Years teaching in
present a~signr~ent
Less than 1 year

1-5 years

1.6

3.7

6.4

4.1

45.9

37.0

32.1

37.7

6-10 years

16.4

14.8

11.5

14.1

11-15 years

18.0

25.9

20.5

21.8

More than 15 years

18.0

18.5

29.5

.! -

.!i.

1!.

61

81

22.3
78

Total number of

Iears teachi!!l
Less than 1 year

o.o

o.o

1.3

.5

1-5 years

4.9

5.1

2.6

4,1

6-10 years

19.7

17.7

15.4

17.4

11-15 years

32.8

30.4

25.6

29.4

More than 15 years

42.6

.! -

!!. -

48.6

55.1

46.8
61

79

1!-

78

llighest academic
des;ree earned

B.A. or B.s.

14.8

6.2

14.1

11.4

:i.A. or :i.S.

59.0

64.:

:'0.5

55.J

Specialist's degree

24.6

29.6

15.4

23.2

Ed.d or Ph.D. degree

1.6

o.o

o.o

!! ..

61

!! -

81

.!!. -

.5
78
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Table 4-Continued

Dist.riet C

Total

District A

District B

Yes

71.2

58.0

78.2

68.8

No

28.8

37 .o

17.9

28.0

Characteristic:
Certified to teach

in more than one
area

sub~ect

Unsure

o.o
1!-

.!! -

3.2

3.8

4.9

59

81

!! -

78

Certified to teach
at more than one
srade level
Yes
No

93.4

96.3

98.7

6.6

3.8

1.3

!! -

61

!!

"'"80

1!.

96.3
3.7

78

Experience teaching
more than one subject
Yes

80.0

80.2

88.5

No

20.0

19.8

l1.5

1!-

60

!!. -

81

1!-

92.3
7.7
78

Experience teaching
at atOre than one
s;rade level
Yes
No

93.4

95.1

80.8

6.6

4.9

19.2

1!""

61

l!.

81

!! -

80.4

19.6
78
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Table 4-Continued

Characteristic

District A

Dtatriet B

District C

Total

NEA

NEA

NEA

98.4

85.2

84.6

88.6

1.6

14.8

15.4

Union affiliation
and membershiJ:!
NEA

NEA

13T

Mmu.ber of local

barsainins; unit
Yes
No

.! -

1!.

61

81

1!.

11.4
78

.! -

220

Table 5
Pereent of Administrator Respondents Indicating
Selected Professional Characteristics

Characteristic

District A

District B

District C

Total

Administrative

Eosition
0.0

o.o

o.o

o.o

28.6

60.0

60.0

47 .l

Curriculum
coordinator

o.o

0.0

o.o

0.0

Assistant
superintendent

o.o

0.0

20.0

5.9

Dept. chairperson
Principal
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Table 5-Continul!d

Characteristic

District A

District B

District C

Total

Administrative
]i!OSition
Superintendent

14.3

o.o

0,0

5.9

20.0

o.o

29.4

20.0

20,0

11.8

1!•5

!!•17

Centt'al office
staff

42.9

Other

!4.3

!!•7

1!,•5

Highest academic
desree earned

B.A. or B.S.

0.0

o.o

0.0

o.o

M.A. or M.S.

14.3

20.0

o.o

11.8

Specialist's

7!.4

40.0

80.0

64.7

Ed.D. or Ph.D.

14.3

40.0

20.0

23,5

1!•7

!!•5

!i-

Less than 1 year

o.o

0.0

o.o
o.o

o.o
o.o
o.o

0.0

1-5 years

40.0

11.8

0.0

o.o

42.9

20.0

20.0

29.4

5

1!-

17

Number of years in
eresent school sz:stem

6-10 years
11-15
More than 15 years

57.1

80.0

40.0

58.8

,!•7

J!•5

!•5

! ..

17
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Inspection of Table 4 suggested the following in regard to the professional characteristics of the teachers:

(a) The majority of the

teachers were highly educated, i.e., 24% of the teachers had either a

Specialist's or a Doctor's degree; (b) the •jority of the teachers had
substantial years of service within the profession, within their particular school district, and their particular grade level or subject area;
(c) the majority of the teachers were certified and had experience at

more than one grade level and/or in more than one subject area; and (d)
the majority of teachers were union llelllbers.
Examination of Table 5 suggested the folla.ring in regard to the

professional characteristics of the ~ministrators:

(a) The ujority

of the administrators were highly educated, i.e., 88% had either a
Specialist's or a Doctor's degree; and (b) the majority of the administrators had substantial years of service within the particular school
districts in which they were elllployed when reporting.
Knowledge of Existing Policies and Practices
In an attelllpt to determine whether the attitudes of the teachers and
administrators were possibly influenced by their perceptions of current
practices in their school district.&, they were asked the following
"knowledge questions":
1.

Did the teacher bargaining unit participate in the development

of your district 1 s teacher evaluation system?
2.

Are the teacher evaluation policies and procedures part of the

teachers 1 master contract?
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3.

Does your district have policies and procedures to follow when

reduction in force bec011ea neeeasaey?
4.

Did the teacher bargaining unit participate in the development

of your district 1 a reduction-in-force policies and procedures?

S.

Are the reduction-in-force policies and procedures part of the

master contract?
6.

If your district bas established policies and procedures to use

in reduction-in-force situationss are the results of teacher evaluation

used when determining the order of layoff among tenured teachers?
7.

If your district bas established policies and procedures to

use in reduction-in-force situations, is seniority the only criterion
used when deteraining the order of layoff among tenured teachers?
A

&UIIIIary

of the teachers' and administrators'

reapotu~ea

to Ques-

tions 1 through 7 are presented in Table 6.
Inspection of the data contained in Table 6 indicated that 75.8%
of the teachers and 94.1% of the administrators are aware that the
teachers' union participated in the development of the teacher evaluation system.

Mutually developed evaluation syate1118 are mandated by

Connecticut State Law (Appendix I).
Although only Districts B and C found it necessary to make reductions among tenured staff, each district had to reduce staff during the
past S years.

Obviously the IIBjority of teachers ( 95.4%) and adainis-

trators ( 100%) were aware that there were policies and procedures in
place for handling this situation.

Review of the data in Table 6 sug-

gested that accurate knowledge of who participated in the develop.ent
of these RIP policies and procedures was less well known, especially by
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Table 6

Number and Percent of Responses .to Knowledge Questions

District A

Nature of

.

question

and
response

~

1

~

g
]
~

District B

.
~

l

."
c

u

t
E
~

.3

District C

.

1.

g
.;;

~

Toul

.

---3

.

t

.:1

J j

Did the bargaining unit
participate in the

development of the

teacher evaluaUon BfStem.?

.!!.

No

Unsure

76

80

-59

Yes

215

84.7

100.0

63.8

100.0

81.6

5.1

o.o
o.o

17.5
18.8

o.o
o.o

14.5

39.5

20.0

10.2

3.9·

80.0

75.8

15
94.1

20.0

9.3

5.9

0.0

14.9

o.o

Are the teacher evaluation
policies and procedures
specified in the master
contract?

1!Yes

76

80

60
55.0

57.1

42.5

80.0

216

17

44.9

52.9

No

11.7

28.6

30.0

20.0

28.9

80.0

24.5

41.2

Unsure

33.3

14.3

07.5

0.0

'31.5

0.0

'30.6

5.S'
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Table 6-Continued

District A

Nature of
question
and

response

. ~
j

.:l

~

:::l

~

District B

.3

~

]

il

District C

.
~

.
~
j

~

100.0

97.4

100.0.

~

~

"0

i
:::l

Total

.

~

j

J

~

Does your district have
policies and procedures

to follow when reduction
in force becom.es nec:essa!I?

!!. -

77

81

61

96.7

100.0

92.6

No

3.3

o.o

0.0

o.o

o.o
o.o

o.o

Unsure

7.4

o.o

2.6

Yes

17

219
95.4

100.0

o.o

.9

o.o

o.o

3.7

0.0

Are the teacher evaluation
policies and procedures
specified in the master
contract?

!i-

60

Yes

55.0

57.1

42.5

80.0

39.5

20.0

44.9

52.9

No

11.7

28.6

30.0

20.0

28.9

80.0

24.5

41.2

Unsure

33.3

14.3

27.5

o.o

31.6

0.0

30.6

5.9
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Table 6-Continued

District A

Nature of
question

.

and
response

.

z

~

~

~

:;;]

~

~

District B

District C

.z

.z

. §.
J ~

~

Total

~

~

E
);

~

~

~

..
0

~

~
~

j

~

Does your district have
policies and procedures
to follow when reduction
in force becomes necessa!I?

!. -

100.0

92.6

17

219

77

81

61
96.7

Yes

100.0

97.4

100.0

94.4

100.0

No

3.3

o.o

o.o

o.o

o.o

0.0

.9

0.0

Unsure

o.o

0.0

7.4

o.o

2.6

0.0

3.7

o.o

100.0

85.7

Did the bargaining unit
participate in development
of reduction-in-force
J:!:Olicies and 2rocedures?

! -

219

77

81

61
88.5

100.0

42.0

No

4.9

0.0

1.3

6.6

o.o
o.o

38.3

Unsut'e

19.8

o.o

13.3

Yes

17

70.3

100.0

0.0

16.0

0.0

o.o

13.7

o.o

100.0
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Table 6-Continued

District A

.

Nature of
question
and
response

~

~
~

3
g

~

::!

District B

."

.

,'!1

l

::!

~

District C

~

~

a

.

3

~

'li

~

~

Total

----

.
"

j j

~
t

,'!1
~

~

Are the reduction-in-force
policies and procedures
s;eecified in the uster contract?

!. •

No

Unsure

100.0

218

77

81

60
75.0

Yes

24.7

60,0

70.1

80.0

17

54.6

82.4

5.0

o.o

48.1

40.0

3.9

20.0

20.6

17.6

20.0

0.0

27.2

o.o

26.0

o.o

24.8

o.o

Are the results of teacher
evaluations used when

determining the order of
lazoff among; tenured teachers?

!. •
Yes

11.5

14.3

217

76

80

61

61.3

80.0

2.6

20.0

17

26.7

35.3

No

67.2

71.4

17.5

20.0

84.2

8o.o

54.8

58.8

Unsure

21.3

14.3

21.3

0,0

13.2

0.0

18.4

5,9
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Table 6-Continued.

DUtrict A

D18trict B

District c

Total

Nature of

q,uestioo

~

and

response

~

~

E jg

.

"'g

~

...

{!.

j .

i

~{!.

~

~
~

~

.

i

~
5

j

Is seniority the only
criterion used when
determining the order
of layoff 811.0111
tenured teacben'l

!

80

-60

217

77

17

71.7

42.9

o.o

100.0

90.0

100.0

52.1

47.1

No

18.3

42.9

92.5

47.1

14.3

7.5

2.6

o.o
o.o

41.5

10.0

o.o
o.o

6.5

Unsure

6.5

5.9

Yes

the teachers in District B.

In District B, oaly 42.0% of the teachers

knew that their union had participated in the development of the B.IF

policies and procedures.
districts.

Union representatives had participated in all

Analysis of the infomation in Table 6 ind.icat:ed an addi-

t!onal area of eDilfuaion to ugard to the inclusion of RIP policies and

procedures in the master contract.

Although reduction-in-force policies

and procedures were included in the IIIIUiter contract of each district,

only 54.61 of the teachers and 82.4% of the adm:l.llistraton were aware
that these policies and procedures were part of each 1188ter contract.
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Moreover, teaehers and administrators appeared to be unaware (in
aoae cases) of the criteria that ware used in their school diatric:ta
for reduction-in-force decision making.

:Review of reduction-in-force

poli.ciaa and procedures from each district indicated that:

(a) District

A did not wte the results of teacher evaluation when determining the
order of layoff--seniority w1 thin levels was the prime consideration.

However, •superior skill and ability• (baaed upon evaluationa of the
preceding 5 years) could supercede seniority in order to

program needs:

~~eat

specific

67.2% of the teachers and 71.4% of the adminbtrators

in District A were •are that the results of teacher evaluations wre
not generally used in UP staffing deciaioas.

(b) District B used

seniority as the basis for an elaborate reduction-in-force procedure
that aaaigned points to various criteria-including seniority and re-

sults of teacher evaluation.

In District B, 61.3% of the teac.bera and

80.0% of the adllliuistrators had ac.curate knowledge regarding the use of
evaluation results in I.IF staffing declsiODI.

(c) District C aclhared

to reduction-in-force policies and procedures baaed oa seaiority within
i118tructional area •. A majority of the. educators, 84.2% of the teachers
and 80.0% of the adllliDistratora, in District C were aware that evaluation ruults ware not uee.d in 1UF stafflq decisions.
The teacllers and administrators were queried regarding their satisfaction with the evaluation and reduction-in-force policies and proc:edurea that exist in their respective sebool districts.

They were also

asked to indicate their satisfaction with tbe manner in whir.h these
policies and procedures were de-.eloped.

Table. 1 contains the percent

of respondents that were satisfied (yes), were not satisfied (no), and
those that were unsure about how they felt.
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Table 7

Numbers and Percent.s of Responses to Questions Regarding
the Development and Use, and Satisfaction With,
· Teacher Evaluation and RIF Policies
and Procedures

District A

Nature of
question

.

and

response

~

~

~

.3
t

District B

.

~
~<

I..

100.0

40.7

~
~
~

<

District C

."

!

.

3

g

~

!

Total

."

!

~

~
~:i!

Are you in general
agreement w1 th the
teacher evaluation
BIBtelll?

!!. -

219

77

81

61
65.6

Yes

100.0

44.2

60.0

17

48.9

88.2

No

23.0

o.o

45.7

0.0

45.5

40.0

39.3

u.s

Unsure

11.5

0.0

13.6

o.o

10.4

o.o

11.9

o.o

Are you satisfied
with the way the
teacher evaluation
policies and procedures
were develo2ed?

.! - 61
Yes

63.9

76

80
100.0

32.5

80.0

44.7

217

17

40.0

45.6

76.5

No

19.7

0.0

47.5

20.0

37.2

40.0

35.0

17.6

Unsure

16.4

o.o

20.0

o.o

21.1

20.0

19.4

5.9
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Table 7-Continued

District A
Nature of
question
and

response

~

.

~

~

-e
~

~

~

District B

.
"

~
~

~

g
;i

~

Total

District C

.

~
~

.
"0

~

;i

::il•

.
~

~

."
0

E
~

~

~

217

17

Are you in general
agreement with the
reduction-in-force
;eolicies and 2rocedures'Z

!! •

60.0

63.6

20.0

44.2

70.4

20.0

29.9

80.0

45.6

16.0

20.0

6.5

o.o

10.1

53.2

61.0

100.0

13.6

No

32.2

o.o
o.o

Uasure

6.8

77

81

59

Yes

Are you satisfied with
the way in which the

reduction-in-force
policies and procedures
were develo2ed?

1!.

77

81

58

Yes

69.0

100.0

8.6

ao.o

No

24.1

o.o
o.o

72.8

20.0

18.5

o.o

Unsure

6.9

216

17

60.0

40.7

82.4

24.7

20.0

42.6

11.8

22.1

20.0

16.7

5.9
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In view of the apparent misunderstandings that existed in regard

to the previously mentioned areas, i.e., what is or is not in the master contract and who participated in the development of teacher evaluation and reduction-in-force policies and procedures, care should be taken
when interpreting the responses associated with these questions related

to .. satisfaction with • • • " and "'in general agreement vi th. • • • "'
The laclt of satisfaction by the teachers with the way the teacher evalu-

ation ( 35% not satisfied. 19.4% unsure) and reduction-in-force polieies
and procedures (48.6% not satisfied, 16.7% unsure) were developed and

the lack of agreeaent with the exiaUng policies and procedures, 45.6%
not satisfied, 10.1% unsure, vas possibly due to lack of accurate knowledge about the developll8nt of the procedures and the components of the
11188ter contract.

In response to the question ·Are you generally satisfied with the
way the union represents your concerns and ideas to the administration?"
7 3.4% of the union members responded affiraatively.

When asked '"Do you

believe that the teachers are generally satisfied with the way the union
represents their concerns and ideas to the adllinistration?• 88. 2% of
the adllinietrators reported they believed that the teachers were satisfied.
In an attempt to interpret the findings associated with the specific
research questions regarding criteria to be used in reduction-to-force
decision maUng, the educators were asked the following quest:ions:

(a)

Do you believe that some foi'III of "'seniority" should be used when deter-

udning the order of layoff among tenured teachers; (b) do you believe
that

~

of "'teacher evaluation"' should be used when determining
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the order of layoff among tenured teachers; and (c) do you agree with
the way seniority is defined in the reduction-in-force policies and
proeedures of your school district?

The percents of teachers and adm:lnistrators who responded to the
choices of "yes,'" "'no," or "'unsure"" are presented in Table 8.
Inspection of the data contained in Table 8 showed that 92.2% of
the responding teachers and 94.1% of the resporu:ling administrators believed that

..!.2!!!...!2:! of

'"seniority'" should be used when determining

the order of layoff among tenured teachers despite the fact that only
42.4% of the teachers and 76.5% of the administrators agreed with the
way seniority was defined in their district's reduction-in-force policies

and procedures.

Although 48.9% of the responding teachers did not

agree with what they believed to be the teacher evaluation system used
in their distric.U (Table 7, page 94), 7L% of those teachers and 94.1%
of the administrators believed that

~

of "'teacher evaluation"'

should be used when determining the order of layoff among tenured
teachers.
It should be noted that the preceding positive responses were in regard to the general

state~~ent

·no you believe

~

• • ••

Whether

the positive attitude expressed would extend to particular definition
of seniority for a teacher evaluation system was undetermined.
Research Quest.ions and Findings

The complex issue of aeniorit,.......,hat it is. how to define it,
haw/if to use it in reduction-bt-foree at.affing decisions. and whether
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Table 8

Numbers and Percents of Responses Regarding.
Specific Factors to be Used in
Reduction-in-Force Decisions

Nature of
question
and
response

District A

District B

.3

..

.

...

g

~

~

..

.3

~
,!l
..,

.
~

]

.3
g

~

j

i..

. 85.2

80.0

96.1

100.0

92.2

o.o
o.o

4.1

5.9

3.7

0.0

';!

j

..,:g

~

B

Total

District C

'5

!

~

Do you believe that
some form of seniority
should be used in
reduction-in-force decisions?

!! -

100.0

220

77

81

61

96.7

Yes
No

o.o

o.o

7.4

20.0

3.9

Unsure

3.3

o.o

7.4

0.0

o.o

17
94.1

Do you believe that

so• form of teacher
evaluation should be
used in reduction-in-

force decisions?

.! -

73.8

100.0

75.9

ao.o

No

23.0

o.o

19.0

20.0

3.3

o.o

5.1

0.0

Unsure

217

77

79

61

Yes

17
94.1

100.0

71.0

26.0

0.0

22.6

5.9

10.4

o.o

6.5

0.0

63.6
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Table 8-Continued

Distrtet A
Nature of
question
and
response

.

"
3·

~

~

.
~

~
~

::l

District B

."

i..

.

3

~
~

::l

District C

.

i

.3
t

.:l

j

Total

----

.

i

.
"0

~

!i
.g
<

Do you agree with the
way seniority is defined
in your district 1 s
reduction-in-force
}!Olicies and 2rocedures?

! •

17.5

80.0

62.3

o.o

53.6

20.0

24.7

0.0

23.6

0.0

13.0

50.0

100.0

No

41.7
8.3

Unsure

77

80

60

Yes

217
40.0

17

'•2.4

76.5

40.0

41.0

17.6

20.0

16.6

5.9

the teachers and administrators agree on definition-was investigated
using the folloring research hypothesis:

There is no relationship

between one's position-:i.e., teacher or administrator-and one's
preferred definition of .. seniority" if seniority ts used as the only
ct:iterion when determining the order of layoff among tenured teachers
in reduction-in-force situations.

The di.versity of responses given by

the teachers and administrators was analyzed through examination of a
frequency table.

The numbers and percents of responses of the teachers
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and adainiatratora in regard to their preferred definitions of seniority

are contained in Table 9.
'l:ha "'c011bination"" and "other" category choices elicited the

followiq reapoMes fr011 individual teachers and administrators:

Teachers:
1.

Total years in the system. eombil18d with t:otal

yeara as a eeacher.
2. Total years in the system, total years teachin&
a particular subject, and total years teaching at a
particnlar grade level.
3. Total years as a teacher COIDbined with total
years teaching a particular subject.

4. Total years in ehe systea combined with areas
of certification.
S.

Total years in the system c011.bined with total

yean at a particular grade level.
6. total years in the systaa combined with total
years teaching a particular subject.

7. Total years teaching a particu.lar subject COilbiDed with total years teaching at a particular grade
level.
8. Total years in a particular building in combination with total years teacbinl a particular subject.
9. Total years aa a teacher aud ability as deterlliaed. by evaluation.
10. Total years in the system, total years in a
particular bailding • total years teaching at a part:icular
grade level, and. total years teaching a particular subject.
11. Total years as a teacher, total years teacbiq at a
particalar grade level, and total years teaching a
particular subject.
12.

Total years aa a teacher, total years in the system,

and total years teaching a particular subject.
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Table 9

Numbers and Percents of Responses Regarding
Preferred Definition of Seniority

District A

Nature of
question
and
response

.
~

~
~

.
w
0

~

!i

::!•

District B

.
w

~
~

~

~

-~

~

District C

.

j

~

.

.3
t
.::
~

::!

Total

.
w

~

~

g
~

~

~

If seniority were to be used

as the only criterion when
determining the order of
l"yoff among tenured teachers
in reduction-in-force situations,
hov do you believe seniority
should be defined?

!. Years in
school
system

77

80

61

218

17

42.6

14.3

37.5

100.0

59.7

20.0

46.8

41.2

building

o.o

0.0

o.o

o.o

0.0

o.o

o.o

o.o

Years
teaching a
particular
subject

3.3

14.3

5.0

o.o

7.8

4C.O

5.5

17.6

6.6

14.3

o.o

o.o

o.o

20.0

1.8

5.9

Years in a

pardcular

Years
teaching at

a particular

grade
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Table 9-Continued

Distrtct A

District B

.g

Hatu.re of
question

M

sad

·reapoase

~...

i i I
~

District c

.

t
"'g
~

Total

~

I

1

~

J~
~

Total
Years
aaa

6.6

o.o

20.0

o.o

6.5

o.o

u.s

o.o

above

39.3

57.1

35.0

20.0

32.6

23.5

1.6

o.o

2.5

o.o
o.o

24.7

Other

1.3

o.o

1.8

5.9

teacher
Some

combination
of the

13. Total years as a teacher, total years in the
aystm. total years teaching a particular subject, ancl
total years at a partiev.lar grade level.
Adlll.a.istrators;

1. Total years in the system. in c011bination with
total years as a teacher.
2. Total years teaching at a particular grade level
cmabined with total years in a particular building.

3. Total years in the systs and areas of
certification.
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Examination of Table 9 and consideration of the relatively large
percentages of teachers and adllinistrators who chose the "other" and/or
"co11.bin.ation" categories as their preferred definition of seniority
suggested that the level of agreement between teachers and administrators
and among teachers is relatively low--except when seniority is defined
as "'years in school system.".

However, it was apparent· that teachers

(46.8%) favored seniority being defined as "years in a school system'"
more than did administrators ( 41.2%).
Teacher Evaluation Systelll8
As may be seen in Table 8, page 98, 71% of the responding teachers

and 94.1% of the responding administrators believed

that~

of

teacher evaluation should be used when determining the order of layoff
eong tenured teachers.

In an attempt to determine if a change in the

nature of the existing evaluation systems would increase the acceptance
of evaluation as a criterion in reduction-in-force staffing decisions,
the educators were asked:

If two separate and distinct teacher evalua-

tion systems were to be developed and used in your district (one specifically designed to help the teacher i11prove his/her effectiveness and
one specifically designed to set:ve administrative deciSion making),
would you be IDOre likely to accept teacher evaluation as a criterion to
be used when detertllining the order of layoff among tenured teachers in
reduction-in-force situations than if just one evaluation system were
used?

.A tabulation of the responses is presented in Table 10.

The findings reported in Tables 8 and 10 indicated that although
the majority of the educators (72.0% of teachers and 94.1% of the
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Table 10
Percents of Responses Regarding the Use
of Two Separate Evaluation Systems

District A-

District B

.

Nature of
question
and

response

e

~

Total

District C

.

ee

J j ~
~
. ...g

e

.1!

~

~
~

~

I.
j l
~

.
3"

i~
~

Acceptance of
purpose-spec1fie

evaluation szstem

!

79

-57

Yes

47.4

No

26.3

Unsure

26.3

74

48.!

80.0

28.6

22.8

28.6

29.1

42.9

administrators) favored the use of

210

17

41.9

80.0

45.7

20.0

33.8

20.0

27.6

23.5

0.0

24.3

0.0

27.6

ll.8

~

64.7

of teacher evaluation in

RIF decisions. only 45.7% of the teachers and 64.7% of the administrators
responded that they would be more likely to accept teacher evaluation as
a criterion in RIP' decisions if the evaluation syste111 were specifically
designed to serve administrative decision aaking.
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Criteria co be U'aed in Baduction-in-Porce StaffinB Decisions
The original

questio~"When

reduction. in force is n.ecesauy, what

extent of agreement between teachers and acbdaiatratora in regard to
whicll criteria should be eonaidered in the RIP decisione?"--eqeDderec:l
the followiq hypothesis:

There 1s a relationship between. one's poai-

tioa--i.e., acba:I.Diatrator or teacher--and one's choice of criteria to
be COD81dered in aking reductioa-iD-foree staffing decisions.

This

hypothesis • • investigated by tutiug the following null hypotheses:
lo

There is no relatiouhip between cme'a position--i.e., teacher

or adllf.niatrator--and one's choice of affirmative action needs of the
district as a criterion to be coasidered in reduction-in-force staffing
decisions.

2.

There is no relatio118h1P between au's position-i.e., teacher

or ad.llli111strator--and one's

e~oice

of area(a) of certificat:loo as a

criterion to be coaaiderecl in redu.ction-in-force staffing decisions.
3.

There :1.8 DO relationship between one's position-i.e., teae.her

or administrator--and one's choice of clqree status as a criterion to
be considered in reduction-in-force staffing decisions.

4.

There is DO relationship beeween one's position--i.e., teacher

or aclainistrator--and one's choice of participation in extrac:urrieular
activities (building level cOIIIIlttees, spattBor clubs, eoaching, etc.)
as a erlterlon to be coasidered in "tecluction-in-force staffing decisions.
S.

There is no relationship between one's position--i.e., teac:.her

or administrator--and one's choice of progra needs of department,
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building, school district, etc. as a criterion to be considered in re-

duction-in-force staffing decisions.
6.

There is no relationship between one's position--1.11!., teacher

or administrator--and one's choice of quality of job performanc:e as determined by

~

of teacher evaluat.ion as a criterion to be con-

sidered in reduction-in-force staffing deeisions.
1.

There is no relationship between one's position-i.e., teacher

or administrator--and one's choice of seniority as a criterion to be

considered in reduction-in-force staffing decisions.
8.

There is no relationship between one's position--i.e., teacher

or administrator--and one's choice of apeeific experience at. grade
levels or in subject areas as a criterion to be considered in reductionin-force staffing decisions.

9.

There is no relationship between one's position--i.e., teacher

or administrator--and one's choice of tenure status as a criterion to
be considered in reduction-in-force staffing decisions.
The Mann-Whitney

[J

Test (corrected for ties, two-tailed at the

.05 significance level) was applied to each hypothesis concerning
position and criteria for RIF.

The results Of the analysis are presented

in Table 11.
Consideration of the results contained in Table 11 allowed the
null hypothesis of no relationship between position and criteria to be
used in reduction-in-force staffing decisions to be rejected only in
regard to position and the criterion of "participation in extra-curricular
activities (building level comd.ttees, sponsor clubs, coaching, etc.)."
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Table 11
Results of the HanD-Whitney U Test on the Relatioaahip Between
the Variables of "'Position• and '"Criteria to be Used in B.tl•

Position and.
auaber of
respondents
Indieator

~

variable

t

.j

t
'li
~
Affirmative
action

210

17

Position
and
Mean Rank

.
j
~
114.49

~

2-tailed

l!.

t

~

i
:::!

107.97

1682.5

.6746

Areas of
certification

216

17

117.11

115.56

1811.5

.8390

Degree status

211

17

114.30

116.97

1751.5

.8469

Participation in

extracurricular
actidties

214

17

119.28

74.76

1118.0

.0036*

Program needs

214

17

117.31

99.56

1539.5

.1266

Results of
perforaanc.e.
evaluation

215

16

117.07

101.66

1490.5

.1929

Seniority

216

17

116.56

122.65

1740.0

.5372

Experience at
grade level/
subject area

212

17

115.74

105.82

1646.0

.4031

Tenure status

211

17

114.14

118.76

1721.0

.7033

*l!.i .os.
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The adlllinistrators favored the use of this criterion while the teachers
strongly opposed its consideration in RIF decisions.

All the other

null hypotheses were retained.
In order to invesUgate the relationship between position and the
importance accorded each criterion, the percents of responses using the

adjusted frequencies of teachers and administrators in each category

were examined.

The "strongly agree" and "'agree" responses were col-

lapsed into one category, and. the "strongly disagree"' and "disagree"
were collapsed into another.

The results are presented in Table 12.
Table 12

Percents of Responses Regarding Choiee of
Criteria for Reduction-in-Force
Staffing Decisions

Criterion and Response

Teachers

Adtlinistrators

Affirmative act1011
Agree

35.7

4l.l

Uncertain

25.2

23.5

Disagree

39.1

! -

35.3
220

..!! -

17
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Table 12-Continued

Criterion and Response

Teachers

Administrators

Areas of certifieation

92.6

94.1

Uncertain

3.2

o.o

Disagree

25.2

Agree

1!-

5.9
216

.!!•17

Degree status

Strongly agree

66.8

64.7

Uncertain

7.6

5.9

Disagree

26.0

29.4

.! -

211

!! -

17

Participation in

extracurricular activities
Agree

41.6

Uncertain

12.6

0.0

Disagree

45.8

17.6

.! •

82.4

214

.!!. -

17

Program needs

79.5

94.1

Uncertain

8.9

s;9

Disagree

11.7

Agree

1!-

o.o
214

,!!•17
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Table 12-Continued

Criterion and Response

Teachers

Administrators

Quality of job

Eerformance
80.0

93.8

Uncertain

6.5

o.o

Disagree

13.5

Agree

!i-

6.3
215

!!. -

16

Seniority
Agree

87.5

82.4

Uncertain

4.6

5.9

Disagree

7.9

11.8

1! -

216

!!.•17

Experience at grade level
or subject area
Agree

78.3

Uncertain

10.8

o.o

Disagree

10.8

11.8

!!. -

88.3

212

1i-

17

Tenure status

76.4

Agree

77.7

Uncertain

u.s

o.o

Disagree

10.5

23.5

!'!-

211

!. "' 17
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The percent of respondents choosing each criterion was used as an
indicator of the importance accorded that criterion.

The combined

percent of respondents who selected either of the categories .. strongly
agree'" or '"agree" for each criterion was used as the basis for ranking

the criteria in descending order of importance.

The ord-er of ranking

is displayed (according to position) in Table 13.
Consideration of the data displayed in Table 13 allows one to

conclude that teachers and administrators are willing to accept 11111ltiple
criteria as the basis for RIF staffing decisions.

Except for affirma-

tive action, over 50% of the responding administrators agreed that each
of the criteria should be considered in reduction-in-force staffing
decisions.

OVer 50% of the responding teachers agreed that all but

affirmative act:ion and participation in extra-curricular activities
should be criteria to be considered.

OVer 80% of the teachers

..!!!.!!

administrator agreed that areas of certification. progra111 needs.
quality of job performance as determined by some form of evaluation,
and seniority should be considered when reduction-in-force staffing
decisions are necessary.
Performance Evaluation
In order to investigate whether a change in the nature of existing
evaluation systems would affect the acceptance of evaluation as a criterion in reduction-in-force staffing decisions, the teachers and administrators were asked to respond to the following questions:

If two

separate and distinct teacher evaluation systems were to be developed
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Table 13
Rank Order of Importance Accorded Each Criterion in
Reduction-in-Force Decisions Based on Percent of
Respondents Who Strongly Agreed or Agreed
With the Use of Each Criterion
to be Used in RIF

Teachers

Administrators

Criterion

Areas of

.!!
92.6

216

certification

'.!!

Criterion

Areas of
certification

94.1

17

SenioritY

87.5

216

Program. needs

94.1

17

Quality of job
performance

ao.o

215

Quality of job
performance

93.8

16

Program needs

79.5

214

Experience at
grade/subject

88.8

17

Experience at

78.3

212

Participation in

82.4

17

17

extracurricular
activ!Ues

grade/ subject

Tenure status

77.7

211

Seniority

82.4

Degree status

66.8

211

Tenure status

76.4

17

Participation in

41.6

214

Degree status

64.7

17

35.7

220

Affirmative action

41.1

17

extracurricular
activities

Affirmative action

and used in your district (one specifically designed to help improve
your effectiveness and one specifically designed to serve administrative
decision making) • would you be more likely to accept teacher evaluation
as a criterion to be used when determining the order of layoff among
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tenured teachers in reduction-in-force situations than if just one

evaluation system were used?
Of the 227 educators who responded, 47.1% answered
no, and 25.6% were unsure.

yes~

27.3% said

Their responses (by position) are presented

111 Table 14.
Table 14
Percents of Responses in Regard to Use of Single
Purpose Evaluation Systems

Response

Teachers

Adlllnistrators

Yes

45.7

64.7

No

27.6

23.5

Unsure

26.7

.!! -

11.8

210

!

""17

In order to deterurl.ne if discrete changes in the nature of evaluation systems would be acceptable to the teachers and administrators,

the responses of the educators were sought in regard to the inclusion
of specific indicators and the inclusion of specific pat:t.ieipants in
the evaluation process.

The indicators and participants were specified

as those to be used in two separate evaluation systems. i.e •• one
solely to help teachers improve their effectiveness (formative evaluatiorl.), and the other to serve administrative decision making (summative
evaluation).
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· The results of this portion of the study are reported in the sections

titled:

(a) indicators to be considered in teacher evaluation

systems~

(b) participants in teacher evaluation systems, and (c) components of
single purpose evaluation systeiiiS.
Indicators to be Considered in Teacher Evaluation Systems
Formative evaluation.

The hypothesis that stated "There is a

relationship between one's position-i.e. • administrator or teacher--

and one's choice of 'performance indicators' to be used in designing
and using teacher evaluation. systems that are solely to help the teachers

improve their effectiveness" was investigated by testing the following
null hypotheses:

1.

There is no relationship between one's position-i.e., teacher

or administrator--and one's choice of attendance at professional meetings
as an indicator to be considered when designing and using teacher
evaluation systeiiiS that are solely to help teachers improve their
effectiveness.
2.

There is no relationship between one's position-i.e., teacher

or adudnistrator--and one's choice of classroom. environment as an
indicator to be considered when designing and using teacher evaluation
systems that are solely to help teachers improve their effectiveness.
3.

There is no relationship between one's position-i.e., teacher

or administrator--and one's choice of individual performance objectives
as an indicator to be considered when designing and using teacher
evaluation systeu that are solely to help teachers improve their
effectiveness.
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4.

There is no relad.Otl8hip between one's position--i.e., teacher

or ad-.i:niatrator--and one 'a choice of lesson plana

a1

an indicator to

be coasidered when cladgniDg ad using teacher evaluation systems that

are 1olely to help teachers illprove their effectiveness.
5.

There is no relationship between one's poaition-i.e., teacher

or adlliniatrator-a:ad one's choic.e of observation of claaarooa teaching
as an indicator to be cODSidared when d.eeigning and uaing teacher
evaluation systeu that are solely to help ceaehers improve their

effectiveness.
6.

There is no relat10118hip between one's position--i.e., teacher

or ad11iniatrator--and one's choice of personal attributes (voice,
health, attire, etc.) aa an iad.icator to be considered when designing

and uaiq teacher evaluation ayateu that are solely to help teachers

iaprove their effectiveness.
7.

Thera is no relationship between one's position-i.e., teacher

or administrator--and aDa's choice af pupil-ceacber relatiana as an
indicator to be considered when designing ancl using: teacher evaluation
systeas that are solely to help teacher& improve their effectiveness.
8.

There is 110 relationship between ana's position-i.e., teacher

or administrator-and one's choice of student gain scores as an btdicator
to be cauid.ered wbea. designing and using teacher evaluatioa. systems
that are solely to help teachers improve their effectiveness.
9.

There is no relationship between one's position-i.e., teacher

or adainiatrator--and one's choice of teacher COIIIIII8Dd of aubject 'lllltter
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as an indicator to be cou14ered when designing and. udog teacher
evaluation ayatma that are solely to help teachers improve their
effectiveness.
10.

There is no relationship between one's position--i.e., teacher

or adllioiatrator-and one's choice of volunteer service on school
cOIIllitteea· as an indicator to be considered when designing and usiag

teacher &"Valuation ayateu that are solely to help teachers improve
their effectiveness.
The Mann-Whitney U Teat (corrected for ties, two-tailed at the .05
significance lenl) was applied to each hypothesis concerning position

and an indicator to be used in fonative evaluation.

The results are

presented in Table 15.
Ezaaiaation of the t!iadinga presented in Table l!S indi.cated that
the null hypotheses of no relationahip between position and the indicators

of atteru:lanee at professional •etiqs, lesson plans, personal attributes,

student gain scores, and volunteer service on school CO'IIIId.ttees could
be rejected in each eaae.

The Dlll.l hypothesis could not be rejected in

regard ta position and. the following:

elasarooa enviro011181lt, individual

perfomanca objectives of classroom. teaching, pupil-teacher relations,
and teachet eOIIUI&nd of aobjeet matter.
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Table 15
Results of the Mann-Whitney U Test on the Relat.ionship Between
the Variables "Position'" and .. Indicators to be Used for
Formative Evaluations'"

Position and
number of
respondents

Indicator

variable

.
~

g
t:

."
Q

~

E

.:1

;;

~

Position
and
Mean Rank

.

j

~

.3

2-tailed

.I!.

E

i
:i!

Attendance at
professional
meetings

214

17

118.38

86.09

1310.5

.0316*

Classroom
environment

215

17

116.82

112.50

1759.5

.4194

Individual

performance
objectives

215

17

117.12

108.65

1694.0

.4502

Lesson plans

215

17

118.44

91.91

1409.5

.0419*

Observations
of classroom
teaching

214

17

116.68

107.50

1674.5

.2286

Personal
attributes

215

17

ll8.61

89,85

1374,5

.0402*

214

17

116.75

106.50

1657.5

.2010

214

17

118.84

80.24

1211.0

.0145*

Pupil-teacher

relations
Student-gain

*E.~

.05.
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Table 15-Cantinued

Position and
number of
respondents

Position
and
Mean Rank

."
1

Ittdic.ator
variable

2-tailed

0

.P.

j

Teacher command
of subject
~~~&tter

215

17

116.86

112.00

1751.0

Volunteer service
on school
comml. ttees

215

17

121.37

54.91

780.5

·~~

.3907

.0000*

.os.
In order to further understand the responses to this portion of

the study, the percent of responses using the adjusted frequencies of
teachers and administrators choosing eAch category were examined.

The

"strongly agree" and "agree" responses were collapsed into one category
and the "strongly disagree" and "disagree" were collapsed into another.
The results are presented in Table 16.
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Table 16
Percent of Responses Regarding Choice of Indicators
for an Evaluation System. Desigtted and Used
Solely for Formative Purposes

Indicator and Response

Teachers

Administrators

Attendance at
2rofessional meetins;s
82.4

Agree

54.2

Uncertain

16.4

5.9

Disagree

29.4

11.8

.! -

214

.!'""11

Classroom environment
96.3

100.0

Uncertain

1.9

o.o

Disagree

1.9

Agree

1!-

0.0

215

1!-

17

Individual performance
objectives
Agree

81.9

88.2

Uncertain

10.2

11.8

Disagree

7.9

0.0

!. - 215

.!! •

17

Lesson plans
Agree

72.1

94.1

Uncertain

13.5

5.9

Disagree

14.4

.! ,.

0.0
215

.! ,.

17
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Table 16-Continued

Indicator and Response

Teachers

Administrators

Observation of
classro011. teachi!!:!l
92.1

100.0

Uncertain

4.2

o.o

Disagree

3.7

Agree

! .

0.0
214

1:!.•17

Personal attributes
Agree

65.6

88.2

Uncertain

16.3

Disagree

18.1

u.s
o.o

..! -

215

.! •

17

PuJ!il-teacher relations
91.1

100.0

Uncertain

6.1

o.o

Disagree

2.8

Agree

!. •

0.0
214

1:!.-

17

Student s:ain scores
Agree

35.0

53.0

Uncertain

23.8

41.2

Disagree

5.9

41.1

1!-

214

1!""17
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Table 16-continued

lncli.c:acor and Response

Teachers

Ad'llinistrators

Teacher command of
sublec:t matter
95.8

100.0

Uncertain

2.3

Disagree

1.9

o.o
o.o

Agree

.!! -

215

1!.-

17

Volunteer service
on school CODIIIlittees
Agree

26.0

Uncertain

19.1

5.9

Disagree

54.9

u.s

.! -

82.4

215

!! -

17

In order to more clearly understand the degree of agreement (and
implied disagreement) between teachers and administrators in regard to
indicators to be used in evaluations for formative purposes, the
indicators were ranked according to the percent of each group who
strongly agreed or agreed with the inclusion of each indicator.

The

results are presented in Table 17.
Analysis of the findings found in Tables 15, 16, and 17 !'l:uggested:
(a) Although the difference between the choices of teachers and
administrators in regard to attendance at professional meetings. lesson
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Table 17

Rank Order of Preferred Indicators to be Used in
Format! ve Evaluations Based on Percent of
----ae:;p:ondents Who Strongly Agreed or
Agreed With Inclusion of
Each Indicator

Teachers
Preferred

Administrators

Preferred
indicator

indicator

!!

!!

Classroom.
environment

96.3

215

Classroom
environment

100.0

17

Command of

95.8

215

Coumaand of
Subject

100.0

17

Observations
of classroom

92.1

214

Observations

100.0

17

Pupil-teacher
relations

91.1

214

Pupil-teacher
relations

100.0

17

Individual

81.9

215

Lesson plans

94.1

17

Lesson plans

72.1

215

Individual
performance
objectives

88.2

17

Personal

65.6

215

Personal
au.ributes

88.2

17

Attendance at.
prof. meetings

54.2

214

Vol. service on

82.4

17

Student gain

35.0

'!14

Attendance at
prof. meetings

82.4

17

Vol. service on

26.0

215

Student gain

53.0

17

subject

of classroom

performance
objectives

attributes

school commi tt.ees

school c.ommi ttees
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plana, peraonal attrlbutee. student gain scores, and volunteer service
on echool cGIIIdttaes was atadatically significant, only the indicators

student gain scores and volunteer service on school cOIIIIId.ttees uy be
of aay practical laport since over SO% of the teacher& and ad:ad.Diatra-

tors qreed that attandaace at professional Metings, lesson plana, and
personal attributes should be included in formative evaluatiotUJ.

(b) Over 80% of the teachers and adllinistratora airead that the cl.asa-

rooa. eDViroament, teacher c.,._n4 of the subject utter, obaarvatiou
of classroom. teaching, pupil-teacher relations, and individual perfor-

unce objectives should be used as ia4icatora for evaluating a teacher's
performance when the evaluad.on results will be used to help the teacher
illlprcn'e his/her effectiveness.

(c) 'l'he discrepancy between teachers

and ada!Diatratora in regard to the use of volunteer service on school
comm:lctaea as an indicator is significant in both a statistical aad a
practieal sease, i.e., 54.9% of the teachers disagreed with· ita use
whlle 82.4% of the administrators favored its inclusion.

(d) The use

of student satn scores elicited the greatest Odlllber of "uncertain•
responses from both teachers (23.8%) and administrators (41.2%).
Although the differences between the teachers and administrators were
fouad to be statistically significant, the large response rate in the
uncertain category suggests the need for further investigation before
definitive statements are •de in regard to any real differences between
groups of educators.
SmiiQ:tive evaluation.

The hypothesis that stated "There is a

relat:iOGIIhip between one 'a poait:ion-i .e., adlllnistrator or teacher--
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aad one' a choice of

1

perfo11111.nce indicators' to be used in designing

aod ua:lng: teacher evaluation eyatems that are to serve administrative
4ec1sioa. uldog with respect to hiriag, firing, proaotiona, transfers,
reduction in force, etc. • was investigated by testing the followiug
null bypotheaes:

1.

'11aere is no relationship between one's position-i.e., teacher

or ad111niatrator--and ou'a cboiee .of attelldaa.ce at professional ueting
as an indicator to be c011111d.erad when desigDiog and using teacher
evaluation syate• that are to serve ad.lliniatrative decision maldug
with respect to hiriuc, firing, promotions, transfers, reda.ction in

force., etc.
2.

There is no relati0118hip between one's position--i.e., teacher

or ad.mla.istrator--and one' a choice of clasarooa environment as an
indicator to be couidered when cleaigDing and using teacher evaluation
syste. that are to serve administrative decision llllking With respect
to hiring. firing, pr0110tions, transfers. recluctiOD in force. etc.
3.

There is no relatiDDBhip between oDe's poeitior&--i.e., teacher

or administrator--aDd one's choice of individual perfot1aance objectives

u

an io.dicator to be eol18idered when desisning and using teac:ber

evaluation syate.s that are to serve administrative decision •king
with respect to hiring, firing, proaotiODs, transfers, reduction in
force, etc.
4.

There is no relationahip beareen one's position-i.e., teacher

or administrator--and one's choice of lesson plans as an indicator t:o
be couaidered when designing and using teacher evaluation. syst81118 that
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are to serve ad.Dd.nistrative decision making with respect to

hiring~

firing, promotions, transfers, reduction in force, etc.

5.

There is no relationship between one's position-i.e., teacher

or administrator--and one's choice of observations of classroom teaching
as an indieator to be considered when. designing and using teacher
evaluation systeaas that are to serve administrative decision making
with respect to hiring, firing, promotions, transfers, reduction in

force, etc.
6.

There is no relationship between one's position-i.e., teacher

or administrator-and one's choice of personal attributes (voice,
health, attire, etc.) as an indicator to be considered when designing
and using teacher evaluation systems that are to serve administrative
decision making with respect to

hiring~

firing, promotions, transfers,

reduction in force, etc4
7.

There is no relationship between one's position--i.e., teacher

or administrator--and one's choice of pupil-teacher relations as an
indicator to be considered when designing and using teacher evaluation
systems that are to serve administrative decision making with respect
to hiring, firing, promotions, transfers, reduction in force, etc.
8.

There is no relationship between one's position-i.e., teacher

or administrator--and one's choice of student gain scores as an indicator
to be considered when designing and using teacher evaluation systems
that are to serve administrative declsion making with respect to hiring,
firing, promotians, transfers, reduction in force, etc.
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9.

Therl! is no relationship between one's position-i.e., teacher

or adllinistrator-and one's choice of teacher command of subject matter
as an indicator to be coDSidered when designing and using teacher
evaluation systems that are to serve adlliniatrative decision llllking
with respect to hiring, firing, promotions, transfers, reduction in
force, etc.

10.

There is no relationship between one's position-i.e., teacher

or adllliniatrator-and one's choice of volunteer service on school

comm:Lttees as an indicator to be considered when designing and using
teacher evaluation ayateu that are to serve administrative decision
uking with respect to hiring, firing, promotions, transfers, reduction

in force, etc.
The Mann-whitney U Test (corrected for ties, two-tailed at the • 05
sigrlifieance level) was applied to each hypothesis concerning position
and indicators to be used in summative evaluations.

The results are

presented in Table 18.
Exaaination of the information contained in Table 18 allowed the
null hypothesis to be rejected in regard to

the

questions that addressed

the relationship between position and the criteria of attendance at
professional •etings, personal attributes, student gain scores, and
volunteer service on school coamlttees.

The null hypothesis was

retained in regard to position and the following indicators: classroom
envirODIIent, individual perfomance objectives, lesson plans, observations of clasarooa teaching, pupil-teacher relations, and teacher
co.~~and

of subject utter.
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Table 18
Results of the Mann-Whitney U Test on the Relationship Between
the Vartablea '"Position'" and '"Choice of Indicators
to be Used for Summative Evaluations'"

Number of
respondents

Indicator

variable

.
"

.

"
E

~

Mean rank

2-tailed

.
"

~{l

~

~

g
~

~{l

:.:

Attendance at
professional
meetings

211

17

117.75

74.21

1108.5

.0041*

Classroom
environment

214

17

116.48

109.94

1716.0

.4712

Individual
performance
objectives

213

17

116.21

106.65

1660.0

.4383

Lesson plans

214

17

117.75

93.91

1443.5

.0891

Observations
of classroom
teaching

213

17

116.23

106.32

1654.5

.3191

attributes

215

17

119.18

82.59

1251.0

.0146*

Pupil-teacher

213

17

115.94

110.03

1717.5

.5771

213

17

118.47

78.32

1178.5

.0104*

~

Personal

~

relations
Student-gain

* E.i .os.
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Table 18-cootinud

N~rof

respondents
Inclicator
variable

Mean rallk

2-tdled

.1!.

.

I
Teacher cOIIIIIBilll
of subject

u.tter

213

17

115.65

113.56

1777.5

.7828

212

17

120.38

47.85

660.5

.oooo•

Volunteer
service on
school
cOiaittees

*J!.·.i .os.
An exaiaation of the percent of reapcmses using the adjusted

frequency of the responses given by the teaebera and the adminilltrators
in regard to the indieatora to be eonsidered when evaluation results
..auld be used for achd.niatrative decisioa uldng provided an additional

way to examine the responses.

The. "'strongly q:ree"' and "agree"' responses

were collapsed into one category and the "'strongly disagree"' and
•disagree" into another.

Table 19 contains thi.s information.
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Table 19
Nwaber and Percents of Responses Regarding Choice
of Indicat.ors for an Evaluation System Designed
and Used Solely for Summative Purposes

Indicator and Response

Teachers

Administrators

Attendance at
2rofessional meeUns:s
Agree

39.3

70.6.

Uncertain

12.8

17.6

Disagree

47.8

!!. •

11.8
211

!.•17

Classroom environment
88.8

94.1

Uncertain

5.6

5.9

Disagree

5.6

Agree

!! ..

o.o
214

!! •

17

Individual per-

formance objectives
Agree

Uncertain

Disagree

76.6

82.3

9.4

17.6

o.o

14.1

! -

213

1!-

17
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Table 19-ConUnued

Indicator and Response

Teachers

Administrators

Lesson plans
Agree

65.4

82.3

Uncertain

13.6

17.6

Disagree

21.0

.!!. •

o.o
214

!!•17

Observation of

classroom teachi!!S:
85.9

94.1

Uncertain

7.0

5.9

Disagree

7.1

Agree

! -

0.0
213

.!!. •

17

Personal attributes
Agree

55.9

82.3

Uncertain

15.8

17.6

Disagree

28.4

!. •

o.o
215

1!.

17

Pupil-teacher

relations
Agree

Uncertain
Disagree

84.0

88.2

8.0

11.8

o.o

8.0

!. ..

213

1!""

17
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Table 19-Continued

Indicator and Response

Teachers

Administrators

Student s:ain scores
Agree

34.7

53.0

Uncertain

21.6

41.2

Disagree

43.7

!!. -

5.9
213

! -

17

Teacher command of
sub~ ect matter

92.5

94.2

Uncertain

4.2

5.9

Disagree

3.3

Agree

1! -

o.o
213

1:!-

17

Volunteer service on
school committees
Agree

25.0

82.4

Uncertain

16.0

11.8

Disagree

59.0

!!. -

0.0
212

!!. -

17

The degree of agreement (and implied disagreement) between teachers
and administrators concerning which indicators should be included in
summative evaluations was clearly observable when the indicators were
ranked according to the percent of respondents who strongly agreed with
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the use of each indicator.

The results of this ranking procedure are

presented in Table 20.

Analysis· of the findings presented in Tables 18, 19, and 20
suggested:

(a) Although attendance at professional meetings, personal

attributes, student gain scores, and volunteer service on school
committees were deemed to be statistically significant and the null
hypothesis of no difference was rejected in each case, since over 50%
of the teachers and adlllinistrators agreed that personal attributes

should be considered when evaluations are for summatiVe purpo_ses, perhaps
the statistic!ll difference is of little practical importance in regard
to this criterion.

(b) Over 80% of the educators agreed that teacher

COIIllll8.Dd of subject matter, classroom environment, observation of
classroom teaching, pupil-teacher relations, individual performance
objectives should be considered as indicators for evaluation when
results will be used for administrative decision making.

th~

(e) The

largest discrepancy between teachers and administrators was again in
regard to the use of volunteer service on school comm:Lttees as an
indicator to be used in evaluation for adlllinistrative decision making,
i.e., 59% of the teachers disagreed, 82.4% of the administrators agreed.
(d) The use of student gain scores was again the indicator that elicited
the largest number of uncertain responses from. both teachers (21.6%)
and administ.rators (41.2%).

(e) While 70.6% of the administrators

favored th.e inclusion of attendance at professional meetings as an
indicator, only 39.3% of the teachers agreed.

Since 47.8% of the

teachers disagreed with its use, the discrepancy between the opinions
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Table 20
Rank Order of Preferred. Indicators to be Used in

Summative Evaluations Based on Percent of
Respondents Who Strongly Agreed or
Agreed With Inclusion of
Each Indicator

Teachers
Prefert'ed
indicator

Administrators

Preferred

indic:ator

!i

!i

Command of
subject

92.5

213

Co1DID8nd of
Subject

94.2

17

Classroom
environment

88.8

214

Observations

94.1

17

Observatioll8
of classroom

85.9

213

Classroom
environment

94.1

17

Pupil-teacher
relations

84.0

213

Pupil-teacher
relations

89.2

17

Individual
performance
objectives

76.6

213

Vol. service on
82.4
school committees

17

of elassroom

Lesson plans

65.4

214

Lesson plans

82.3

17

Personal
attrib.J.tes

55.9

215

Personal
attributes

82.3

17

Attendance at
prof. meetings

39.3

:211

Individual

82.3

17

Student gain

34.7

213

Attendance at
prof. 'Meetings

70.6

17

Vol. service on
school committees

25.0

212

Student gain

53.0

17

performance
objectives
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of teachers and administrators is almost as large as that associated
with volunteer service on school cODIDittees.

Partidpants in Teacher Evaluations System
Formative evaluation.

In order to investigate the hypothesis that

stated "'There· is a relationship between one's position--i.e., administrator or teacher--and one's choice of who should participate in the

teacher evaluation process vhen the results are to be used solely to
help teachers improve their effectiveness," the following null hypothe-

ses were used:
1.

'nlere is no relationship between one's position--i.e.,

adlllinistrator or teacher-and one's choice of the inclusion of central

office personnel in the evaluation process when the results are to be
used solely to help teachers improve their effectiveness.

z.

There is no relationship between one's position-i.e. •

administrator or teacher--and one 1 s choice of the inclusion of the
department !!hairperson in the evaluation process when the results are

tc. be used solely to help teachers improve their effectiveness.
3.

There is no relationship between one's position-i.e.,

administrator or teacher--and one 1 a choice of the inclusion of parents
in the evaluation process when the results are to be used solely to
help teachers improve their effectiveness.
4.

There is no relationship between one's position--i.e.,

administrator or teacher-and one's choice of the inclusion of peers in
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the evaluation process when the results are to be used solely to
help teachers improve their effectiveness.
5.

There is no relationship between one's position-i.e. •

adlllinistrator or teacher--and one's choice of the inclusion of principals
in the evaluation proeess when the results are to be used solely to
help teachers improve their effectiveness.
6.

There is no relationship between one's position-i.e ••

administrator or teacher--and one's choice of the inclusion of school
board meutbers in the evaluation process whi!D the results are to be used
solely to help teachers improve their effectiveness.
7.

There is no relationship between one's position-i.e ••

adrainistrator or teacher--and one 1 s choice of the inclusion of self in
the

ev~luation

process when the results are to be used solely to help

teachers iDlprove their effectiveness.
· 8.

There is no relationship between one's position-i.e.,

administrator or teacher--and one's choice of the inclusion of students
in the evaluation process when the results are to be used solely to
help teachers improve their effectiveness.
9.

There is no relationship between one 1 s position-! .e.,

administrator or teacher--and one's choice of the inclusion of the
superintendent in the evaluation process when the results are to be
used solely to help teachers improve their effectiveness.
10.

There is no relationship between one's position-i.e.,

administrator or teacher--and. one's choice of the inclusion of union or
association representative in the evaluation proc:ess when the results
are to be used solely to help teachers improve their effectiveness.
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The nault. of the application of the Mann-Wbitney 0 teat (cor-

rected for ties, tvo-taUed,

.os

aignif1caa.ce level) on each hypothesis

regarding poeitiou and choice of who should participate in evaluation

ayat- designed and. used solely for forative purposes are presented
in Table 21.
Baaed on analyst. of the find1Dp contained in Table 21 1 tbe mall
hypotbeala waa rejected 1D regard to position and the participation of
central offiee peracnaael and position and the partieipation of union

representatives in foru.tive evaluat10118.

The null was retained in all

other cuea •
.AD analysis of tbe percent of reapoaaea baaed on the adjusted

frequeaciea of the reaponaaa of the teachers and. ad.inbtratora in regard
to their choices of wbo should participate in a teacher evaluation
system deeiped and used solely to help teachers i11prove tbair affectivenas
provided additiODa.l infonatioo.

Once agai.n, the '"atroqly agree" and

"qree" reaP.oaaes vere c:ollapaed into ooe catesory aad the '"strongly
disagree'" and '"cliaagree" ia.to another.

"rhe percentl based on adjusted

frequenciee are presented in Table 22.
Ttle

tea~en •

and ldBDistrators' choices in reprd to who should

participate in evaluat101l 4eeiped to help the teachers to

1~~prove

tbetr effectiveness (fomat:lve evaluation) were raaked accordiq to the
percent of the reaponde1lts fr011 each group who stroqly agreed or agreed
with the inclusion of each psrtieipant in the evaluation process.

The

results of this raald.a.g procedure are coatainecl in Table 23.
IDapectlon of the findJ.nga presented in Tables 21, 22, and 23
indicated:

(a) althoqh the null hypothesis of ao relationship waa
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Table 21

Results of the Mann-Whitney U Test on the Relationship Between
the Variables of "'Position" and '"Choice of Who Should be
Involved'" in Formative Evaluations

Number of
respondents
Indicator
Variable

Mean Rank

----

.

~

.
3

§

2-tailed

.
~

!.

:

z
t

~

~

~

:l!

1

:l!

216

17

119.79

81.53

Central office

personnel

1233.0

.0126*

Department

chairperson

217

17

118.24

108.00

1683.0

.2045

Parents

215

16

117.30

98.59

1441.0

.1982

Peers

216

16

117.11

108.22

1595.5

.5749

Principals

215

17

117.17

108.00

1683.0

.2298

School board
members

215

16

115.00

129.50

1504.0

.2541

Self

218

17

117.38

125.94

1718.0

.1898

Students

215

16

116.30

112.00

1656.0

.7898

Superintendent

217

15

115.60

129.33

i432.0

.3916

215

16

112.68

160.59

1007.0

.0022*

Onion or

association
representative
*E.~

.os.
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Table 22

Percents of Responses Regarding the Choice of Who
Should be Involved in Format!ve Evaluations

Teachers

Administrators

Agree

33.8

70.5

Uncertain

13.4

o.o

Disagree

52.8

29.4

Participants and Response

Central office 2ersonnel

.! •

216

!. ..

17

De2artme:nt chai!J!erson
91.3

100.0

Uncertain

3.7

Disagree

5.1

o.o
o.o

Agree

! -

217

.! -

17

~
Agree

14.{J

18.8

Uncertain

19.1

31.3

Disagree

67 .o

! -

50.1
215

1i-

16

!!!2.
Agree

50.5

43.8

Uncertain

14.8

31.3

Disagree

25.0

34.7

! -

216

!!. -

16
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Table 22-Continued

Partieipants and Response

Teachers

Administrators

Prine:! pals

9Z.l

100.0

Uncertain

3.7

o.o

Disagree

4.Z

Agree

!! -

0.0
215

! •

17

School board llll!mbers
Agree

10.7

o.o

Uncertain

13.0

12.5

Disagree

87.5

76.2

.! •

215

1!-

16

§.!!£.
95.4

aa.z

Uncertain

3.2

5.9

Disagree

1.4

Agree

!! •

5.9

218

!!. •

17

~

75.1

Agree

40.5

Uncertain

19.1

o.o

Disagree

40.5

l5.0

!!. ..

215

1!""

16
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Table 22-Continued

Part:icipanu and Response

Teachers

Administrators

Superintendent

Agree

27.2

13.3

Uncertain

20.3

26.7

Disagree

52.5

1!.

60.0
217

!. •

15

Union or association

representative
Agree

33.5

0.0

Uncertain

16.3

12.5

Disagree

50.2

! -

87.5
215

l! -

16
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'table 23
Kaak Order of Preferred Participants (Based on Percea.t
of Reapondenta Who Stroqly Aareed or Agreed
With Partielpation of Each Iuclividval) as

a Participant in

~

BvaluatiOUII

Teachers

Preferred

Adld.niatratora
Preferred
Partleipat

Participant

!!

!!

Self

95.4

218

Principal

100.0

17

Principal

92.7

215

Dept. chair

100.0

17

chair

91.3

217

Self

82.2

17

Paon

50.5

216

Students

75.7

16

Students

40.5

215

Central office
penODDel

70.5

17

Central office
peraoanel

33.8

213

Peera

43.8

16

Dept.

Union repr.

33.5

215

Parents

18.8

16

Superintenclent

%1.2

217

Sapertntendent

13.3

15

Parents

14.0

215

Onion repr.

o.o

16

School board

10.7

215

School Mard.

o.o

16

reje~tad

concemia.g poeltion aacl cntral office paraODDel and position

aud union or uaociation representative, only the difference in regard
to partidpation of. eentral office peraoanel uy be of practical

i~r

tance a1nce over 50% of each group rejected the participation of the

unlon representative in the foruUva evaluad.on process; (b) over 80%
nf the teachers and. ad.lll.niatratora qrud. that the incliridual teac:ber.
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the prineipal, and the department chairperson should be involved in the
evaluation process; (c) the majority of educators (over 50%) were also
in agree•nt that school board meabers, parents, and the superintendent
should

.!2£

be involved with evaluation systeas designed to help teachers

improve their effectiveness; (d) the greatest discrepancy between teachers and adad.nistrators concerned the participation of union or association representatives (i.e., l3.5% of the teachers agreed that the union
representatives should partid.pate, while 87.5% of the ad111inistrators
rejected union participation), but it should also be noted that 50.2%

of the teachers also rejected the notion of union participation; (e) the
participation of central office personnel was an additional area of
disagreement (70% of the adainistrators favored their input while only
33.8% of the teachers were willing to have central office personnel
included); (f) the question of whether students should be involved in
foraative evaluation was answered affirmatively by the adllinistrators
with 75.1% favoring student participation, while teachers did not agree
aaong theaelves-40.5% agreed, 40.5% disagreed, and 19.1% were uncertain.
Stmaative evaluation.

In an attempt to investigate the hypothesis

that stated "There is a relationship between one's position-i.e.,
adud.nistrator or teacher--and one's choice of who should participate in
the teacher evaluation process when the results would be used to serve
sdllinistrative decision making, i.e., hiring, firing, tranfers, and
reducUon in force," the following hypotheses were tested.
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1.

There is a relationship between one's position--i.e., admini-

strator or teacher--and one's choice of the inclusion of central office

personnel in the evaluation process when the results would be used to
serve adadnistrative decision making.
2.

There is a relationship between one's position-i.e., admini-

strator or teacher--and one's choice of the inclusion of department

chairperson in the evaluation proeess when the results would be used to
serve administrative decision making.
3.

There is a relationship between one's position-i.e., admini-

strator or teacher--and one's c.hoice of the inclusion of parents in the
evaluation process when the results would be used to serve administrative
decision making.
4.

There is a relationship between one's position--i.e., admini-

strator or teacher--and one's choice of the inclusion of peers in the
evaluation process when the results would be used to serve administrative
decision making.
5.

There is a relationship between one's position-i.e., admini-

strator or teacher--and one's choice of the inclusion of principals in
the eval.t:: :!tion process when the results would be used to serve administrative decision making.
6.

There is a relationship between one's position-i.e., admini-

strator or teacher--and onl! 1 s choice of the inclusion of school board
members in the evaluation process when the results would be used to
serve administrative decision making.
1.

There is a relationship between one's position-i.e., admini-

strator or teacher--and one's choice of the inclusion of self in the
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evaluation process when the results would be used to serve administrative

decision

8.

~~~aking.

There is a relationship between one's position-i.e., adlllini-

strator or teacher--and one's choice of the inclusion of students in
the evaluation process when the results would be used to serve admini-

strative decision

9.

makini.

There is a relationship between one's position-i.e., administra-

tor or teacher--and one's choice of the inclusion of the superintendent
in the evaluation process when ·the results would be used to serve
administrative decision making.

10.

There :!.s a relationship between one's position-i.e., adminatra-

tor or teacher-and one's choice of the inclusion of union or association
representative in the evaluation process when the results would be used
to serve administrative decision making.
The Mann-Whitney U test (corrected for ties, two-tailed at the .05
signifieance level) was applied to each hypothesis concerning position
and choice of who should be involved in summative evaluations.

The

results of the analysis are presented in Table 24.
The results reported in Table 24 allowed the null hypothesis to be
rejeeted in tegard to the hypotheses concerned with position and central
office personnel and position and union or association representacives.
The null was retained in all other eases.
So that additional meaning might be made from the data collected,
the percents of responses using the adjusted frequencies of the responses
of the teachers and administrators in regard to the choice(s) of who
should participate in an evaluation system. designed and used specifically
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Table 24
Resulu of the Mann-Whitney U Test on the Relationship
Between the Variables of "Position"' and '"Choice of
Who Should be Involved in Summative Evaluations"

Number of
respondents

Indic:ator
Variable

Mean Rank

----

.
"

~
,!!

~

§
~

'l•i!

2-tailed

.

.l!"

!

!.

!
~

'l•i!

Central of fic.e

personnel

213

17

119.35

67.24

990.0

.0007*

Department
chairperson

215

17

117.12

101.00

1480.0

.1108

Parents

215

16

116.16

113.91

1686.0

.8105

Peers

212

15

114.01

113.87

1588.0

.9928

Principals

214

15

. 114.96

115.60

1596.0

.9491

members

215

16

115.17

119.09

1670.5

.7909

Self

217

17

117.16

121.82

1771.0

.6551

School board

Students

214

16

116.59

100.00

1478.0

.2992

Superintendent

215

15

115.07

121.60

1521.0

.6911

Union or
association
representative

212

17

111.97

152.79

1159.0

.0071*

* ~.5.

.05.
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to serve adld.niatra.tiu decision ukf.ng were u:BIIiaed.
agree• and '"agree" rupouea were collapsed into oae
"atl'OIII'lY disagree"

~

"disagree" into another.

The "atroogly

catea:o~

and

Table 25 contains

this 1Dfona.tion.

once qain the reapouea of the teachers and edm.aiatratora were
ranked. in order to obtain a clearer unclerat811d.1Dg of the degree of
agre-Dt between the two groups in regard to the participation of apeclfic penoanel in avaluatiou designed to contribute to acbllf.D.iatratlon
deciaioa. .utq (sua.at1ve evaluation).

The results of this ranking

proceaa are presented in 'fable 26.
Iupectioa of the ruulta of the analyses COD.tainecl in Tables 24,

2S and 26 augeate:d:

(a) the uul1 hypothaaea were rejected in regard

to podtiort aacl participation by central office staff aad by UDi.oa. or

uaoc1at1on representative, ht aia.ce the adai1l18tratora appeared relatively tm1ted while the teachers were aubatutially divided, the choice
of whether to include such individuals probably will be decided by the
adJiln18traton; (b) over 80% of the. educators agreed that principals,
clepart.Dt chairpersODS, aad the: iadividual teac:ber should all be involved in teacher evaluation systems that are dasigne4 and used for
acblitd.atrative decision ..Uq; (c) participation by school board ea-

'ben and parenta waa vetoed by over SO% of tbe teachers and the ad'lllinist.ratora; (d) the largest diaagrae.ant betve:en the teacben and. the
ad..a.td.straton involved tbe participation of central office penODDel
in s--.t1ve evaluation (45% of tbe teachers did DOt want the central
office staff to participate, wb.Ue 88% of" the adlliniatrators desired input froa the central offic:e staff); (e) the teachers were clividecl aaong
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Table 25

Percent of Responses Regarding the Choice of Wh.o
Should be Involved in Summative Evaluations

Partic:tpants and Response

Teachers

Administrators

88.2

Central office 2ersonnel
Agree

41.3

Uncertain

13.6

o.o

Disagree

45.1

u.s

! -

213

! - 17

Deeart.ment ehai!l!:erson

86.0

100.0

Uncertain

6.0

0.0

Disagree

8.o

Agree

!! -

o.o
215

.! "'"

16

~

Agree

13.1

12.5

Uncertain

15.8

18.8

Disagree

68.8

71.1

1!.

215

!. -

16

Peers

Agree

38.6

26.7

Uncertain

ll.3

33.3

Disagree

40.0

50.0

! •

212

1! ...

15
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Table 25-Continued

Participants and Response

Teachers

Administrators

Principals

87.8

86.7

Uncertain

7.5

13.3

Disagree

4.6

Agree

!!. -

o.o
214

1! ...

15

School board members

12.6

Agree

11.2

Uneettain

11.2

6.3

Disagree

43.3

50.0

!!. •

215

!! -

16

.§ill.
Agree

82.4

85.7

Uncertain

8.3

5.9

Disagree

6.0

11.8

l!-

217

1!-

17

Students
Agree

23.4

25.0

Uncertain

15.9

31.3

Db agree

43.8

60.8

1! ..

217

1! ..

16
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Table 25-Continued

Participants and leaponae

Teachers

Ad.milliatratora

40.0.

Su.J!!rlnten4ent
Agree

38.6

Uncertain

18.6

6.7

Oil agree

42.8

53.3

!. •

215

.!! •

15

Union or asaociatioa
rgresentat1••

......

Uncertain
Disagree

39.6

17.6

11.8

11.8

39.7

70.6

.!! -212

!. •

17
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Table 26
Balik Order of Preferred Participants (Based on Percent
of Respondents Who Strongly Agreed or Agreed
With Participation of Eaeh Individual) as
a Participant in ~ Evaluations

Teachers

Administrators

Preferred

Preferred
Participant

Participant

.!

.!
Principal

87.8

214

Dept. Chair

Dept. Chair

86.0

215

Central office

100.0

16

88.2

17
15

personnel
Self

85.7

217

Principal

86.7

Union repr.

49.6

212

Self

82.4

17

Central office

41.3

213

Superintendent

40.0

15

personnel
Peers

38.6

212

Peers

26.7

15

Superintendent

38.6

215

Students

25.0

16

Students

23.4

214

Union repr.

17.6

17

Parents

13.1

215

School board

12.6

16

School board

11.2

215

Parents

12.5

16

themselves as to whether union representatives should participate in
auaaative evaluations (38.7% did not desire union participation, while

49.6% did, and 11.8% were uncertain), but the aduintstratora (70.6%)
rejected the partieipacion of union represen.tatives; (f) the question
of whether students should participate in

sU~D~DB.tive

evaluations vas
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answered negatively by 60.8% of the teachers and 43.8% of the administrators, while about 25% of each group (23.4% teachers, 25% administrators} favored student participation and 31.3% of the administrators and

15.9% of the teachers were Ull8ure.
Components of Single=:eurpose Evaluation SrsteiiUI
Indicator& for evaluation systems.

Examination of the percentages

of teachers and administrators who agreed or disagreed with the

tnclusio~

of specific indicators in evaluation systems for formative or SUII!IIIltive

purposes revealed that although the specific percentages of educators
who either agreed or disagreed with the inclusion of an indicator may

have changed, acceptance or -rejection of the indicators fluctuated
minimally (leas than 10.0%) in most cases.

The greatest change 811long

the teachers was in regard to the indicator of attendance at professional
meetings:

54% of the responding teachers were willing t.o include it as

an indicator for evaluations designed to help them to improve their
effectiveness, only 39.3% agreed to the use of this indicator when the
evaluation systea was designed to serve administ.rat.ive decision uking.
The responding ad.lllinistrators made choices sWlar to those made
by the teacbera.

The greatest change in acceptance or rejection of an

indicator was in regard to the use of lesson plans and attendance at
at professional •etings.

Por formative purposes, 94.1% endorsed the

inclusion of lesson plana and 82.4% endorsed the inclusion of attendance
at professional .eetinga.

When the purpose of the evaluation shifted

ftOil for.a.tive to smmative, support for the inclusion of these indicators

fell to 82.3% and 70.6%, respectively.
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Participants in evaluation aysums.

A review of the responses of

the teaehers revealed that their choices in regard to who should be

invol-ved in evaluation systems for foruathe or BU!IIIIl&tive purposes did
not differ substantially in most eases as the purpose of the evaluation
changed.

Inspection of Tables 20 and 22 indicated:

(a)

RD

increase in the

percentage of teachers who accepted specific participants when the purpose of the evaluation shifted from formative to &WIIIIIEltive occurred in

regard to central office personnel (33.8% to 41.3%), union or association
representative (33.5% to 49.6%), and superintendents (27.2% to 38.6%);

(b) the percentage of teachers who agreed to peer involvement dropped
fr011 50.5% for formative purposes to 38.6% for SUIIallltive purposes;
(c) teachers' interest in having student involve•nt also waned as the
purpose of the evaluation changed-i.e., 40.5% agreed to involve students in formative evaluation while only 23.4% agreed to student participation in evaluations for achal.nistrative decision making.
The percentage of administrators choosing to accept or reject the

participation of specific individuals in formative and sUDIIDStive evaluations fluctuated slightly as the stated purpose of the evaluation changed.
One of the largest deviations was in regard to the acceptance of students

as participants in the evaluation process:

In an evaluation system de-

signed to help the teachers to illlprove their effectiveness, 75.7% of
the 1:eaponding administrators agreed that students should participate.
However, wben the purpose of the evaluation was adllinistrative decision
making, only 20% agreed to student involve11118nt.
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When the purpose of evaluation is to be formative, 13.3% of administrators indicated that superintendents' participation is desirable, and
70.5% approved input from central staff.

This contrasted to 40.0% who

approved the participation of superintendents and 88.2% who favored
input from the central staff when evaluation is BUI!lldtive (see Tables
22 and 25).
With the findings fr011 the three previous sections in mind, one can
answer the question posed earlier:

Would a ehaage in the nature of

existing evaluat:ion systems--i.e., a change in the indicators used and
the individuals involved-affect the acceptance of evaluation as a

criteria in reduction-in-force staffing decisions?
In answering the question posed, the following should be considered:

when asked to respond to the inclusion of •quality of job

performance as determined by

~

of teacher evaluation" as a cri-

terion in RIP, 93.8% of the adud.nistrators and 80.0% of the teachers
agreed with its inelusion, while when asked whether

~

of tea-

cher evaluation should be used in detet'lllining the order of layoff among

tenured teachers in RIP situations, 94.1% of the administrators and
71.0% of the teacllerii responded "yes.'"

These findings suggest that

both adlliniatrators and teachers are willing to accept the concept of

evaluation as an important criterion to be used in KIF situations.
This acceptance is even aore striking when we consider that only 48.9%
of the teachers and 88.2% of the adllinistratora agreed with the evalua-

tion syste• used in their districts.

However, consideration of the

findiogs associated with the choices of indicators and participants for
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single purpose evaluat:ion syat:ems (either formative or SUIIIIII8tive)

appears to suggest that the educators would not make IDBDY substantive
changes in choice of indicators or participants baaed upon the purpose
of the evaluation (see Tables 16, 19, 22, and 2S).
Content. Analysis of Respondents' C01111ents
It is important to note that after taking the time to respond to a

relatively long questionnaire (36 major items with an additional 44 sub-

Hems), 59% of the adlliDistrators and 39% of the teachers responding to
the instrument volunteered additional c0111111enta.

Content analysis of

their c0111111ents revealed .!!2. substantial differences between the views
held by adllinistratora and those held by teachers, i.e., position within
the school ayate11 did not appear to

syste~aatically

influence opinions

in regard to seniority and/or perforaanc:e evaluation as criteria in
reduction-in-force staffing decisions.
Presented below are relevant excerpts from. comments offered by
uachers and adlllinistrators in response to the following statement:

"No

structured questionnaire can completely take into account the complexity
of your personal circU11Btances.

Please feel free to add your comments

concerning the choice of criteria to be used in reduction-in-force
staffing decisions, particularly in respect to the use of teacher evaluation results and seniority ...
The respoues have been categorized as those of either a teacher
or an administrator.
reflect:

Moreover, the excerpts have been grouped to

(a) positive opinions in regard to the use of seniority and
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the couco'llitant negative opinions in regard to the use of performance
evaluation~

(b) positive opinions in regard to the use of performance

evaluation and the coneotlitant negative opinioas in regard to the use
of seniority, and (c) c0111111enta that suggest possible combinations of

criteria or reflect other relevant concerns.
The specific sources of the listed quotations are not identified
in order to preserve the confidentiality of the respondents.

Administrators' Coaaaencs
Positive seniority/negative perfomance evaluation.
1. Initially seniority seeJied a cop-out, but the
deeper ve go into the tenured ranks locally the more ita
use becoaes our touchltone with sanity.
2. The use of seniority offers the best single objective criteria {sic] for the teraination of teachera.Evaluation involves judpents which would be difficult,
if not impossible, to substantiate in eourt.
3. The systea does not provide for subtle and/or
abstract differences between and aaong satisfactory performers • • • therefore, the realistic and heavy reliance
on seniority in matters of RIP. Obviously there are
problema with sel'liority--11 well known.
Positive perfonumce evt"-.!uation/nesative seniority.
1. RIF 11111st not be based on senior! ty but IIIU8t be
based on the ability to teach. The hazard of an average,
stable, c:oafortable, in-tenure staff far outweighs the
evaluation problem.
Coabiuation/relevant concerna.
L. Any teacher evaluation syatea should evaluate
ita teachers based on ctually agreed upon objectives.
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A c:011bination of seniority and teacher evaluation results
should be part of the criteria.
2. We need a systea that COllbinea the security of
a strict .. first in--last out• plan and the fairness of

one that recognizes especially valuable ceachers.
3.

Areas of certification and experience are essen-

tial co~~ponents of RIP decisions. Successful teaching
experience collfirmed through a comprehensive evaluation

should be a consideration.

Seniority is, of course,

important but shooldn't be the the exclusive consideration.
4. On behalf of the students, we iiWit keep the exciting and cha1leng1ng teachers regardless of seniority.
On the other hand, on behalf of the teaching staff, we
must provide &DIM protection to those who have been doing
their job well over uny years and are nearing retirement
age.

5. My solution would be to c:ODlbine an evaluatory
RIP plan with an early retire~Dent incentive plan. The
RIP evaluation would go well beyond the present year to
include contributi?t"..s the teacher has been 11Bking over
a 5-10 year period.
Teachers' Cotlaents
Positive seniority/nesative performance evaluation.

1. Seniority should be the sole crit.eria [sic] used
in reduction of teachers due to budget cutbacks. There
is no objective Jleans of evaluation of a teacher's perfor2. Seniori'ty 1s the only vay. Favoritin by the
administration ukes seniority the only feasible way of
handling RIP.
3. Job security is as ilaportant today as how IIUCh
a.oney you earn. Por this reason I feel that seniority
should be the deciding factor. I also feel it 1s the
fairest way because it is less political,. Seniority
should be within the subject area.

4.

Seniority should count in subject area only.
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S.

The only tiu seniority and performance evalu-

ation should be used is when .two teachers sign contracts
on the S8JIIe day.
6. Seniority is the most objective way to reduce
the staff.

7. I find that without a strict seniority clause~
you are open to a lot of grievances. Strict seniority
is the most practical way to RtF. I t 1 s something that
every()ne understands, and is willing to accept.
8. After 21 years of teaching I am no longer naive
enough to believe that any system of evaluation will work
when it comes to riffing. Only strict seniority should
be used when determining the staffing of existing positl:.ms. There really is no other objective criteria.
9. ! feel that any system. that is not based on
seniority will be subjective and lead to politicking
among staff and administration with a certain decline
in morale.
10. The only fair way to RIP' is straight seniority.
It takes away all bias and discriminatione It bas obvious flaws but seems to be the ~nly fair waye
11. I would find it very difficult to accept any
administrative decision based on subjective criteria.
12. Seniority is the only fair way. Too many things
that look good on paper fat!. in reality. Teacher evaluations as a means to RIF teachers is laden with flaws. Too
subjective--who will evaluate? Too subject to playing
favorites and politics. There are too many politics already. I am in favor of loyalty and seniority.
13. Seniority may not be the best way of determining
layoffs~ but it beats anything dse yet devised.
Too often
teachers' evaluations tell more ·about the evaluator than
about the teacher. I distrust them for that reason. It
should be possible to devise an evaluation system more ob-.
jective than those now in place, but it takes time, money,
and a willingness to forego the shameless fudging that now
goes ODe
14. For many years I had felt a RIF procedure--taking
into account evaluation for retaining quality personnel was
the ideal. However, it isn't practical. There are too
any differing standards among people involved in the
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evaluation process for it to work in practice. I have
come to 1110re and mare feel that seniority is the fairest
proeess for riffing.
IS. Although in theory I believe the '"best" should
be retained, there are many problems with an evaluation
system. My conclusion is that until such a system ean
be developed, one that is unbiased, objective, etc.,
sl!niority h best.
16. I fee! very strongly about seniority in the system being the basis for RIF. t do not think good a11d bad
should enter into it because then it becomes a personal
thing and if you were not in agreement with the philosophy,
etc., of your immediate superior, you would be in trouble.
With seniority, RIP policies are safe from political in-

fluence.
17. Since evaluation is so subjective and usually
different in the viewpoinc of each individual observer,
it is quite unlikely that any system can be used to fairly
terminate teachers other than seniority. The only criteria for ltiF should be seniority and certification.

18. I believe a form of evaluation and seniority
should be used in riffing, but due to policies in many
school systeiiiS seniority may be the fairest way.
19. I do not think that there is any one fair "good"
way to RIP. Seniority seems to be the fairest. I also
do not think that teacher evaluation (for whatever purpose) should be the sole provine.e of the. department chairperson, because they are often swayed by personal factors.
20. It seems to me that no procedure is truly fair
to teachers nor to the school system in general. Although
I have never been in favor of straight seniority • after
observing what happens to people when the system we bad
was implemented, seniority, with all its faulcs. at least
allows teachers to leave a system with their heads held
high.
21. There is no objective ueasure of the teaching
act. There is no way to '"add up"' the positive effectiveness to coapare with another teacher's. There is no observer who is present at all times. There is no way to
evaluate when the student groups are not alike. When
one 1 s livelihood is at stake, any criteria for RIF other
than seniority damages the '"RIFFED" teacher irreparably.
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22.

In
seniority is
all teachers
do not, they
seniority b

a RIP situation it would seem to tae that
the only way to go. That is asswaing that
are ICieeting the standards set up. If they
should be out anyway. Among the coapetent
fair.

23. The criterion for RIP' should. be seniority. The
probla has always been that evaluations are usually done
by people who seldoa observe the teacher or know little
about the specific area of expertise. Wlth an honeat,
working evaluation system. that fires the inept teacher-no utter how many years in the school syater-1 see no
reason why seniority could not be used aa a means to reduce the work force when necessary.

24. Uaing evaluation results would REDUCE TEACHERS
TO BROWN ROSING; PUT TREK TO THE MERCY OP ADMINISTRATORS
• • • MANY OF WHOM ARE INC<MPBTEHT. It would 11ean constant concern for what's in the teacher's best interest
rather than concern for what's in the best interest of
the student.
25. Ideally there should be separate tools for adlllilliatrative decision uldng and iaproving instruction.
experience and the experiences of other teachers I
come in contact with is that the evaluation process
despite all the rhetoric 1e a sh11111.

My

26. I think the present processes of evaluation are
a disaster. My main concern with evaluation is IDY belief
that those in charge of this often do not have the skills
to make it work or the credibility.
27. Unfortunately, ltWIIln evaluation in education is
enreuly fallible since politics and prejudice inevitably
rear their ugly beads.
28. My administration, above the principal, have
never co• into the classroom to say ..bello·-let alone
to watch ae teach. I feel they are not capable of judging
me on any •rita.
29. Teacher evaluation will never be effective until we de'IIIUld that those who are going to evaluate us IIIU&t
valk in our 110caasins at regular intervals throughout the
year.
30. Teacher evaluations are subjective and meaningless. Many adlllinistrators do not take thea seriously;
therefore do not evaluate seriously or in a professional
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lll&nDer. Good evaluations have been given to appease or
reward teachers; poor evaluations have been given for poor
personal relatiouhips. Most ad:ad.nistratora do not know
how to properly evaluate.
31. Teacher evaluation is as popular as the plague,
beeauae teachers have already experienced the effects of
aDDUal evaluatioiUI by less than professional ad:adniatrators.
32. There is no way that evaluation of teachers can
be guaranteed to be islpartial and free of politics if used

to evaluate teachers for reduccion in force.

If it starts
out being fair it will eventually deteriorate into who
knows who or who is related to who.

Positive perfomance evaluation/ll8!1ative seniority.
1 • If we as teachers expect to be recognized as a
profession, ve mu.st accept the responsibility of all
which that term 111Pliea. Any reduction in {orce whieh
does not take in account teacher COIIpetency/effectivenesa-tben what rill ultiutely occ:ur is a "'rising tide
of mediocrity. • Tenure laws ll&ke it "'iapossible"' to
. re.ove anyone but the aoet ugligent teacher. Poor
reduction in force provisions-those based on seniority-achieve the same end.
2. I have always been a strong believer in the
seniority syste11; however, after observations of the
effectivenss of so. teachers who are at the top of the
seniority list 1 I now believe more weight should be
given to evaluations in order to retain those teachers
who are hard working professionals who can activate
students to learn. Seniority gives rise to complacencyand education cannot afford co~~placent teachers.

3. To regain our status as professionals tenure
should be elitiuated. We IIIIBt protect our young teachers
with a fair and honest syetea of evaluation which is
free froa politics. Only the beet teachers should be
kept in the systea.
4. The exaaple of the real world should be used for
RIP procedures. "'The best reaain"' • • • sillilar to business
and industrial organizat:ions. '!11.e only problem that this
procedure could bring is who will evaluate and. llllke judgaents for J.IF?
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S.

Tenure should be eliminated and quality teachers
kept • • • by demonstrated perfo:manee.

6. I t is important that townspeople know that the
staff teaching their childTen is there because of quality.
not just age.

7.

Adld.nistratora are too easy with teachers.

We.

all should co.e back to aaking people work to keep their
jobs.
8. RIP' procedures should include evaluations, and
drive, and acooaplishant, and the constant upgrading of
the teaeher.

9.

Included in a perfomance oriented RIP' policy

should be a pay structure fashioned after it.

If the best

teachers were better paid, the profession as a whole would
not have the poor report eard it baa today.
10. I feel evaluations should determine who stays
and vho leaves. I do believe a good deal 110re supervidon
would be necessary prior to writing the evaluation.

C011binationa/relevant concerns.
1 • No one absolute system. should be used. As is
usually the case, each situation is unique unto itself.
A coabination will always be used.

2. Seniority aeema to be the only completely objeetive tool for RIP. Used alone however, it can only guarantee the oldest. but not necessarily the best teaching
staff. The addition of perforaance and effective-teaching
baSed set of criteria ae8118 aore idealistic than realistic.
I would advocate both teacbers and administrators searching
for a lllltually agreeable set. of criteria for evaluation
that. can be used along with seniority to establish SOilSthing fair, equitable, and beneficial to our school system ..
3. I SD. caught between two feelings about RIP. 011
the one hand, years of service to a caaunit.y is worth
great consideration by that co.D.Ulity. On. the other band,
the public and our own profession deunds high quality
perfor.ance froa. each teacher. Seniority and quality of
perforaanee 11111st: he eonsidered~011ehcwl
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4. I '• in favor of a c:011biaat1oa of aeaiority by
catqorlea, i.e.,
years, 6-10 years, etc. and good

o-s

teacher evaluatiOD proceduEea.
there are no auy -....rs.

'l'bere 1a oo euy way-

5. Seniority and. co.petnc:y both need to be used in
the riffiq: proce... I 1fOUld. suggest that school systems

beliD withholdiq step iDCft!llenta for teachers who do not
raapoad to coastructive crl.ticiaa.
6. I belleve that the criteria rqariiq: RIP should
be balled on. the total aerrice to the teachiq profession,
and an equitable uaeasaeat (b)' the building ad.lliniatratol:')
of that teacher's perfor.aa.ce in the role. It t. the eoatbiaatioa of the'ae two facton that would serve as the fairest
way to deteraine UP. llerein Uea a BIG problell.. • • • Hot
too •BY adllf.Df.atratora are wtlliq to be or are deciaive.
7. Spee1alir:ed aldlla which do not correspond with
certification should be taken into aceODot, e.g., teaching
the gifted, alternate ad. progr.-, etc.

8. Of COdrae teacher evaluat:l.oa should be objective
and tbat b aoat difficult when u aa.y differea.t peraoaalltiea as people are i11Volved. Tbia 1a why I believe aeDi.ority
abould be the fint cOIUiicleratioa. ia. llD' deciaiou. Other
COD.Bideratl0118 should also be •ilhed•
9. Job perforu.nee abould. certainly be a criteria
far aue to keep a teachiag poaitiaa. llrNever, poor perfonlng teachers ahould. be diniBaed vbetber or not a RIP is
naceaaary. I t should not be a part of a RIP policy.
10. I do not feel that aaniodty should be the sole
crltedoa., but 1 do feel that the ba.rdea of proof abaul.d be
aa the adaln1atrat1on to d.efi1lltely shaw the auperiority
of the teacher beiag kept cm.r the senior -.ber being let

SO•
11. Seniority should be uaed in the RIP policy. Bowaver, I also atroag:ly feel that a atroq evaluation syatahaol.d be carried oat to keep teachen oa. their tou aucl
effective couiltemtly in tbe cluar0011 at all tiMe. Outaide actirttiea are aa utu aad do not necessarily uke
a good teacher. I feel effectiveD.eBB i.D. the claaarooa ia
where all the aphaaie shaald be placed--thla ia where
educatioa. takes place.

12. Maaauraa .u.t be taken to iuore the a.ooth and
aclucatioully aauod. organlzatioa. of the achool and ita
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programs. No progra that has proved to be highly successful should be jeopardi.zed bec:ause the teachers involved
have little or no seniority.
13. I have no problems with the cr!teda used in
teacher evaluation. I do have probleme relating to how
the ayetea works and is iD.plemented. The syste11 of due
process breeds aediocrity at tiaes.
14. All staff should be evaluated in some way, using
same criteria, i.e., evaluators have different standards.
Perhaps staff should select 1 evaluator, and adllinistration
select 1 evaluator • • • combine the results of the two

evaluators.
15. A better instrument for evaluating all aspects
of a teacher's ~ ob needs to be developed-one that can be
fairly applied to all and based on a c011110n standard.
16. Impleaaentation of evaluation system varies from
school to school • • • bard to 11ake an evaluation system
uniform.
17. The pi:'ob1ea. with evaluation and RIP is who is
going to take the t111H! to evaluate a teacher? The 110re
people involved in evaluat:ion of a teacher's performance
would give a much clearer and exact evaluation.
18. Although seniority is easily established it
should not be the sole basis upon which RIF decisions are
Other criteria should be used. Their use should
not be lillited to final decisions made in cases of "ties"
in seniority.

•de.

19. I believe that criteria uaed in reduction in force
should be peers and students along with self-evaluation.
The problea with deparc:.ent heads and administration is
personality conflicts. I feel seniority should be a decisive
factor along with teacher performance. Too -ny older teachers are not doing the job and are kept on the staff on
seniority basis only. If their perfomance were a factor,
they would do a better job.

20. Bureaucratic bull leaves a teacher without any
qualified evaluator except the students (past and present).
Recent graduates are ere qualified to evaluate than all
ad'lliniatrators c:cnabined. Students can be objective and
honest.
21. Although any teacbiog professional knows good
teaching when he/abe sees it--t do not believe any system
can be developed to quantify those attributes.
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22. If teacher evaluation results are to be used in
RIJ!' decisions there tal&t be a great change in the evaluations the11188lves. On the basis of 2 or 3 visits a year,
1 do not believe tbey should hold all that much 111eigbt.

23. Teacher observations should not be the sole
factor. There •Y be oae or two people against a teacher
and force him out this way.
24. I think evaluation of other life experiences is
a lll!.&ningful component and should be considered. A person who has bad varied teaching or other related job experiences might serve kids 110re effectiw.ly.
25. There is not an RIF policy anywhere that will
be entirely fair. Bme-ver, once the policy is set and
interpreted and accepted by those involved, it should be

followed.
26. '"Vague language" should be eliminated from contracts regarding RIP polietes, so that the adrd.nistration
cannot change these RIP dedsions according to their every
whim.

27. Working together • • • Board of Education, Superintendent of Schools, teachers, and parents to teach equitable
solutions to the RIP question.
28. Reduction in force is depressing. Teachers are
reduced, student population goes down, but supervisors,
chairpersons, adndnistrators don't get reduced.
29.

There is no satisfactory RIP policy.

30. An RIP policy is always going to burt
i t shouldn't be the students.

someo~~e:,

but

It is evident that the merits of seniority-i.e., objective, understood by all, defensible in court, unbiased, free of political pressures,
etc.--were the fundamental reasons for choosing .. seniority .. as either the
only criterion or as a criterion in combination with others in reductionin-force staffing declsions.
evaluation

m~~ ta

The reasons for not choosing performance

as a criterion appear to be grounded in perceived

proDlema with the process (design and i.mpleJEntation) rather than an
outright rejection of the concept of evaluation.

Perceiwd process
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proble'IIS included:

lack of valid and reliable ueasurement instruents

and techniques, less than desirable evaluator credibility and training,
and lack of c:0111110n standards bet~~een adDiniatrators/evaluatora.

s.....ry
The results of this investigation indicated substantial agrueuent
betwen teachers and adllinistrators in regard to factors to be eonsickred
when it is neeesaary to 111Bke reductions among tettured staff.

groups endorsed tbe use of 11111ltiple criteria.

Both

The administrators 110re

strongly favored the inclusion of participation in extracurricular
activities (building level c:ollllllittees, sponsoring clubs, coaching,
etc.) and progr81l needs (of departments, schools, and distriet) than

did the teacbera.

Many of the educators expressed uncertainty about

the inclusion of affirmative action needs of the district as a criterion

to be considered.

Considerable agreeiii!Dt was found concerning the inclusion of seniority and pe.rforuance evaluation results as factors to be considered in
reduction-in-foree staffing decisions.

However, there was little agree-

ment about the definition of seniority (beyond that of total years in
school system) that should be used.
Administrators favored the developme.nt and use of two separate and
distinct evaluation syste• (forutive and SU!IIIl8tive) to a greater extent that did the teaehers.

Analysis of the choices of indicators and

participants to be included in each evaluation system. suggested few
substantive differences between those chosen for formative evaluations
and those chosen for SUibUtive purposes.
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CIIAPTIR V
SDHKlB.Y, OTILIT! OF TB! FINDINGS, AlfD SUGGESTIONS

Thia see.tin contains an overview of the study and a discuteion of
the possible utility of the fiDciings for professional educators arui
others concerned with establishing fair and equitable reduction-inforce policies IUld proeedures while at the saaa ti11e maintaining quality
educational opportunities for students during periods of declining
enroll•nt antl/or finaa.cial es:lgency.

Suggestiou for future studies

are alao provicle4.
Sulllllllry of the Study

'lb.e uin question investigated in this study was whether teachers
and ad.lllnistrators are in agreement in regard to criteria that should

be conaidered in reduction-in-force staffing decisions.

Since seniority

aad performance evaluation are criteria traditionally l1Dked witb order

of layoff and quality of educati01l&l opportunity, the nature of those
criteria vaa ax811ined in depth.

Also ln't'e&tigated was the quution of

whether a change in the nature of existing evaluation systems, i.e.,
from generic systeu used for 1111ltiple purposes to single-purpose syatellii!J designed and used for specific purposes 9 would affect the acceptance
of evaluation as a criterion in RIF staffing deeisions.

166
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The neceelity of establishing fair, equJ.table and educationally
s~nd

criteria upon which to base reduction-in-force staffing dec:isio118

vas established in Chapter 1.

The e.ontiauJ.q decline in enrollment in

certain geographic areu, increased teacher and wdon concern with job
security, el:lllination and/or reduction of funde for speeial progr8118,

and continued public concern with teaeber CC?IIp&tency each contributes

to the need for agreeaent amoos educators in regard to reductioc-in-

force policies and proc:eclures.
Literature Review
Since "legally, Ril is one tyPe of 'dismi ..al for sufficient

cauee''" (Rolaa.d., 1983, P• 29), the review of the literature began with
an investigation of the legal issues involved.

Zirkel and Bargerstock

(1980) determined that '"the primry source for les:al requirements
relatiag ta B.U are state statutes" (p. 48).

In specific situations,

both individual and union contracts may be additional sourc:es of le1Jal
require~~ea.ta.

Ia. regard to criteria for the order of layoff, it was found that
tenured staff 111!!re generally favored over nontenured staff, and moat
school boards chose to use seniority as at least one of tbe factors in
the decision-making proeess.

In some instance•. seniority conflicted

with antidiacriaination, equal opportunity/affinaative action agree.nts.
The review of the literature revealed that in addition to tenure,
seniority and affirmative action, the follawiag criteria have been used
in RIF decisions:

professional certification, academic qualifiutiona/
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public pressure for accountability and concern for quality education,
teachers will continue to be evaluated.

The literature associated w:ith

teacher evaluation (and personnel evaluation in general) suggested that

4.

In spite of the plet. ..ura ot problems associated with .teacher

evaluation, "The fact is that given present circumstances ••• evaluation
is both necessary and inevitable regardless of its desirability,

effectiveness, or consequences" (Bowsam., 1975, P• 40).
5.

There is increasing evidence that a single evaluation system

may be unable to serve the multiple purposes of helping the teacher to
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decree status, teacher performance as daterllined by evaluation, student
perforunce, ud teacher participation in volunteer service (Bender,
1980; Greemrich Draft Policy, 1982; H. G. JobDSOn, 1976; s. M. Johuon,

1980; Rusau, 1978; REA, 1980; Piela, 1980).
Specific probl... a.. ociated with uaiq the results of perforaance

evaluation aa a criterion for ad.lllf.nistrative decision uking (as in an
UF dtuation) were identified as:

lack of a definition of eom:petence

(Rath•ay, 1980); hadq invalid proc.eduree for the purposes for which
they were used, i.e., the results of fora.tive evaluation being used to

cake sumative deeleions (Dunlop

& Ke.C011b,

n.d.; Ferreira, 1981; Walker,

1980); lack of essential eleaea.ts of reliability ad/or validity in
u:iating110dels and instru.a.ts (Beckman, 1981) ..

An uam:t.nation t)f

past studies (Marsh & Wilder, 1954) and aore recent viwa expressed by
those active in the area of teacher evaluation identified a number of
el8118nts of the "wbo evaluates wbat" issue in regard to teacher performance evaluation.

Types of evaluations carried out, whetber by admini-

strators (McNeil & Popbaal, 1973), peers (Lazovik, 1981), students
(Levin, 1979), self (Seldin, 1975), etc., eacb had a partieu.lar bias or
sbo'l'tCOIIIiag associated with it.

Repo'l'ta concerned with the use of

111Ul.tiple indicators such as student gain scores (Glasa, 1974), pe'l'sonality
traits (Hadaus, Airasian, & Kellegan, 1980), obserration of classro0111.
teacbiai (Gage, 1972), etc., also suggested both con.tribntione to and
ltmitations on the validity and reliability of the processes and products
of evaluation.
In spite of the recognized (and unrecognized) l:lait.s of evaluation.
and tbe problems aasociated with it, it seeas clear that due to both
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public pressure for accountability and coacero for quality education,
teachers will caatiaue to be evalu.atecJ.

The literature associated with

teacher evaluation (and personae! evaluation iu. general) suggested tbat
the slagle evaluation ayet• used in -DJ school cliBtricta uy be unable

to sane the -.l.tiple purposu for which evaluation 1a aoupt (GrueDfeld,
1981; 1falker, 1980).

'lbe queatiou invaaticated ia thie atud.r-and. the apedfic hypotheau tested-were a result of the praetieal need to develop leaal,

fair, aad educatioaally sound criteda for

cleciaioaa.

recluctio~lt"'forca

ataffiug

The pri-ry purpoaa of the study waa related to literature

that suggested:

1.

Sealodey can be •aeured. and defioecl 1n a DUaber of ways

(Bender, 1980; s. M. Johaaoa., 1980).
2.

The use of aeaioriey u

the ODJ.y criterion •Y produce poaitive

aad/or nqative effects on the educatioaal progr-. of the school district
(Nassau, 1978).
3.

The ute of aeDiorlty ae the only criterion 1gnoraa professional

COIIPetence and _,. lillit the a.ploy-.nt piu .ade by ad.uorltiea (Bender,
1980).

4.

Xn spite of the pletbora of pro'b'-- aasoei.ated with teacher

evaluation, •ne fact is that givea present circuattaDCel • • • evaluatioa is botb aecessuy utd. inevitable regardless of ita desirability,

effectivenua, or c0118equea.eee• (Bon•. 1975, p. 40).
5.

There is ia.creasial evidence that a eiagle evalu.at1011. ayatea

_,. be unable to serve the -.l.tiple purposes of belpiq the teacber to
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improve h:l.s/ber effectiveness in performing job related duties and

serving adDlinistrative decision making, e.g., transfers, promotions,
and RIF decillions (Millman, 1981).

6.

To the extent that local policies and contracts do not conflict

with state statutes or constitutional rights, the local conttacts can
determine policies for reduction in force (Zirkel & Bargerstock, 1981).

A mailed survey was conducted among randomly selected teachers and
administrators from three districts (drawn randolllly from the 18 largest

in Connecticut).
hypotheses.

The· Mann-Whitney U test was used in t.esttng the major

Descriptive statistics, based on percentages of responses

in each category, were used when appropriate.

The choices of teachers

and adllinistrators in regard to criteria for RIF decisions, indicators
to be used in fonnative and SUDIIIIative evaluation systems, and participants in formative and summative evaluations were ranked based on adjusted
frequencies of respondents who .. strongly agreed" or '"agreed.'"

Substantial agreement was found between teachers and adm:Lnistrators
regarding criteria to be considered in making decisions in reductionin-force situations.

The majority (over SO% of each group) endorsed

the use of 1111ltiple criteria, Le., areas of certification; degree status;
program needs of building, school, or district; quality of job performance
as determ:ined by some form of teacher evaluation; seniority; specific
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experience at grade level or in subject area; and tenure status.

The

educators -were divided among themselves in regard to the inclusion of
affirmative aetiOD. needs as a criterion.

In each group approximately

26% favored its inclusion, 37% did not want it to be considered, and
approxilllately 24% expressed uncertainty.

The largest diserepancy

between teachers and administrators concerned the use of participation
in extracurricular activities as a cc.uaideration in the decision-making-...
process:

82.4% of the adllinistrators endOrsed the use of this cdcerion

while 45.8% of the teachers rejected its use with an additional 12.6%
uncertain

~tbout

how they felt.

Teachers and administrators agreed (92.2% of the teachers and 94.1%
of the administrators) that some form of seniority should be considered
in RIP deeiaion making.

However, there was n" definition of seniority

that was agreeable to a majority (over SO%) of each group.

The educa-

tors also agreed (71.1% of the teachers and 94.1% of the administrators)
that some form. of teacher evaluation should be a criterion in RIP situations.
Although the administrators were lllOre in favor of developing and
using two separate evaluation systems (64.7% agreed) than were the
teachers ( 45.7% agreed), neither group indicated a strong desire to
alter their acceptance of stipulated indicators or of partic:!pants in the
process as the stated purpose of the evaluation changed.

More than 50%

of each group was willing to accept classroom environment, individual
performance objectives, lesson plans, observations of classroo10. teaching,
personal attributes, pupil-teacher relations, and teacher command of sub-
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ject matter as indicators to be considered for both formative and summative evaluations.

The greatest discrepancy between the groups was

in regard to the use of •volunteer service on school committees .. as an
indicator:

over 55% of the teachers rejected the inclusion of the indi-

eator in either type of evaluation system; over 70% of the responding
administrators were in favor of using this indicator in both f~rmative

and aummative evaluations.
Conclusions
The responses of both teachers and adudl'listrators indicated a
variety of criteria that are mtually acceptable in R.IF situations.
Use of the criteria of program needs, experience at grade level or in
subject area, results of evaluations, and areas of certification could
contribute to the maintenance of quality educational programs ln times
of retrenchment.

The utilization of the criteria of tenure, lPltually

developed seniority syatelDS, and degree status could contribute to the
perceived and actual fairness and equitability of the reduction-inforce process.
It seems clear--recognizing the limits on generalizability--that
straight seniority (defined as length of service in the school district)
need not be the only criterion upon which to base the order of layoff
among tenured teachers.

The present use of straight seniority-based

layoffs may be an unnecessary constraint imposed by erroneous perceptiona concerning the desires of the teachers.

AB Moore (1978) stated,

.. If we are willing to try some permutations of the seniority system, we
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may disclose better strategies for teacher retrenchment which also as-

sure no erosion of the quality of education• (p. 330).

The link between

the definition of seniority and the "unit of reduction, .. i.e., subject

area, grade level, and building, is complex; the present lack of agreement among teachers and between teachers and adtainistrators may be important in regard to maeting established or future program needs.
The teachers and administrators accepted a wider range of indica-

tors, e.g., command of subject, classroom envtroruaent, observations of
classrooms, pupil-teacher relations, individual

perfo~nce

objectives,

lesson P.lans, etc., in the evaluatioG process than is presently used in
many sehool districts.

Use of mutually acceptable IIU!Uple indicators

could contribute to the validity of the evaluation results and to the
credibility of those evaluations.
Inclusion of a variety of evaluators in the evaluation process was
also accepted by each group.

Use of an increased number of evaluators

could alleviate (to some degree) the problems of halo effect and rater
bias.

This change might also cont.ribute to the validity and credibilit.y

of the results of the evaluations.

Ba.rever, consideration of the

findings associat.ed with the choices of indicators and participants for
single-purpose evaluation systems (eith.er formative or summative)
appears to. suggest that the educat.ors would !2£_ make many substantive
changes in choice of indicators or participants based upon the purpose
of the evaluation.
Analysis of the findings from this study also indicated a lack of
knowledge and understanding on the part of teachers and administrators
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concerning:

(a) the nature of the RIP policies and procedures and tea-

c:her evaluation systf!IIS used in their districta, and (b) the uDDer in
which the Rll policies and procedures aucl teacher evaluation aysteu

ware developed..

Open COIIIImni.eations end explanation of existiag poli-

cies aDd practices may to aoae extent alleviate the fears and stress
ezperieneed by teachers and admi Distratora in regard to reduction in
foree aad teacher enluati01l.
Suggestions for P'urther Research

Naturally, it might be useful to duplicate tbia study in school
districts that have profiles dllilar to the prof ilea· of the distdcta

in this study:

Increased input froa teachers and ad:alilliatrators from

similar districts llight eontributa to the vaUdity and eventual generalizability of the findings.
It could also be valuable to do COIIp&rison studies between school
districts with similar and differing characteristics.

Results of auch

studies lllight .a.nclicate thae we are able to predict a'l'eas of ag'l'...ant
between eeachars and aduf.aiserators in regard to accepeable R.IP criteria and ac:.c:eptable inclicators and participants in the evaluation process f"rOm lmowing specific dbt.rict at.tributes.

Prediction 111ight fac:i-

litate negotiationa between the groups concerning preferred definitions
of aeniority 1 RIF layoff procedures and policiea 1 a11CI teae.ber evaluat.ion
systems.
Further study appears warranted in regard to the criterion of
"-.eetiq the affirmative action needs of the district.'"

If we could
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determine "'why" the educators sampled responded as they did, we eould

possibly educate the educators, i.e. 1 assist the. in underataadiag and
accepting the need. for •eting those affirmative action needs so that

we lllght provide positive role models for all our aation•a cblldren.

Moreover, if negative or uncertain responses were due to personal fears
concerning job security, perhaps R.IP procedures could be developed that

address this legitiuta com:ern, at the

&31De ti~~e

including provisions

for •eting affiau.tive ac:Cion needs.
Partic:ipation in extr4currteul.ar activities as a criterion to be

used in R.IP dacisiou and volunteer service oa. school co'lllllllittees as an
indicator in evaluation syateu were both rejected by teachers but

favored by admniatrators.

Those fioclings suggest a Geed to 8lt811ine,

froa the points of view of both the teachers and. the adlliniatrators, the
perceived job descriptions/job responsibilities of teachers.

Vale••

the perceptions of both groups c:oincide or ace01111110dat1on is reac:hed •
any ID' procedure or evaluation system that includes those criteria
(either overtly or covertly) 1118Y be perc:eived as blatantly unfair by
tbe teac:hers.
Until learning as a total proc:esa ia better understood, until the
nexus between teaching and learning is c:larified and the role of the

teacher in this dyad is defined, we will not be able to evaluate teachers
in a totally valid 1181111er.

It i8 evident that we aust c:ontinue to attempt

to define and identify .. good'" teachiag and '"good'" teac:hers--sound evaluation rests upon such definitions.

The reedts of this stud.y indicated

that the teachers .!!!. willing to accept the concept of evaluatioo.

Pur-
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ther research is necessary in order to determine.wbat they legitiutely
should be accountable for and evaluated on.
We must also· decide/determine whether it is sufficient to be good
in the classroom (dlerit) or whether we should consider the value of the
teacher to the school district as a whole (worth).

Row we answer these

questions will influence the criteria that we choose for determining
the order of layoff in times that require staff reductions.

Further research is necessary to determine how our schools can
continue to provide quality educational opportunities during times of
retrenchment while at the same time making staff reductions that are
fair and equitable to_!!!. affected.

As a teacher who participated in

this study stated, "An RIF policy is always going to hurt someone, but
it shouldn't be the student."
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Instructions co the Validation Panel of Administrators
and Teachers for Item Retention on che
Teaeher Questionnaire
As school enrollments continue to decline, as financial re-

sources become 1110re •carce, reduction in force (RIP) continues to
increase, and the pressure to reach agreement aaong professional
educators regarding which criteria to use in reduction-in-force
staffing deei.sions builds.

As a professional educator you are aware

that lack of agreement between ceachers and aclministrators leaves
open the possibility of increased numbers of grievances, lowered
teacher and

~nistrator

morale, increased stress, and possibly

diminished quality of leaming opportunities available for your scudents.
As part of a doctoral research project, I am investigating some

issues associated with reduction in force.

The purpose of this ex-

J•loratory research is to investigate the existing level of aareement
between teachers and administrators regarding criteria to be used in
RIF staffing decisions.

My

hope is that the results of this study

will suggest some mucually acceptable criteria wbi.ch can be used in
RIF situacions:

criteria which are educationally sound and fair and

equitable to all involved.
Before I begin the actual research project (which will be
carried out in Connecticut), I need your heb in order to determine
whether the items on the proposed questionnaire represent valid and
appropriate choices in regard to teacher evaluation and reductionin-force issues.

Please render a personal judgment for each item
187
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on the forms provided using the following criteria:
CLARITY

Is the statement clear and concise?

Indicate

--e-ither yes (Y) or no (N).

REDUNDANCY Is the item redundant vis-a-vis the content
--orot'her items? Indicate either yes (Y) or no (N).
APPROPRIATEMESS OF VARIABLE DIMENSION PLACEMENT Is the
item placed correctly according to the variable
dimension specified at the beginning of each of
the groups of statements? Indicate either yes (Y)

or no (N).
FAVORABILITY On the opinion items, does a response of
"strongly agree 11 indicate a positive attitude toward
inclusion of the criterion in RIP' decisions and/or
in. the teacher evaluation process/procedures? Indicate either yes (Y) or no (N).
RESPONSE STIMULUS Is the item a proper stimulus for a
strongly agree or strongly disagree response? Indicate either yes (Y) or no (N).
CONTENT VALIDITY Does 'the Hem rela'te to reduction in
force and/or teacher evaluation as described in the
literature or observed in practice? Indicate either
yes {Y) or no (N).
INCLUSION Does the item possess sufficient validity to
~ncluded in the instrument? Indicate either yes
(Y) or no {N) •
IMPORTANCE If • in your judgment • the item should be in------ciUded in the instrument, rate its importance relative to other items pertaining to the same dimension.
Use a three-point scale as follows: (3) high, (2)
medium. ( 1) low.
In any case where your judgment was not favorable, please indicate your reason(s).

I would greatly appreciate any additional com-

ments or suggestions which you believe are appropriate.
Thank you very much for your valuable assistance in the development of this instrument.

If you have any questions in regard to the
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study, or i f you would like to receive a summary of the findings
when the study is completed, please feel free to contact me:
Lorraine A. Marcantonio
Educational Leadership Department
Western Michigan University
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49008
(616) 383-1997
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Validation Panel Results
Criteria
I

Clarity

t

e-m
Y or N

Redundancy
y

or

N

Variable
Placement
Y or N

Favorability

Y or

N

Response
Stimulus

Content
Validity

Inclusion

Y or N

Y or N

Y or N

Importance (Mean of
panel responses)
(3) High, (2) Med.,
(1) Low

1

11

1

0

12

12

0

NA

NA

11

1

11

1

2

12

0

0

12

12

0

NA

NA

11

1

12

0

2.25

3

12

0

0

12

12

0

NA

NA

11

1

11

1

1.91

2.25

4

12

0

0

12

12

0

NA

NA

12

0

12

0

2.66

5

12

0

0

12

12

0

NA

NA

11

1

12

0

2.83

6

12

0

0

1L.

12

0

NA

NA

11

1

12

0

2.83

7

11

1

0

12

12

0

NA

NA

12

0

12

0

2.66

8

11

1

0

12

12

0

NA

NA

12

0

12

0

2.83

9

12

0

0

12

12

0

NA

NA

10

2

11

1

2.33

10

12

0

1

11

11

1

NA

NA

12

0

12

0

2.91

11

12

0

0

12

12

0

NA

NA

9

3

12

0

2.83

12

10

2

0

12

12

0

NA

NA

9

3

11

1

2.42

--·-

---

-

~--

-
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Validation Panel Results--Continued
Criteria

.
I
t

Clarity

m

Y or N

Redundancy

Y or

N

Variable
Placement
Y or N

Favorability
y

or

N

i

Response
Sti111ulus

Content
Validity

Inclusion

Y or N

Y or N

Y or N

Importance (Mean of
panel responses)
(3) High • (2) Med. •
(1) Low

l3

12

0

0

12

12

0

NA

NA

11

1

11

1

2.58

14

12

0

0

12

12

0

NA

NA

11

1

11

1

2.75

15

12

0

0

12

12

0

NA

NA

12

0

12

0

2.66

16

12

0

0

12

12

0

NA

NA

11

1

11

1

2.42

17

12

0

0

12

12

0

NA

NA

11

1

11

1

2.42

18

12

0

0

12

12

0

NA

NA

12

0

12

0

2.83

19

12

0

0

12

12

0

NA

NA

12

0

12

0

2.58

20

12

0

0

12

12

0

NA

NA

12

0

12

0

2.83

21

12

0

0

12

12

0

NA

NA

11

1

11

1

2.42

22

12

0

0

12

12

0

NA

NA

11

1

11

1

2.42

23

11

1

0

12

12

0

NA

NA

12

0

12

0

2.25

24

12

(J

0

12

12

0

NA

NA

12

0

12

0

2.83

~

N
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Validation Panel Results--Continued
Criteria

.'
I

Cladty

Redundancy
Y or

Variable
Placement

Favorability

Response
Stimulus

Content
Validity

Inclusion

Y or N

Y or· N

Y or N

Y or N

Y or N

Importance (Mean of
panel reapolll!les)
(3) High, (2) Med.,
(1) Low

m

Y or N

25

11

1

0

12

12

0

NA

NA

12

0

12

0

2.58

26

11

1

0

12

12

0

NA

NA

12

0

12

0

2.92

27

10

2

0

12

11

1

NA

NA

12

0

12

0

2.83

28

12

0

0

12

12

0

NA

NA

10

2

10

2

2.42

29

9

3

0

12

12

0

NA

NA

12

0

12

0

2.83

30

12

0

0

12

12

0

12

0

11

1

2.92

31

9

3

1

11

12

0

NA

NA

10

2

9

3

2.25

32

10

2

0

12

12

0

NA

NA

11

1

10

2

2.58

33

12

0

1

11

12

0

12

0

12

0

11

1

11

1

2.83

34

12

0

1

11

12

0

12

0

12

0

11

1

11

1

2.83

35

12

0

0

12

12

0

11

1

11

1

11

1

12

0

2.75

36

12

0

0

12

12

0

11

1

11

1

11

1

12

0

2.75

"

------

12

--

0

12

0

---

~

w
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Western Michigan University
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49008

College of Educatioll
DepDZtrD.eiJtof
Educational I.eadarsltip

March 26, 1983

Dear
f~rm.er teacher at Greenwich High School, Greenwi.c:h, Connecticut, and am presently engaged in doctoral studies at Western Michi·

I am a

gan University.

The population being studied as part of my dissertation research is
the 169 school distrlcts in Connecticut. In order to determine the
nature of my pcpulati.on and to drav an appropriate sample, I need
your assistance in procuring the most current data available.
Please answer-on this form-the fOITowiug questioue as they apply
to your school district:
1.

Size
1.1
1.2
1.3

of district
Number of students
Number of teachers_;:;;====
Number of admiuistra'tors

2.

Does your school district recognize and work with a teacher
bargaia..ing unit.?
2.1 What is the bargailling unit; i.e., NEA, AET, other?_
2. 2 Approximately what percentage of the teachers are members of the bargaining unit? - - - - -

3.

Does your school di.strict have a formal teacher evaluation

;:~t~:::c-:is;::-c::;:h:::e-:mai=n::-:::purpose of
system?

the teacher evaluation

--

~:~ ~~ ~~!~r~::~e~f~~~:~o""r""'d"ec""1"'s71on=-mald.=7ng

in

promotion, transfer, tenure, and similar situa-

(c)

!i~~·•ina=c71o;:;n;-:;cof"<•='>'an'd

(b)------

195
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Superintendent's Questionnaire
Page 2

3.2

3.3

Are port:ions (or all) of the evaluation .!Jystem incorporated into the ·master contract; i.e., is at least
a portion of the evaluation system negotiable?
Do teachers, through their representatives, par~
pate in the development/refinement of the evaluation

3.4 ::c:!g""'h'"'as,...,tb=e-=pc::r-:-es:-:e-:-nt· evaluation systeui been used
within your Uistrl.c:t?

4.

·

Has your school distrirt been faced with the necessiey to
reduce the size of your t.eaching sea££?
If yes, when did reduction begin? ~~;;;;::;;::::-=:::.
4,1 Bas it been necessary to make reductions among tenured

4. 2
4.3

4. 4
4.5

=~~!!r·""""c!i"'s"'tr"'i'"'c"t"'h"'av"'e:-written

polieies and procedures

to follow in reducUon-in-force situations?
Did teaehers, through cheir representatives,~
pate in the development of the reduction-in-force

:~::' r~uc~~~=~::::!c::::e-:p::ol"i;:c:;-:ie::s-:and=-::p:;r·ocedures
:~~\:! ::=t~~ ~:::~:~t:!vu=ua=-t:::;i-::ons::::-c:-:o::-us:::;ie7dered when

determining the order of layoff among teachers? _ _

I would greatly appreciate receiving your reply as quickly as possible so that I might begin the data callection process. I would
also appreciate it i f you would forward a copy of your evaluation
and reduction-in-force policies and procedures. If I choose to include your district in the research project, and i f you are interested. in participating in the project, I will contact you.
Thank you for your assistanc.e, consideration, and cooperation. If
you have any questions concerning the nature of my study, please
feel free to contact me:

Lorraine A. Marcantonio
Doctoral Candidate

Haroll! W. Bcle.s

Professor

c0

p

y
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Western Michigan University
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49008

Dear
Apprcnimately two weeks ago you received a request for information
percaiDins co your school districte I realize that at this time of
year your profesaioual ra&pcHl81bilities place sreat 4aaDda upon
your already tight d.me ac:beclule; it is easy to put aside requests
from educators outside of your district. Nevertheless, I really
aaad your aaaiata.nCe in obtaiuiag the most curnDt ia.formatioa. about
your school. district in order to drav u appropriate &8111ple from the
169 cliatr1.cts 1n CoDnBcticut.

Please taka the five or
fo~che

1.

tell minutes necessary to aaswer-on this
following questiou as they apply to your situaticm..

Size of district

1.1 Number of students
1.2
Number of teachers;;:;;====
1.3 Number of administrators

2.

Dau your school d.iatric.t recopize and work with a teacher

~?'=1a~! "bar=a=••'"'•""••"'a=-=uai=t;

i.e., IlEA, APT, other?_
mem-

2. 2 Approximately what percentage of the teachers
bers of the bargaining uuitt - - - - - -

3.

~

Does your school district have a foDUil teaeb.er evaluation

~~t~:::t-,1a"'""""'tbe:-::-,matn=-:-::cpurpoae
system?

~:~

of the teacher evaluation

--

i:promotion,
:0-!ir::::·~!t=-~~o=r":ld'-oc=<t;:s::;.io::n:"mokiu.=::;.
transfer, tenure.
similar situa:=.,.:Lna=t""t01l=-=otri(&):T""Cand

g in

and

(c)

7

(b) - - - - - -
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Superintendent's Questionnaire
Page 2

3.2

Are portions (or all) of the evaluation system in-

3. 3

Do teachers, through their representaeives, par~

corporated into the master contract; i.e., is at least
a portion of the evaluation sysum negotiable?

pate in the development/refinement of the evaluation

3.4 ::c:!g"ba=s""'th=e-=p=r"'es:-:en=-·c evaluation system been used
within your d i s t r i c t ? - - - - - 4.

Has your school district been faced with the necessity to
reduee the size of your teaching s:~t.a:f~f~?;;;;;:::;;;:~=
If yes, when did reduction begin?
4.1 Bas it been necessary to make reductions among tenured

4.2

;::~~!r:-:r.dta=trl=c""t'ba:::ve=-:written

4.3

to follow in reduction-in-force situations?
Did teachers, through their representatives, participate in the development of the reduction-in-force

4. 4
4.5

policies and procedures

:!i~:s r::c~~:~:::~~~c;::e~p~o:;li'-c=<i':::es:;-:an;:;d.,procedures
:~ ~= ::::sc:~ ::::~t!v::al;-:ua=ti.-:o=ns:-.:c-::ons=idered when

determining the order of layoff among teachers? _ _

I would greatly appreciate receiving your reply as quickly as possible so that I might begin the data collection process. I would
also appreciate a copy of your evaluation and reduction-in-force
policies and procedures. If you are interested in participating in
the project, and if your district is one of the sample for the research project~ I will contact you further.
Thank you for your assistance • cooperation, and consideration. If
you have any questions concerning the nature of the study, please
feel free to contact me.

Harold W. Boles
Professor

Lorraine A. Marcantonio
Doctoral Candidate

c0

p

y
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IM~U

Western Michigan University
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49008

College ofEducatioa
Department of

Educatioaal LsrJdsrrbip

Dear Educator:

As school inrollments continue to decline and as financial resources become
more scarce, the need for reduction in force continues to increase. Also, the
pressure for agree~~ent aRDng professional educators regarding criteria for
reductiOII-'in-force decisions builds.
I am investigating the level of agreenent existing between teachers and
administrators regarding criteria to be used in reduction-fn~orce decisions.
The enclosed questionnaire provides you an opportunity to express !2..!:!.!:. opinion
In regard to this l~ortant Issue. flY hope Is that the results of this study
wilt suggest some n~tually acceptable criteria that can be used in reductionin-force situations: Criteria which are educationally sound as well as fair
and equitable to all involved.
Copies of this questionnaire have been sent to randomly selected teachers
and administrators in the 169 school districts in Connecticut. Your opinion.
as a representative of the professional educators within Connecticut~ is
:h!~Yc!Tr.~:d~ to the acc~racy of any conclusions which may be drawn from
PLEASE take some time from your busy schedule to complete the questionnaire.
Your replies will b'e held in strictest confidence: Neither your school. your
district, nor you as an individual will be identified in reporting the results
of the study.
A stamped envelope is enclosed for your convenience.· PLEAS£ complete the
questionnaire and return it as soon as possible. If you have any questions in
regard to the study. or would like to receive a sunmary of the findin9s, plene
feel free to contact me.
Thank you for taking the time to complete the questionnaire. I realize
that at this time of year the multiple demands on your time make each moment
precious, but 1 really need your opinion to make this study accurate. I appreciate your cooperation, assistance, and contribution to the validity of this study.

~~JJ.#~./
Marold w. Boles

Sincerely,

~#.~.... ""

".J

Gnirle-A.

Maro:hntonio
Doctoral Candidate

Professor

201
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TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE
Your response to this questionnaire will be treated in the strictest confidence. The code number in the
top rfght·hand comer Is for follow-up Identification purposes only. When quastionnalres are returned and num-

bers are checked, Identifying code numbers will be destroyed.
1. Please Indicate at which level you are presently teaching.
_ _ Primary

_ _ Elementary

_ _ MlddleSchooi(Pteasespecltysubjectarea(s•,.)):===============
_ _ High School (Please specify subject area(s) )_

2. How many years have you served in your present school system?
_ _ Less than 1 year
_ _ 1-Syears

_ _ 6-10years
_ _ 11·15years
_ _ more than 15years(Pieasespeclfy) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3. Have you been granted tenure while teaching In your present district?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No

4. How many years have you been teaching in your present assignment?
_ _ Less than 1 year
_ _ 1-Syears
_ _ 6-10years
_ _ 11·15years
_ _ more than 15years(Pieasespecify) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5. What Is the total number of years that you have been teaching?
_ _ Less than 1 year
_ _ 1·5years
_ _ S.10years
_ _ 11·15years
_ _ more than 15years(Pieasespeclfy) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

6. What is yc:iur highest academic degree?
__
__
__
__
__

B.A.orB.S.
M.A.orM.S.
Specialist's Degree
Ed.D.orPh.D.
Other(Pieasespecify) - - - - - - - - - - - - -

7. Are you certified to teach in more than one subject area?
_ _ Yes

_ _ No

_ _ Unsure

8. Are you certified to teach at more than one grade level?
_ _ Yes

_ _ No

_ _ Unsure

9. Have you had experience teaching at more than one grade level?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
10. Have you had experience teaching more than one subject?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
11. What is the bargaining unit for your school district?
_ _ NEAaffillate
_ _ AFT affiliate
12. Are you a member of the local bargaining unit?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
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13. If you are a member, are you generally satisfied with the way the union represents your concerns and Ideas
totheadmlnlstratlon?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No

--

14. Old your bargaining unit participate (through teacher representatives) In the development of your district's

taacherevaJuatlon system?

_ _ Yes

_ _ No

_ _ Unsure

15. Are the teacher evaluation policies and procedures part of the teachers' master contract?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
_ _ Unsure
16. Are you in general agreement with the teacher evaluation system that was developed?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
_ _ Unsure
17. Are you satisfied with the way the teacher evaluation policies and procedures were developed?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
_ _ Unsure

18. Does your school district have policies and procedures to follow when reduction in forc:e becomes
necessary?
_ _ Yes

_ _ No

_ _ Unsure

19. Did the bargaining unit participate (through teacher representatives) In the development of your district's
reduction In force policies and procedures?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
_ _ Unsure
20. Are the reduction in force policies and procedures part of the teachers' master contract?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
_ _ Unsure
21. Are you in general agreement with the reduction in force policies and procedures that were developed?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
_ _ Unsure
22. Are you satisfied with the way In which the reduction in force policies and procedures were developed?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
_ _ Unsure
23. If your district has established policies and procedures to be used in reduction-in-force situations, are the
results of teacher evaluations used when determining the order of lay off among tenured teachers?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
_ _ Unsure
24. If your district has established policies and procedures to be used In reduction·ln·force situations, Is senior·
lty the~ criterion used wh~~ determining the~~':,',:' lay off amo!"'g tenured teachers?
25. Do you believe that !!!!!!!!2!!!! of seniority should be used when determining the order of lay off among ten·
ured teachers In reduction-in-force situations?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
_ _ Unsure
26. Do you believe that soma form of teacher evaluation should be used when determining the order of lay off
among tenured teachers in reduction-in-force situations?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
_ _ Unsure
27. If seniority were to be used as the 2!!!l_ criterion when determining the order of lay off among tenured teachers in reduction-In-force situations, how do you believe that seniority should be defined? (Check only one)
27.1 _ _ Yearsintheschooisystem
27.2 _ _ Years in a particular building
27.3 _ _ Years teaching a particular subject
27.4 _ _ Years teaching at a particular grade level
27.5 _ _ Total years as a teacher

=============

27.6
__
Some combination ofttnh~eabo~:·•~IP:I~eas~e~s~p~ec~l:fy~)
27.7 _
_ Other(Pieasespecify)_

28. Do you agree with the way seniority is defined in the reduction-in-force policies and procedures of your
school district?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
_ _ Unsure
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29. Evaluation of teachers is done for two basic purposes: (1) "to Improve the teacher's effectiveness in performing his or her duties" and, (Z) "to serve administrative decision making with respect to hiring, firing,

promotions, transfer, reduction in force, etc.".
29.1

29.2
29.3

29.4

What Is the s..ted purpose of your district's teacher evaluation system?
1 _ _ Toimproveteachereffectiveness
2 _ _ To serve administrative decision making
3 _ _ A combination of (1) and (2)
4 _ _ Unsure
If the stated purpose of your district's teacher evaluation system Is to Improve teacher effectiveness,
do you believe that this same system should be used to serve administrative decision maldng?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
_ _ Unsure
If the stated purpose of your district's teacher evaluation system Is to Improve teacher effectiveness
AND to serve administrative decision making, do you believe that this single evaluation system is
adequate to serve the two basic purposes of evaluation?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
_ _ Unsure
If two separate and distinct teacher evaluation systems ware to be developed and used in your district
(one specifically designed to help you Improve your effectiveness and one specifically designed to
serve administrative decision making), would you be more likely to accept teacher evaluation as a cri·
terion to be used when determining the order of lay off among tenured teachers In reduction-in-force
situations than if Just one evaluation system were used?
__
. Yes
_ _ No
_ _ Unsure

30. The following numbered Items are criteria that have been suggested for use when reduction-in-force staffing
decisions are necessary. Please react to the inclusion of EACH of thr following as a consideration in RIF
decisions. Use a scale of:
(SA)
1 =Strongly Agree
2=Agree
(A)
3 =Uncertain
(U)
4 = Oisagree
(D)
5 =Strongly Disagree
(SO)
2
2
3
4
5
SAAUDSD
30.1.
30.1 Affirmative action needs of the district
30.2.
30.2 Area(s) of certification
30.3 Degree status
30.3
30.4 Participation in extracurricularactivities(building level committees,
30,4.
sponsor clubs, coaching, etc.)
30.5 Program needs of department, building, school district, etc.
30.5.
30.6 Quality of job performances as determined by some form of
teacher evaluation
--30.6.
30.7.
30.7 Seniority
30.8 Specific experience at grade levels or in subject areas
30.8.
30.9 Tenure status
30.9.
30.10 Other(Pieasespeficy) - - - - - - - - - - - - 30.10.
31. If you were terminated due to reduction in force, would you be more likely to accept the decision, i.e.,
"grieve" It, if provided with a detailed explanation of criteria used?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
_ _ Unsure

not

32. if you or your teacher representative had been involved in establishing the criteria used in determining the
order of termination, would you be more likely to accept the administrative decision than if you or your re·
presentative were not involved?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
_ _ Unsure
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33. It has been suggested that multiple measures (indicators) should be considered in teacher evaluation
systems. If the results of a teacher evaluation syslem were to be used ONLY "to improve teacher effectiveness," please react to the inclusion of~ of the following measures (Indicators). Use a scale of:
1 =Strongly Agree
(SA)
2=Aglee
(A)
3 =Uncertain
(U)
4 = Disagree
(D)
5 ::s Strongly Disagree
{50)

1

2

4

5

SA

A

0

SO

33.1.
33.2.
33.3.
33.4.
33.5.
33.6.
33.7.
33.7 Pupil-teacher relations
33.8.
33.8 Student gain scores
33.9.
33.9 Teachercommatid of subject matter
33.10.
33.10 Volunteer service on school commiHees
33.11 Other(Pieasespeclfy) - - - - - - - - - - - - 33.11.
33.1
33.2
33.3
33.4
33.5
33.6

Attendance at professional meetings
Classroom environment
Individual perlormanceobjectlves
Lesson plans
Observations of classroom teaching
Personal attributes (voice, health, attire, etc.)

34. If the results of a teacher evaluation system were used ONLY "to serve administrative decision making,"
I.e., used in hiring, firing, promotions, transfers, RIF, please react to the inclusion of EACH of the following
measures (Indicators). Use a scale of:
(SA)
1 =Strongly Agree
2=Agree
{A)
3 =Uncertain
(U)
4 =Disagree
(0)
5 =Strongly Disagree
(SO)
SA

34.1
34.2
34.3
34.4
34.5
34.6
34.7
34.8
34.9
34.10
34.11

Attendance at professional meetings
Classroom environment
Individual performance objectives
Lesson plans
Observations of classroom teaching
PersonaJ attributes (voice, health, attire, etc.)
Pupil-teacher relations
Student gain scores
Teacher command of subject matter
Volunteer service on school committees
Other{Pieasespecify)> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2

4

t.

A

0

SO

34.1.
34.2.
34.3.

34.4.
34.5.
34.6.
34.7.
34.8.
34.9.

34.10.
34.11.
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35. If the results of a teacher evaluation system were to be used ONLY "to improve teacher effectiveness"
please give your opinion regarding WHO should participate In the evaluation. Please react to the Inclusion
of EACH. Use a scale of:
1 =Strongly Agree
{SA)
2=Agree
(A)
3 :a Uncertain
(U)
4 = Disagree
(D)
5 =Strongly Disagree
{SO)

35.1
35.2
35.3

Central office personnel (personnel director, curriculum
curriculum coordinator, etc.
Department chairperson
Parents

35.4 Peers
35.5
35.6

Principals
School board members

35.7 Self
35.8 Students
35.9 Superintendent
35.10 Union or Association representative

35.11 Other(Pieasespeci!Yl------------

1

2

4

5

SA

A

D

SO

35.1.
35.2.
35.3.
35.4.
35.5.
35.6.
35.7.
35.8.
35.9.
35.10.
35.11.

36. If the results of a teacher evaluation system were to be used ONLY "to serve administrative decision mak·
lng,"l.e., used in hiring, firing, promotion, transfer, AIF, etc., please give your opinion regarding WHO should
participate In the evalautlon. Please react to the lnch.ision of EACH. Use a scale of:
(SA)
1 =Strongly Agree
2=Agree
{A)
3 =Uncertain
(U)
4= Disagree
{D)
5= Strongly Disagree
{50)

38.1
38.2
38.3
38.4
38.5
38.6
38.7
36.8
38.9
36.10
36.11

Central office personnel (personnel director,
curriculum coordinator, etc.)
Department chairperson
Parents
Peers
Principals
Sctlool board members
Self
Students
Superintendent
Union or Association representative
Other (Please specify)

36.1.
38.2.
38.3.
36.4.
36.5.
38.6.
36.7.
36.8.
36.9.
36.10
36.11.

1

2

4

5

SA

A

D

SO

-----------------------------------------

-----
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No structured questionnaire can completely taka into account the complexity of your personal circumstances.
Please feel free to add your comments concerning the choice of criteria to be used in reduction-in-force staffing
decisions, particularly In respect to the use of teacher evaluation results and seniority.

Thank you for taking the time to complete this t~uestionnaire.l greatly appreciate your interest and cooperation.
Lorraine A. Marcantonio
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ADMINISTRATOR QUESTIONNAIRE
Your response to this questionnaire will be treated In the strictest confidence. The code number In the
top right-hand comer is for follow-up identification purposes only. When questionnaires are returned and num·
bars are checked, Identifying code numbers will be destroyed.
1. Please Indicate your specific administrative position.
_ _ Department Chairperson
_ _ Principal
_ _ Cun'lculum Coordinator

_ _ AsslstantSuperlntendent(Pieasespecify)l---------------- - Superintendent
_
CentraiOfflceStaff(Pie"as~e~s~p~ec~lty~)==================
__
_ Other(Pieasespeclfy)
_
2. If you are also teaching, what percentage of your time is devoted to teaching duties? - - - - - - 3. What Is your highest academic degree?

_ _ B.A. or B.S.

_ _ M.A.orM.S.
_ _ Specialist's Degree

_ _ Ed.D. or Ph.D.
_ _ Other(Pieasespeclfy) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4. How many years have you served In your present school system?
_ _ Less than 1 year
_ _ 1-5years
_ _ 6-10years
_ _ 11·15years
_ _ more than 15years(Pieasespeclfy) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5. Whcit is the teacher bargaining unit for your school district?
_ _ NEAaffillate
_ _ AFT affiliate
_ _ Other
6. Do you believe that the teachers are generally satisfied with the way the union represents their concerns and
ideas to the administration?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
_ _ Unsure
7. Old the teachers' bargaining unit participate (through teacher repre$-entatlves) in the development of your
district's teacher evaluation system?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
_ _ Unsure
8. Are the teacher evaluation policies and procedures part of the teachers' master contract?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
_ _ Unsure
9. Are you in general agreement with the teacher evaluation system that was developed?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
_ _ Unsure
10. Are you satisfied with the way the teacher evaluation policies and procedures were developed?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
_ _ Unsure
11. Does your district have policies and procedures to follow when reduction in force becomes necessary?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
_ _ Unsure
12. Did the teacher bargaining unit participate (through teacher representatives) in the development of your
district's reduction in force policies and procedures?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
_ _ Unsure
13. Are the reduction In force policies and procedures part of the teachers' master contract?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
_ _ Unsure
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t 4. Are you In general agreement with the reduction in force policies and procedures ttl at were developed?

_ _ Yes

_ _ No

_ _ Unsure

15. Are you satisfied with the way in which the reduction in force policies and procedures were developed?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
_ _ Unsure
16. If your district has establtshed·pollctes and procedures to be used In reduction-in-force situations, are the
results of teacher evaluations used when determining the order of lay off among tenured teachers?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
_ _ Unsure
17. If your district has established policies and procedures to be used In reduction-in-force situations, Is sen·
lorlty the .5!!!!l criterion used when determining the order of Jay off among tenured teachers?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
_ _ Unsure

18. Do you believe that!!!!!!.!!!!!! of seniority should be used when determining the order of lay off among tenured teachers In reduction-In-force situations?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
_ _ Unsure
19. Oo you believe that some form of teacher evaluation should be used when determining the order of lay off
among tenured teac~
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
_ _ Unsure
20. If seniority were to be used as the only criterion when determining the order of lay off among tenured teach·
ers In reduction-In· force situations, how do you believe that seniority should be defined? (Check only one)
20.1 _ _ Yearslntheschoolsystem
20.2 _ _ Years In a particular building
20.3 _ _ Yearsteachlngaparticularsubject
20.4 _ _ Years teaching at a particular grade level
20.5 _ _ Total years as a teacher
20.6 _ _ SOme combination of the above (Please specify) - - - - - - - - - - - - 20.7 _ _ Other(Piease specify)
21. Oo you agree with the way seniority Is defined In the reductlon-ln·force policies and procedures of your
school district?
_ _ Yes
_ _ NO
_ _ Unsure
22. Evaluation of teachers Is done for two basic purposes: (1) "to Improve the teacher's effectiveness in per·
forming his or her duties" and, (2} "to serve administrative decision making with respect to hiring, firing,
promotions, transfer, reduclion In force, etc.".
22.1 What Is the str..~ purpose of your district's teacher evaluation system?
1 _ _ To improve teacher effectiveness
2 _ _ To serve administrative decision making
3 _ _ A combination of (1) and (2)
4 _ _ Unsure
22.2 If the stated purpose of your district's teacher evaluation system Is to improve teacher effectiveness,
do you believe that this same system should be used to serve administrative decision making?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
_ _ Unsure
22.3 If the stated purpose of your district's teacher evaluation system is to improve teacher effectiveness
AND to serve administrative decision making, do you believe that this single evaluation system is
adequate to serve the two basic purposes of evaluation?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
_ _ Unsure
22.4 If two separate and distinct teacher evaluation systems were to be developed and used in your district
(one speciflcatly designed to help the teacher improve her/his effectiveness and one speticially ae·
signed to serve -administrative decision making), would you be more likely to accept teacher evalua·
tlon as a criterion to be used when determining the order of lay off among tenured teachers in reduc·
tlon in force situations than if just one evaluation system were used?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
_ _ Unsure
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23. The following numbered items are criteria that have been suggested for use when reductJon·in-force staffing
decisions are necessary. Please react to the inclusion of EACH of the following as a consideration in RIF
decisions. Use a scale of:
-1 =Strongly Agree
(SA)
2=Agree
(A)
3=Uncertaln
(U)

4 =Disagree
5 =Strongly Disagree

(0)
(SO)

1

2

3

4

5

SAAUDSD
23.1
23.2

Affirmative action needs of the district
Area(s) of certification

23.1
23.2

23.3

Degree status

23.3

23.4

Participation in extracurricular activities (building level committees,
sponsor clubs, coaching, etc.)
23.4
23.5 Program needs of department, building, school district, etc.
23.5
23.6 Quality of job performance as determined by some form of
teacherevaluatlon
--23.6
23.7 Seniority
23.7
23.8
23.8 Specific experience at grade levels or in subject areas
23.9 Tenure status
23.9
23.10 Other(Pieasespecify)
23.10
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24. It has been suggested that multiple measures (indicators) should be considered in teacher evaluation systems. if the results of a teacher evaluation system were to be used ONLY "to Improve teacher effectiveness,"
please react to the inclusion of .5AQ.!i of the following measures (Indicators). Use a scale of:
1 =Strongly Agree
(SA)
2=Agree
{A)
3=Uncertain
(U)
4= Disagree
{0)
(SO)
5 =Strongly Disagree

,

2

3

4

5

SAAUDSD
24.1
24.2
24.3
24.4
24.5
24.6
24.7
24.8
24.9
24.10

Attendance at professional meetings
Classroom environment
Individual performance objectives
Lesson plans
Observations of classroom teaching
Personal attributes (voice, health., attire, etc.)
Pupil-teacher relations
Student gain scores
Teacher command of subject matter
Volunteer service on school committees
24.~~ Other(Pieasespecify) - - - - - - - - - - - -

24.1
24.2
24.3
24.4
24.5
24.6
24.7
24.8
24.9
24.10
24.11

25. If the results of a teacher evaluation system were used ONLY "to serve administrative decision making,"
I.e., used in hiring, firing, promotions, transfers, RIF, please react to the inclusion of EACH of the following
measures (indicators). Use a scale of:
-1 =Strongly Agree
(SA)
2=Agree
(A)
3 =Uncertain
(U)
4=01sagree
(D)
5 =Strongly Disagree
(50)
4
5
1
2
SA A
0 so
25.1
25.1 Attendance at professional meetings
25.2
25.2 Classroom environment
25.3
25.3 Individual performance objectives
25.4
25.4 Lesson plans
25.5 - - - - 25.5 ObseiVations of classroom teaching
25.6
25.6 Personal attributes (voice, health, attire. etc.)
25.7
25.7 Pupil·teacher relations
25.8 Student gain scores
25.8
25.9 Teacher command of subject matter
25.9 - - - - - 25.10 - - - - 25.10 Volunteer service on school committees
25.11
25.11 Other (Please specify)

-----------------------------

-----
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26. If the results of a teacher evaluation system were to be used ONLY "to improve teacher effectiveness"
please give your opinion regarding WHO should participate In the evaluation. Please react to the inclusion
of EACH. Use a scale of:
1 =Strongly Agree

2=Agree
3=Uncertain
4= Disagree
5 =Strongly Disagree

26.1
26.2
26.3
26.4
26.5
26:6

(SA)
(A)
(U)
(0)
(SO)

Central office personnel (personnel director,
curriculum coordlnator,etc.)
Department chairperson
Parents
Peers
Principals
School board members

26.7 Self
26.8
26.9
26.10
26.11

Students
Superintendent
Union or Association representative
Other(Pieasespecify) - - - - - - - - - - - -

1

2

SA

A

4
0

5

so

26.1
26.2
26.3
26.4
26.5
26.6
26.7
26.8
26.9
26.10
26.11

27. If the results of a teacher evaluation system were to be used ONLY "to serve administrative decision making"
i.e., used in hiring, firing, promotion, transfer, RIF, etc., please give your opinion regarding WHO should
participate in the evaluation. Please react to the mclusion of EACH. Use a scale of:
(SA)
1 =Strongly Agree
2=Agree
(A)
3= Uncertain
(U(
4=Disagree
(D)
5=Strongly Disagree
(50)
,
2
3
5
so
SA A
U
SA
27.1 Central office personnel (personnel director,
27.1
curriculum coordinator, etc.)
27.2
27.2 Departmentchairperson
27.3
27.3 Parents
27.4
27.4 Peers
27.5
27.5 Principals
27.6
27.6 School board members
27.7
27.7 Self
27.8
27.8 Students
27.9
27.9 Superintendent
27.10
27.10 Union or Association representative
27.11 Other(Piease specify)
- - - - - - - - - - 27.11
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No structured questionnaire can completely take into account the complexity of your personal circumstances.
Please feel free to add your comments concerning the choice of criterta to be used In reduction·in-force staffing
decisions, particularly In respect to the use of teacher evaluation results and seniority.

Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. l greatly appreciate your interest and cooperation.
Lorraine A. Marcantonio
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IM~U

Western Michigan University

Kalamazoo, Michigan 49008

College of Education
Depanmeru of
EdiJCIJtioru11 Ut.llhrship

Dear Colleague:
Recently you were sent a questionnaire fran ....tlich data will be sought
concerning the level of agreement existing between teachers and administrators
regarding criteria to be usee'~. in rec:luctton-in-force decisions. 1t is flo/
hope that the results of this study will suggest sane rrutually acceptable
criteria that can be used in reducticn-in-force situations: Criteria \ohich
are educatia'18.lly soond as well as fair and equitable to all concerned.
Since mly a limited nun'ber of questionnaires were sent out, your

~:~~ ~= d:~f;rn/tb~rdft! ~~l~~~t~~r;Cea~! ~ec=u:~: 5 r~~our
bu:;y sunmer schedule to carplete the questionnaire (an additional copy
is enclosed fo!' your cawenience).

If you have already returned the carpleted questionnaire, please
accept my thanks and appreciation for your cooperatioo and assistance.

Sincerely yrurs.

~-d~·--· ~

Harold W. Boles
Professor

Lorraine A. Mircantooio
Doctoral Candidate
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WestcmMichi~-:a.n

Kalamazoo,

University
49008

Mu.:hi~an

College of Educati011
!Jep.utment of

Educational Lecu:lership

Dear ·fellow Professional:
Yes, I am still 'attempting to obtain your personal opinions in regard
to the important issue of criteria to be conSidered in reduction-in-force
decisions and the related topics of seniority and teacher perfonnance evaluation.
It is my hope that findings from this study will suggest areas of
agreement regarding criteria to be used in reduction-in-force decisions.
Moreover, it is my hope that the findings will suggest criteria which are
fair and equitable as well as educationally sound--an objective all professionals would like to see accomplished.
If you can possibly spare the time from your hectic professional and
personal schedule, PLEASE complete the questionnaire (an additional copy
is enclosed for yourconvenfence). Your opinions are extremely i11portant.
All replies will be held in the strictest confidence.
If you are trulY too busy to thoughtfully respond to the entire
questionnaire, please complete the enclosed 11 Non-respondent Form11 • A
stamped envelope is enclosed for your convenience.
My sincere best wishes for the new academic year. As educators we
have many responsibilities--may we all have the wisdom and courage (and time)
to meet these responsibilities.
Thank you for your cooperation, assistance, and contribution to this
study. I Took foward to receiving your COIJ1)1eted questionnatre--or if this
is not possible--your completed "Non-respondent Fonn11 •
Sincerely yours,

4~-?1:~

"""'
..~#"fl-~
(orraine A. Marcantonio

Harold W. Boles

Professor

Doctoral Candidate
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Your responses on this form will be treated in the strictest
confidence. The code number in the top right-hand corner is for
follow-up identification purposes only, When the forms are returned
and numbers are checked, identifying code numbers will be destroyed.

1.

Have you been granted tenure while teaching in your present
school system?
Yes
No

2.

What is the total number of years that you have been teaching?
Lesa than 1 year
- - 1-5 years
6-10 years
11-15 years
more than 15 years {Please specify) - - - - - - - -

3.

Are you a member of your local bargaining unit?
Yes
No

4.

If you are a member, are you generally satisfied with the way
the union represents your concerns and ideas to the administration?

5.

Do you feel relatively secure in your present position, i.e.,
even with reduction-in-force pressures, you believe that you
will probably keep your job?
Yes
No

6.

Are you in general agreement with the teacher evaluation system
that was developed in your school system?
Yes
No
Unsure

7.

Are you in general agreement with the reduction-in-force policies
that were developed in your school system?
Yes
No
Unsure

8.

The following are often given as reasons for not completing questionnaires. PLEASE check the one{s) that best represent(s) your
explanation for not participating in this study.
8.1
I never participate in research studies
8.2 - - I am not interested in the topic
8.3 - - I am just too busy
8 . 4 - - My opinion doesn't matter
8.5 - - Research findings never change actual practices
- - in the schools
8.6 _ _ Other (Please specify) - - - - - - - - -

==
==

Yes

No
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Please feel free to add your co11m1ents concerning the topics
under investigation, i.e,, reduction in force, seniority, performance evaluation.

Thank you for taking the time to complete this form.
appreciate your cooperation.

I greatly

Lorraine A. Marcantonio
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Nonrespondent Form--Administrator
Your responses on this form will be treated in the strictest
confidence. The code number in the top right-hand corner is for
follow-up identification purposes only. When the forms are returned
and numbers checked, identifying code numbers will be destroyed.

1.

Row many years have you served your present school district?
Less than 1 year

- - 1 - 5 years
- - 6-10 years
- - 11-15 years
more than 15 years (Please specify) - - - - - - - -

==
2.

Do you believe that the teachers are generally satisfied with
the way the union represents their concerns and ideas to the
administration?
Yes
No

3.

Are you in general agreement with the teacher evaluation system
that was. developed in your school system?

4,

Are you in general agreement with the reduction-in-force policies
that .were developed in your school system?
Yes
No
Unsure

5.

Do you feel relatively secure in your present position, i.e.,
even with reduction-in-force pressures, you believe that you
will probably keep your position?
Yes
No

6.

The following are often given as reasons for not completing questionnaires. PLEASE check the oue(s) that best represent(s) your
explanation for not participating in this study.
6.1
I never participate in research studies
6.2 - - I am not interested in the topic
6.3 - - I am just too busy
6 . 4 - - My opinion doesn't matter
6.5 --Research findings never change actual practices
- - in the schools
6.6 _ _ Other (Please s p e c i f y ) - - - - - - - - -

Yes

No

Unsure

Please feel free to add your comments concerning the topics under
investigation, i.e., reduction in force, seniority, performance evaluation.
Thank you for taking the time to complete this form.
appreciate your cooperation.
Lorraine A. Marcantonio

I greatly
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General Statutes of Connecticut
(Revised to January :1. 1 1975)
Chapter 166, Sect:iona 10-151,
lD-lSla. 10-lSlb
I lD-lSL

Emplo}'lleD.t of teachers.
tion of contract.

Notice and hearing on termina-

(a) ADy board of education may authori.ze the superintendent or
supervising agent to employ teachers. Any superintendent or supervising agent not authorized to employ teachers &hall submit to the
board of education nominations for teachers for each of the schools
in the town or towns in his jurisdict.ion and, from the persons so
DDmiDated, teachers may be employed. Such board shall accept or reject such D.OIIIinations within thirty-five days from their submission.
Any such board of education may request. the superintendent or supervising agent to s"Gbmit multiple nominations of qualified candidates,
if more than one candidate is available for nomination, for any supervisory or administrative position, iD which case the superintendent
or supervisory agent shall submit such a list "lnd 1II8Y place the
candidates on such list in the order iD wbich such superintendent or
supervisory agent recommends such candidates. If such board rejects
such nominations 1 the superinten.dent or supervising agent shall submit to such board other nominations and auch board may employ teachers from the persons so nominated and shall accept or reject such
nominations within one month from their submission. Ihe contract of
employment of a teacher shall be in writing and may be terminated at
any time for any of the reasons enumerated in subdivisiot11!1 (1) to
(6), inclusive, of subsection (b) of this section, but. otherwise it
shall be renewed for a second, third or fourth year unless such
teacher bas been notified in writing prior to March first in one
school year that such contract will not be renewed for the following
year, provided, upon. the teacher's written request, such notice
shall be supplemented within five days after receipt of sueh request
by a statement of the reason or reasons for such failure to renew.
Such teacher may, upon written request filed with the board of education within ten days after the receipt of such notice, be entitled
to a hearing before the board to be held within fifteen days of such
request. The teache.r shall have the right to appear with counsel of
his choice at such hearing.
(b) Beginning with and subsequent to the fourth year of continuous employment of a ceacber by a board of education, the contract of employment. of a teacher shall be renewed from year to year,
except that it may be teminated at any time for one or more of the
following ·reuons:
(1)

Inefficiency or incompetence;

22~
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(2} insubordination against reasonable rules of the board
of education;

(3)

moral misconduct;

(4)

disability, as shown by competent medieal evidence;

(5)

elimillation of the position to which the teacher was
appointed~ i f no other position ezists to which he may be
appoiD.ted i f qualified; or

(6)

other due and sufficient cause;

provided, prior t.o terminating: a c:ontrac:t, a board of educat.ion
shall give the teacher concerned a written notice that termination
of his contract is under coasicieration and, upon written request
filed by such teacher with such board within five days after receipt
of such notice, shall within the next succeediDS five days give such
teacher a statement in writing of its reasoua therefor. Within
twenty clays after receipt froaa.a board of education of written
notice that contract tecaination is under consideration, the teacher
concerned may file with such board a written request for a hearing,
whi.ch · such board shall hold within fifteen days after receipt of
such request. Such bearing shall be public i f the teacher so requests or the board so desisnatas. The teacher concerned shall have
the right to appear with cOUDSel of his choice at such hearing.
whether public or private. A board of education shall give the
teacher concerned. its written decision within fifteen days after
such bearing, together with a copy of a transcript of the proceeaci":'
iags 1 which shall be furnished without cost. Nothing herein contained shall deprive a board of education of the power to suspend
a teacher from duty illllled.iatel.y when serious misconduct is charged
without prejudice to the rights of the teacher as otherwise provided
in this section.

(c) For the purpose of this section. the term "teacher" shall
include each employee of a board of education, below the rank of
superintendent. who holds a regular certificate issued by the state
board of education.
(d) The provisions of any special act regarding the dismissal
or employment of teachers shall prevail over the provisions of this
section in the event of conflict.
(e)

After having had a contraet of employment as a teacher re-

newed. for a fourth year in any One municipality or school district,
any :eacher who is subsequent.ly employed in any other municipality

or school district shall become subject to t.he provisions of subsection (b) of this section after eighteen months of continuous employaen~:, unless, prior to completion of the eighteenth month following c:ommencement of the employment in such town, such teacher has
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been notified in writing prior to March first in accordance with the
provisions of subsection (a) of this section that such contract will
not be renewed for the following year irrespective of the duration
of employment under the then existing contract beyond the dat.e of
sai.d notification or unless, for a period of five or more years
immediately prior to such subsequent employment, such teacher has
not been employed in any public school within this state.
(f) Any teacher aggrieved by the decision of a board of education after a hearing as provided in subsection (b) of this section
may appeal therefrom, within thirty days of such decision, to the
court of co!!lllon pleas for the county or judicial district in which
such boar$! is located. Such appeal shall be made returnable to said
court in the same manner as is prescribed for civil actions brought
to said court. Any such appeal shall be a privileged case to be
heard by the court as soon after the return day as is practicable.
The board of education shall file with the court a copy of the complete transcript of the proceedings of the hearing held by the
board for such teacher, together with such other documents, or
certified copies thereof, as shall constitute the record of the
case appealed from. The court, upon such appeal, shall review the
proceedings of such hearing and shall allow any party to such appeal
to introduce ev:Ldence in addition to the contents of such transcript,
1£ it appears to the court that additional testimony is necessary
for the equitable disposition of the appeal. The court, upon such
appeal and after a bearing thereon, may affirm or reverse the decision appealed from. Costs shall not be allowed against such board
unless it appears to the court that it acted with gross negligence
or in bad faith or with malice in making the decision appealed from.

(1969, P.A. 532; 1971, P.A. 61; 1973, P.A. 73-456,
1974; 1974, P.A. 74-278, § 3, eff. July 1, 1974,)
§

10-!Sla.

§

1, eff. July 1,

Access of teacher to supervisory records and reports in
personnel file.

Each professional employee certified by the state board of education and employed by the board of education of an•- ' wn or regional
school district shall be entitled to knowledge. of.
to, and,
upon request, a copy of supervisory records ana r ..nJ
of competence, personal character and efficiency maintaineC .~.n his personnel
file with reference to evaluation of his performance in such school
district.

(1967, P.A. 464; 19i3, P.A. 73-345.)
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§

10-15lb.

[Teacher evaluation]

(a) The superintendent of each school district shall, in
accordance vith guidelines established by the state board of education for the development of evaluation programs and such other guidelines as may be established by mutual agreement between the town or
regional board of education and the teachers' representative chosen
pursuant to section 10-153b, continuously evaluate or cause to be
evaluated each teacher. The superintendent shall report the status
of such evaluatiOns to the town or regional board of education on or
before JUne first of each year. For purposes of this section, the
term "teacher" shall include e8.c.h employee of a board of education,
below the rank of superintendent, who holds a certificate or permit
issued by the state board of education.
(b) On or before January 1, 1975, each town or regional school
district shall submit, in vrlting, to the state board of education a
report on existing evaluation procedures and plans for implementing
the guidelines established by the state board of education for development of local evaluation programs.
(1974, P.A. 74-278, §§ 1, 2; eff. July 1, 1974.)

c
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y
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POSITION OP NEA REGABDING
SENIOlUTY AND APFIBMATIVE ACTION
A.

NEA believes that seniority provides an objective and equitable
standa:rd on which to base employment d.ecili:iona, including decisions regarding hiring, pr0110t1on and layoff.

B.

REA's COIIIIIitmeD.t to seuiarity is strong, but not absolute. NEA
believes that there are certain situatiODS in which a rigid application of seni.crity does not provide an appropriate basis for
making employment decisions and that same compralli.se is necessary.
One such situation is when, because of racial or sexual discrimination, the percentage of minorities or women in the workforce is
significantly below the percentage in the relevant labor market.
Although it would be preferable if the effects of this discrimination could be eliminated simply by ending the discriminatory
practices and. uti.lizing employment practices that treat people
equally regardless of race or sex, this is not always possible.
Affirmative action, which takes conscious account of race or sex,
may be necessary to achieve true equal employment opportunity.

C.

NEA believes that the choice between strict seD.iority and some
of affirmative action is best made voluntarily by
the e~~ployer and the employee organization through collective
bargai.rdng or other forma of dialogue. Where, however 1 there has
been a judicial finding that the underrepresentation of minorit:ies or women in the workforce is attributable to UDl.avful discrimination by the particular employer 1 a court should have the
power to impose _racial or sexual preferences in hiring, promotion
and layoff to the extent necessary to eliminate the effects of
the unlawful discriminati.cn, even if such preferences are contrary to a ~ seniority system.
ac:co~~~~~adation

D.

The question of whether any particular racial or sexual preference
represents an appropriate exercise of a court's power to eliminate
the effects of unlawful discrimination must: be determined on a
case-by-case basis after examining all. of the relevant factors.

E.

NEA will not participate in any litigation invol.ving the relationship between seniority and. affirmative action without the approval
of the Executive Comad.ttee. The position that NEA takes in such
litigation will be in accordance with the principles set forth in
Sections A. through D above.
Adopted by the NEA Board of Directors
June 29, 1983

fee
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